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Editorial: What you knowis what you love
by Jonathan Barman

The programming languagethatonelearns really well seems to become etched
in the mind, and it changes the way of thinking about programming for ever
after. APL has unquestionably changed my way of thinking. Having changed
one☂s way of thinking, however, one can get locked into that mode and become
unable to appreciate other waysof thinking. This could one of the main reasons
for the difficulty in getting more people to program in APL.
APL programmers seem to be able to moveto other languages much moreeasily
than experts in other languages can move to APL. Changing from a scalar
language to an array language is undoubtedly difficult. Unless there are clear
advantages in programming in APL people are not going to be bothered to make
the effort to change.
Over the pastyear I have hadto learn three new languages and have developed
substantial systems in each. The learning processis quite frustrating. Problems
which are incredibly simple in APL seem to be extraordinarily difficult in the
other languages. I am sure that the same remarks would be made by someone
whois expert in another language, for example C, on attempting to program in
APL.It is usually easier and faster to solve a problem in the language you know
well and therefore love.
Converting programmers to APLis getting progressively more difficult. In the
70s and 80s the APL environment wasso outstandingthat it made an immediate
impact on anyone used tothetraditional compiled languages. This is no longer
true. Most languages nowadayshave excellent debuggingfacilities which match
orbetter those available in APL.
The effort to disseminate APL to students seems very important. Having got
someone to use and know APLit should enable them to program better in any
programming language. The British APL Association is making the effort with
Education Vector, which has a wider circulation than Vector. I-APL and J are
freely available. If we don☂t manage to promote APL in this way, I fear that APL
will gradually die and becomeone ofthe manylost and forgotten languages.
T think that the APL community needs to be aware of whatis going on in the
outside world, and what the competition looks like. In this issue there is an
article by Martyn Adams about Visual Basic. Martyn is an expert APL
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programmer and has moved to Visual Basic because of market pressure, so his
views are of interest. What comes across most clearly is the way in which Visual
Basic concentrates on allowing people to implement simple Windows systems
without havingto do any serious programming.
Most APLers love programming, but the majority of people hateit. Visual Basic,
in company with 4GL languages, is aimed at the mass market with the
superficially attractive premise that programming is not really necessary, but
whenit is necessary the programsare easy to write and understand.Thisis, of
course, hogwash. Any medium-sized system solving a real problem hasto have
tens of thousandsoflines of the ☁easy☂ code, and the sheer volume then makesit
difficult to understand.
Visual Basic is becoming quite popular. The environment appears to be better
than many APLinterpreters. Even if you convince someonethat APL is a much
better language than Basic, the ability to create quick simple Windowsprograms
is liable to be a significantfactorin their decision to favour VisualBasic.
Fortunately, all is not gloom. David Piper reports that Manugistics have
produced a usable Windowsinterface with Version 5 of APL*PLUSII. Dyalog
APL has an excellent Windows interface. MicroAPL have had extensive
experience for many years with their APL on the Macintosh. With these new
tools APL should becomeone of the top contendersagain.

 

 

 

Vector Back Numbers
Back numbersof Vector are available from:
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c/o Gill Smith
Brook House, Gilling East,
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Quick Reference Diary 1993
Date Venue Event

23 April IEE London Neural Networks for Modelling
and Forecasting: Michael Bramson,

Forecasting and Planning: Maurice Jordan

11 June IEE London AGM
Presentation of
Outstanding Achievement Award

Educational Software for the
Macintosh:lan Clark
APLin Education: Richard Weber.

August 15-19 1993 Toronto, Canada APL93

17 Sept IEE, London Vendor Forum ~

26 November TBA APLProfessional Development Workshop:
This will be an all-day event (lunch is
included) - a small fee will be payable

British APL Association meetings are held in the IEE, Savoy Place. Nearest tube
outlets: Temple or Embankment.

 

Dates for Future Issues of VECTOR
Vol.10 Vol.10 Vol.10
No.1 No.2 No3

Copydate 4th June 93 3rd Sept 93 3rd Dec 93
Ad booking 11th June 93 10th Sept 93 10th Dec 93
Ad Copy 18th June 93 17th Sept 93 17th Dec 93
Distribution July 93 October 93 January 94  
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APLTraining Courses for 1993
For confirmation of dates and/or further details please contact the vendor
directly.

Level Company Days Dates
Beginners MicroAPL 1 8 April, 27 May, 22 July,

16 Sept, 11 Nov
APL*PLUS/PC MicroAPL 1 6 May,

24 June, 19 Aug, 14 Oct, $ Dec
Introduction MicroAPL 1 20 May,
to APL2 15 July, 9 Sept, 28 Oct
APL*PLUS II/PC MicroAPL 1 13 May,
Conversion 8 July, 26 Aug, 21 Oct, 16 Dec
Intermediate MicroAPL 1 15 April, 10 June,

5 Aug, 23 Sept, 18 Nov
Advanced MicroAPL 1 22 April, 17 June,

12 Aug, 7 Oct, 25 Nov
Statgraphics Mercia 1 20 April

If you would like to have your courses or seminars listed in Vector, please
contactGill Smith with the details.
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The International Conference on APL
August 15-19, 1993

University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Invitation and Preliminary Program
Welcome: Conference Chair
In the Spring of 1973, a conference called APL5 washeld in Toronto at the Inn on
the Park. The banquet was held at the Ontario Science Centre, and the guest
speaker was Dr. Kenneth Iverson, the inventor of APL. Twenty years later,
Toronto will again host an international APL conference. This timeit will be held
in the Medical Sciences Building of the University of Toronto, which is near the
centre of the city.
Tam delighted that Professor Leroy J. Dickey has volunteered to be the Program
Chairmanfor the conference; he has provided a rich and varied formal program.
Further, Bob Bernecky has volunteered to take responsibility for all the other
program events which do not involve the formal delivery of papers. These
include tutorials, workshops, panels, poster sessions, birds-of-a-feather sessions
and an APL Art Gallery, all to round out and enrich the program. There will also
be an exhibitor☂s area which we expect will be well supported by vendors.
Toronto in August is a delightful place to be.It is a safe, walk-about city, with
literally hundreds of activities within a short walk of the conference site,
includingsightseeing, shopping, dining and theater. Delegates are encouraged to
bring their families, and a variety of activities will be available for accompanying
persons. Toronto is easy to reach, having an international airport with direct
flights from many European, American and Canadiancities. It is also within a
day's drive of Boston, New York, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
Chicago.
Tlook forward to greeting you at the APL93 Conference in Toronto.

Larry Moore
Conference Chair
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Program Chair
Hello. I am pleased to report to you that the papers for this year☂s conference are
amongthe best that I have seen for any APL meetingin thelast ten years. I find
the range of topics particularly exciting, as I am sure you will too, when you
browse through the attached list. I am impressed at the wide variety of
applications to which APL has been put both in research and in production, in
science, industry, business and academia. Not only are the applications of APL
being developed, but the foundations of APL are being explored as well. There
are new areas of research, and new linguistic features. Are these things just a
flash in the pan,or are they elements thatwill join the mainstream of computing
and be taken for granted in years to come? Weleave that question for time to
resolve, but we invite you to be a part of the fomentation and excitement now.
Come, attend the invited talks, attend the contributed papers, participate in a
tutorial, participate in a workshop, bring a poster, bring some shareware,
participate in a Birds of a Feather session, and have a goodtime. A friend of mine
says that the best part of a conference is the people that one meetsin the halls,
outside ofsessions. For me too, a high point of APL meetings,is the people that I
meet.
Cometo APL93, and let us meet and share ideas about APL.

Leroy ] Dickey
Program Chair

Tutorials Chair
Welcometo Toronto! APL93 represents a dramatic improvement over previous
conferences ♥ we have encouraged a varied and plentiful selection of tutorials,
fully integrated with the remainder of the technical program, to enhance your
educational opportunities while in Toronto, We have rethought a number of
other conference activities, including posters sessions, the APL art gallery, the
APL software exchange, Birds-of-a-Feather sessions, with an eye toward
enriching your experience here, by changing their focus to be of greater benefit to
attendees and to perform outreach to the community beyond that of the APL
community.
Do you feel that tutorials at APL conferences are somehow peripheral to the
main program? Haveyou ever been frustrated by short presentations of research
papers, in which time constraints prevent The Really Interesting Questions from
being answered. Do you want to have the timeto actually learn how some of
these new gadgets work?  
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APL93 has turned that whole idea on its head, by making tutorials a well-
integrated part of the conference, open to all attendees. Yes, there is the ever-
present hazard of coming away from APL93 knowing more than you did when
you arrived, but I know you'll get accustomedto it and enjoyit!
Thetutorial program for APL93 offers a wider selection of topics than any
previous APL conference, and registration for two half-day tutorials is included
with yourpre-registration fee. We are making attendanceattutorials possible at
very low cost, because we want to make education an integral part of the
conference program.

Robert Bernecky
Tutorials Chair

Tutorials
Manytutorials this year will be hands-on, with each attendeesitting at her or his
own PC or SUN workstation, provided by the University of Toronto Department
of ComputerScience. Subjects (and speakers) will be:

Teaching Calculus ♥ Kenneth E. Iverson
AnIntroduction to J ♥ Donald McIntyre
Image Processing in APL ♥ Manuela Schafer, Dinu Scheppelmann
APLfor Actuaries ♥ Richard L. Vaughan
3D-Visualization of Medical Images in APL ♥ Pitt Meinzer
AGSS: A GraphicalStatistical System ♥ Peter A.W. Lewis
An Introduction to Parallel Computing ♥ Robert Bernecky
Mathematica for APLers ♥ Richard J. Gaylord
AnIntroduction to APL ♥ Ben Best
Windows GUI Programming in APL ♥ Eric Iverson
Wicked Problems and APL ♥ Chris Lee

Please be advised that registration at specific tutorials will be opened to non-
registrants on a space-available basis on the day of the tutorial. I believe that
such outreach is an importantactivity, particularly when APLhasa vital role to
play in the emerging area of massively parallel computing.
Therefore, to avoid disappointment because of Standing Room Only crowds,
please be sure to register for your tutorials at the time of pre-registration.
Otherwise, you may be left out, due to lack of space. In particular, hands-on

10  
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tutorial space is limited by machine availability. Pre-registration will let us find
appropriate venuesfor the tutorials so that you won't beleft out orsitting on the
stairs.
The registration form allows you to specify alternate choices for each tutorial
timeslot, in case the tutorial you prefer is fully booked. Also, you'll save money,
becauseearly pre-registration offers you two free tutorials, whereas you only get
oneif you registerlate.
Most of the tutorials will be offered on Sunday, August 15th and again during
the conference, for the convenience of conference delegates. I am very grateful to
those presenters who have volunteered to take on this extra workload!

Robert Bernecky
Chair of Tutorials

Invited Speakers
OpeningPlenary:
The Triumph of Symbols over Words
Professor Donald McIntyre
Professor Donald Mcintyre illustrates highlights in 5,000 years of evolving
notation. Ideas, once expressed in rhetorical form, are increasingly represented
by symbols. Early forms of symbolism were often subsequently modified or
replaced. The new symbolism of Iverson and Hui☂sJ language provides a reason
for reflecting on this history
Donald Mcintyre is a retired Professor of Geology who has been using
computers and teaching computer programmingfor over 30 years. He has been
an invited speaker at many APL Conferences, and was a Distinguished Lecturer
for ACM from 1985-1990. He has given workshops on J in London and in many
cities in the United States and Canada. He contributed one of two papers on J
includedin the IBM System Journal's special issue marking the 25th Anniversary
of APL. His 70th birthday will coincide with his Sunday presentation of this
tutorial.

11
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Closing Plenary:
Modelling Petroleum Chemistry in the Era of Clean Fuels
Dr. Stephen B. Jaffe
Today☂s environmental issues require the Oil Industry to make a product of
specific chemical composition and specific physical properties. To meet these
newtargets, petroleum refiners and planners must turn to mathematical models
for guidance. The challenge for these models is to follow the chemistry of
thousands of molecular species through hundreds of thousands of chemical
reactions. A new approachcalled Structure Oriented Lumping (SOL) has been
developed which represents petroleum molecules as collections of structural
increments. Models using SOL are capable of predicting far more detail than ever
before.
APL plays a crucial role in every aspect of Structure Oriented Lumping.
Experimental data is organized, reduced, and analyzed with APL. Reaction
networks are generated using a rule-based approach for specifying the
appropriate chemistry with APL. Finally, FORTRAN code is automatically
generated by APL to integrate the pertinent differential equations. This novel
solution of a major problem is a direct consequence of our long-time familiarity
and use of APL.
Stephen B. Jaffe has been an active APLer for more than twenty years. He has
authored many papers on APL, served on the ACM SIGAPL Board, has
organized APL conferences, and taught APL. Dr. Jaffe is a Senior Research
Consultant at Mobil Research and Developmentin Paulsboro, New Jersey.

   beTakinga ☁closerlook
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Abstracts of Accepted Papers
APL Helps Deaf Person to Hear Again♥
P. Deslauriers. This paper demonstrates how APL canbe an effective tool in the world of research and
developmentof electronic systems by describing the
use of APLin the research and developmentof a
cochiear implant device. The device described is a
biomedicalelectronic system which permits a
completely deaf person to regain partial hearing
capabilities, The paper begins with an overview ofthe
system itself, followed by a discussion of how APL was
utilized.
APL Programming without Tears ♥ P, Naeve,B. Stohmeier, and P. Wolf. The authors discuss some
of the drawbacksinvolved in producing APL code,
including the fack of general understanding about APL.
primitives, the tack of familiarity with APL glyphs, and
the awkwardnessofthetraditional processfor writing
APLcode. This last aspect is discussed in detail, with
the proposalthat Knuth☂s ideaoffiterate programming
be adapted to APL to produce more readable code. An
exampleis provided to highlight the merits of this
application.

Approaching ClassicalAlgorithms in APL2 ♥ F. Grimm
and ManspeterBier]. Classical aigorithms and data
structures as made popular by Knuth☂s The Art of
Computer Programming have been jargely ignored so
far by APL2 programmers. This was understandable to
a certain degree in the era of APL, but haslostits
justification with the rise of APL2 and similar APL
successors.First, the essence ofclassical algorithms
as well as the principal ways ofdata structuring and
accessing are re-examined. ThenIt is shown how
pseudocodesor implementationsof classical algorithms
can be transferred one-to-one into APL2 almost
automatically and often with an acceptable resulting
performance.But, in general, the better way consistsin
maintaining only the general designprinciple behind a
classical algorithm and combiningit with the elegant
andefficient specific possibilities of APL2, Both
approachesare explained andillustrated by means of a
typical classical algorithm from picture processing.

APROGL: A Hybrid Language ♥ Dennis Holmes and
John E. Howland. This paper describesthe design of a
hybrid language that combinesthe features of an array
processing language andLisp dialectin a consistent
and useful manner. This language, APROCL(Array
PROCessing Lisp)is derived from the J dialect of APL
and the Schemedialect of Lisp. The base syntactic
structure is taken from Scheme, while the array
processing features are based on the J programming
language.A prototype implementation has been made
and someexperiences with this implementation are
described. This implementation uses J as an embedded
array processing engine In a Schemeinterpreter /
compiler.

 

Thelanguage as specified provides a set of data types
and manipulation tools thatis more diverse than found
in either Scheme orJ. APROCLallows the programmer
to apply array processing functionsto lists of arrays in
the Schemestyle andlist processing functions to arrays
Oflists in typical J style. The resultis a language that
notonly brings array procassing capabilities to Scheme,
but also significantly extends the functionality of the
Schemelanguage.

ARDA:Expert System for Reliability Data Analysis ♥
Jake Ansell and Julhim Al-Doori. This paper explores
the design and implementation of ARDA,an Expert
System to analyzereliability data.Initially the
knowledge domainis explored for the viability of the
system. The philosophy of design ofthe system is
discussed. Details of the implementation are described.
Thereis discussion of extension ofthe system to other
Statistical analyses and of using alternative inferential
bases.
Array Morphology♥ Robert Bernecky. Array
morphologyis the study of the form, structure, and
evolution of arrays. An array annotation for a program
written in an applicative array languageis an abstract
syntaxtree for the program, amended with information
aboutthe arrays created by that program. Array
notations are usetulin the production ofefficient
compiled code for applicative array programs. Array
morphology is shown to be an effective compiler writer's
tool. Examples of an array annotatorin action are
presented, showingits value in array morphology. Array
marphology is shown to provide methodsforstatic
detection of certain classes of programming errors,
Assertions, a generalization of declarations,offer
significant benefits to application writers as well as.
campiler writers. Assertions, and therefore deciarations,
maybe represented as conjunctions, and are,
therefore, conforming extensions to |SO Standard APL.
Adomainconjunctionis offered as an example of how
assertions mightbe defined.

Several ather points are made relevantto the
implementation of array language compilers and
interpreters.

Bayesian Methods in APL ♥ Alan Sykes, A. Mayer, and
T. Stroud. This paper exploresthe ideas of Bayesian
Statistical Inference from the point of view ofstatistical
computation. As such the paperis largely self-
contained, enabling those more familiar with APL thanstatistics to understandthe basicstatistical
methodology and appreciateils strengths. The paper
further reports on recent collaborative workin providing
a computational framework in APL. for extending
Generalized Linear Models to their Bayesian
counterparts. This workrelies heavily on methodsfor
numeric integration combined with theiteratively re-
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weighted least squares procedureatthe heart of the
Generalized Linear Models asincorporated into
ASLGREG, thefirst volume producedin ASL (the APL
Statistics Library).
Bullding the APL Atlas of Natural Shapes ♥ Gérard A.
Langlet. It was previously shown that APLcontained the
most powerfulidiom #\ that could be used, directly in
the language all computers know:binary algebra, to
build models as well for physics as tor biology and
computer science. Several papers on the subject were
published or submitted inside the APL world as well as
outside. The purpose ofthis paperis to show how a
classical modal, built to generate fractal shapesin plane
geometry (2-D) can berevisited and considerably
extended,thanksto the properties of #\ and of array-
ortented binary algebra.

Compiling APL to SISAL ♥ Robert Bemecky.
Compiling APL is problematic. The freedom APL grants
to programmers, to dynamically redefine the type, rank,
and shapeof an array, and to redefine functions on the
fly,is antitheticalto the strict requirements oftraditional
compiler design. That freedom aiso happens, perhaps
not coincidentally, to make iterative APL code run
hundreds oftimes slower than complled traditional
code, SISAL, an applicative array language, has solved
several of tha problemsof compiling array languages,
andIs beating Fortran on a numberot supercomputer
benchmarks. This paper presents the challengesof
compiling APL programsinto SISAL and
recommendations for solving someof the problems
which occurin such a translation. Several benchmarks
are proposed for comparing interpreted and compiled
APL.
Confessions of Two APL Educators Leaming J ♥
Murray Eisenberg and Howard Peele. The paper
reports how two university teachers of APL began to
learn J. By presenting accountsof a series of small
experiments,it reveals our understandings and
misunderstandings along the way.It discusses things
we especially liked anddisliked about J and the
resources available for leamingit, and indicates some
possible implications of our experience for teaching J.

Co-operative Programming with Windows DDE♥
Adrian Smith.In the past, there have been two kindsof
APL applications: one-off investigative developments,
and majorvertically integrated applications. Thefirst
Kind are usually characterised by a small volume of
powerful APLcode,precisely targeted towards
exploring an interesting business idea. The second kind
are typically wrapped around with a greatblanket of
user code, which is all aboutthe entry, validation, and
presentationof data.
With the advent of MS Windows(andtheinevitable
moveof the PC community toward Windows
applications) we can begin to exploit the inherent power
of Word and Excel as native components of our APL
development. This paper begins the exploration, with
just two simple ideas: an APLbutton-barfor Excel(for
Excel freaks who have begunto want a teal array

language), and an Excel-based formatting tool (for APL
freaks whoget bored with laying out neatreports).

Discriminant Analysis ♥ Eero Korpelainen. Abstract not
avallable attime ofprinting.

Distributed Computing in the Workstation Environment
♥ Johann Mitéhner. Exploiting unused processortime
in workstation environments canresult in large
performance gains in user applications. Techniquesfor
implementing client-server based distributed processing
are shown.A time-consuming algorithm is sped up by
using idle workstations in a local area network as APLservers.
Efficient Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Linear
Models with APL ♥ Frank C. Ripley. Maximum
likelihood estimators used in statistics and
econometrics have desirable properties; however, due
to the complexityoftheir solution maximum likelinood
techniques are not widely used, This paper examines
an APL implementation of one of the mostefficient
algorithms used to estimate the parameters of the
univariate ARMAprocess. Thestraightforward use of
APLIs found to be unacceptable and so a systematic
search for optimization is made. This search resuits in
an approximatesolution for the ML estimator, the use of
OWA and FORTRAN,and special matrix techniquesto
increase the efficiency of the algorithm. The matrix
techniques used are implementationsof sparse,
banded, and block diagonal data structures. Additional
matrix techniquesInvolve incremental updating of
Matrices. The effect of these optimizationsis to bring
the computationalcost from an O(N*S) problem to an
O(N*1) problem. This translates into a significant
reduction in computer requirements. For example, to
estimate a six-parameter ARMA modelwith 5000
observations, memary requirementsfall from
approximately 95 Mb to 300 kb. Computertimefalls
from about 400 yearsto about2 minutes,

Extending APL2 to include Program Control Structures
♥ David A. Selby. APL language designers havealways argued that implicit control flow beyondthat of
the branch arrow and array operationsis not required in
the APL2 language definition. On the other hand,
computerscientists abject 10 APL on accountofthe lack
of controlflow within its basic language definition. The
first thing a readerlooks forin trying to understand a
program in any languageisits contro!flow. Given thewide variation in conditonal branch idioms in APL2, and
thelack ofline blocking,it is often difficult for even a
skilled reader to get a clear understanding of a
previously unseen APLfunction.

This paper propases the addition of various well-
established program contralflow structuresinte the
APL2 language as reserved words.

Extending the APL Character Set ♥♥ James A. Brown,
Brent Hawks, Ray Trimble. APLis often presented as a
notation that is independentof national tanguagebecauseofits symbolic nature. Paradoxicallyits unique
characterset has led to APLbeingtreated asif it were
itself a national language. This has meant, in many  
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practicalsituations,that the APL charactersetis
incompatible with national language charactersets.

IBM's APL2 attemptedto avoid these problems by
defining a set of extended (31 bit) characters, andthis
hasindeed been hetpfulin handling Asian languages
such as Kanji. But the character mappings adopted
have not been adequate to support all European and
Middle Eastern tanquage characters, nor have they
been consistentacrossplatforms.

With the adventofinternational standards for character
assignment,there is an opportunity to create APL.
systemsthat handle the charactersets of the world in
an efficient and elegant manner. While atfirst the
solution appears to require only a recitation of code
point assignment, an analysis of the problem jeads to
interesting and disturbing questions about a numberof
APLsystem functions, system variables, commands,
andfile facilities. This paper explores problems with
internal conversions,external representation, migration,compatibility, andinterptatform portability.
Extending the Two-Partner Shared Variable Protocolto
1 Partners ♥ ThomasKolarik. APL as a language has
always provided a highlevel of abstractionto its users.
Onlyin the field of communication APL channels ♥called shared variables ♥ have beenrestrictedto at
most two partners. As mostdistributed applications
demand morethan twointeracting programs, APL users
had to use their own techniques,like client-server, to
develop applications that share information among
more than two partners. This paper presents a proposal
to move the administration of shared memory trom
application to languagelevel: an extension to the well-
knownshared variable protocol to share memory
among more than two partners. A programming
technique ♥ replicated workers ♥~ and a sample
application for students that leam APL in a working
group are shown thattake advantageofthis feature.
These are both based on a prototype implementation of
the proposedprotocol.

From Trees into Boxes ♥ David H.Stelnbrook and
Eugene McDonnell. This paperIs a progress report on
work undertaken to include tree data structures by
meansof the boxed data type available in J. Methods
for displaying these boxed arrays as trees are shown.
This workis partof a largereffort to provide a
comprehensive setoffacilities in J for working with treestructures. Thefacilities described wereatfirst
modelled in J and subsequentlytranslated into C, in
order to provide a J interpreter which hastrees as
native facilities. Thus this work also exemplifies the way
in which onecan tailor the J interpreter to special
needs.
ientification of Parallelism in Neural Networks by
Simulationsin the Language J♥ Alexei N. Skurikhin
and Alvin J. Surkan. Neural networks with back-
propagationtraining are designed and expressed in the
language J, an APLderivative with very powerful
function encapsulation features. Bath the languages J
and APLhelpto identify and isolate the parallelism that
is inherentIn networktraining algorithms. Non-critical
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details of data input and derived outputprocesses are
de-emphasized by relegating those functions to callable
stand-alone moduies. Such input and output modules
can be isclated and customized individually for
managing communication with arbitrary, extemal
storage systems. Thecentral objective ofthis research
is the design and precise description of a neural
networktraining kernel. Such kernel designs are
valuable for producingefficient reusable computer
codes andfacilitating the transfer of neural network
technolagy from developers to users.

introduction to Log-Linear Analysis and Implementing
Newton-Raphson Algorithms in APL2 ♥ Duncan
McArthur. This paperintroduces the method oflog-
linear analysis for performing hypothesis testing on
contingency tables. The reader will see a brief
developmentofthis topic beginning with Pearson's
classic chi-squaretest and using examples of analyses
☁on two- and three-dimensionaltables. The idea ofhierarchical models and backward elimination are
discussed.Finally, the APL2 implementation of the
Newton-Raphson algorithm is described. Newton-
Raphsonisan iterative procedureforfinding the roots
of a function.It is used in log-linear analysis to find the
maximum likelihood estimation of expected trequencies
which cannot becalculated from expressions in closed
form.
JVOX ♥ David G. Smith and Joey K.Tuttle. Itis easy
to learn J; just talk to your computer. Voice recognition
technology is already on the desktop. You can use.
voice input to bypass some commonobstacles and
promote gratifying and enjoyable experimentation with
the language.It is possible to avoid pawing throughreferencesto find an elusive construct Justtalk, and
anything from simple primitives to complex idioms can
appear on your computer screen. Spelling and typing
errors areall buteliminated, and talking constantly
reinforces the newnotation☂s meaning.

 

This paper presents results from some experiments
with a JVOX prototype. The presentation includes ademonstration.
Leaming Moder Algebra ♥ Pavel Luksha. The study
of modern algebra, especiallythatoffinite fields and
their application to error codesis aided by the use of a
computer. This paperIs an account of how a high
school studentput APL to good usein self-study
coursein this University level subject. There is a review
offinite algebra, a short discussion offinite fields, a
discussion of polynomiats overthose fields, and their
use to construct error-detecting and error-correcting
codes.
Modem APL Windows ♥ Richard R.N. Eller. Windows
3.1 represents the biggestrevolution to APL technalogy
since the adventoffull-screen techniques. This creates
a new challenge to APLers migrating their applications
from mainframe or PC-OOS environments Into
Windows 3.1. This paper describes an easy meanslo
adapt existing and new applications to exploit Windows
Graphical Userinterfaces (GUI). By using the
techniques described below one canutilize most GUI
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features without needing to comprehend the massive
amountof detail typical of Windows programming.
Additionally, any application will also be backwards
compatible to the DOS character-based screen
interface.
A Parallel Topological Feature Map in APL ♥ J. Frey,
D. Scheppelmann, G. Glombitza, H.P. Meinzer. One
can distinguish two different approachesto neural
networks, The supervised networks and theself-
organizing or unsupervised neural networks. Thefirst
type of neural nets is supplied with an idealresult
regarding the input. During the learning procedure the
neura! net adjusts weighting factors ofthe links between
neurons so thatthe input feature vectors mapto the
idea! output. Thosenets are used for example in
robotics, where the idealresult is well known:itis the
position the rabot should be placed in. Far the cases
whereno ideal result is known, the second type of
neuralnets,the so-called self-learning Topological
Feature Map (TFM)is appropriate. This paperwilt
introduce such a neural net based on the idea of
Kohonens TFM.The original algorithm was extremely
sequential and therefore notsuitable for an APL
implementation. Theparallelization of the algorithm ted
to important improvements regarding speed and
convergence to the global optimum.

Point-wise Calculus ♥ Walter G. Spunde. The work of
Richard Neidinger implementing differentiation in APL.
as a vectorarithmetic is reformulated and extended,for
functions ofa single variable, to nested vectors whose
componentshold the values, at any numberof given
sample points,of a function andits derivatives up to
anyspecified order. Itis arguedthat, for teaching
purposes, this sampling provides a moreintuitive
introduction to mathematicalfunctions and the rules of
calculus than do algebraic formulae, andthat for certain
calculations (such as the computation of polynomialapproximationsof high degree)the formulation provides
superior algorithms for computation. As such,it offers
analternative approachto the teaching of elementary
college mathematics.
Roles of APL in Military Satellite Surveillance ♥ Jack
G. Rudd. APL hashada significant prototypingrolein
military satellite surveillance for more than two decades.
This paperbegins by describing the successof the
Defense Support Programin alerting the Patriotantimissile batteries of Incoming Scud missiles in the
Persian Gulf War, Subsequentlyit describes the
prototyping role of APL on the Detense Support
Program and othersatellite surveillance programs.
Several observations are made along the way
contrasting project development methodsinvolving APL
prototyping with other methodsof project development.
The paper conciudes by describing two new efforts: one
which features rapid developmentand delivery of APL2
analysis programs on workstationsfor direct use by
military customers; and one which uses APL2 to studyandprototype specific military applications for potential
implementation on a massively parallel processor.

Rolling Dice: Some Notes on J and Teaching
Probability ♥ Keith Smillie. This paper shows how J
might be used in a coursein elementary probability. All

examples are concerned withrolling dice, but the dice
mayhave n sides, and be used to play music!

SCARFS:AnEfficient Polynomial Zero-Finder System
in APL ♥ Tien Chi Chen. This paperintroduces
SCARFS (Symmetric Cluster-Adapted Root-Finding
System), a new efficient APL workspace for general
polynomialiterative zero-finding, as a practical outcome
of our study of globaliterative zero-finding. The 25
functionsin this workspace are coordinated by the
SCARFfunction with iterations performed by thefunction SCATTER(Symmetric Cluster AdapTed
iTERation).
Solving Polynomials in Two or Three Variables ♥ R.G.
Selfridge. An algorithm is described that allows two
polynomials in two variables to be reducedto a singlepolynomial in one variable, and then back-solved to get
all sets of solutions. The algorithm works faster than
mostotheralgorithms withinits range ofutility
(providing sets of solutions as large as 70), and can be
extended to cover somesets ofthree polynomialsin
three variables (those where one ofthe polynomials has
only two ofthe variables}, While subject to the known
stability problems of polynomialroot-finding,this
algorithm can also be extended to provide for reducing
to the single variable polynomial with symbols, thus
permitting proofof results, and potentia! removal of
extraneous roots. Such manipulation can then
materially shorten the numerical processif the problem
is to be applied to a numberofdifferent cases.

Structured APL: A Proposalfor Block Structured Controt
Flow in APL ♥ Robert Wilhoft. APL, although a very
powerful language,hastafled to gain wide acceptance
in part due toits lack of control structures. A proposalis
madefor introducing structure in APL objects by addingto the items that can be located on theleft side of the
colon (:). These markers show the beginning and end
blocks of cade andallowfor selection,iteration, andtermination. The setof controt structures is shown to be
robust by showingtheir usein the creation of traditional
control structures, A method of conversion to [SO APL
is also presented.
This paperbriefly discusses proposals that have been
madein the past along with an evaluationoftheir merits.
and shortcomings. The paper ends with a discussion of
related issues,including elimination of branching,
introduction of definition blocks, and lexical scoping in
APL. Several areas for continuing work are given.

Structuring Functions with Operators ~~ David
Eastwood. This paper drawsits inspiration from a
themethat has been popular at APL conferences over
the years. This is an attemptto Introduce someorall of
the elements of structured programming into the APL
language either via extensionsto the language or viathe adoption of somesetof programming standards.In
view of the speed and frequency with which agreed
extensionsto the APL language take place,it must be a
reasonable assumption that there is no immediate
likelihood of APL acquiring new flow controlprimitives.
The programmingstandards approach relies heavily,however, on the willingnessofthe programmerto follow
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them and much good work can be undone by a few
minutesof hasty codingtofix a last-minute error.

Talking with APL via DDE: Teaching an Oki Dog New
Tricks ♥ Steven J. Halasz and Andrei Kondrashev.
Shared variables and auxiliary processors are welt-
knowntechniques for connecting alien applications and
facilities to APL. The use of APLin the PC windowing
maultitasking environment of MS Windows, which
incorporates a messaging modelfor interprocess
communications, requires some new approachesto the
implementation of shared variables and auxiliary
processor support. Any such implementation should
realize the maximum opportunities that the windowingenvironmentoffers.
This paper presents a shared variable interface to MS
Windowsgraphics written in C and a simple charting
package called TinyPlot written in Dyalog APLfor
Windows. The purposeofthis paperis to demonstrate
andinvestigate the Dyalog APL. shared variables and
auxiliary processorfacilities, and to offer observations
and conclusions aboutthe benefits, fimitations, and
potential of DDE andDLLinterfaces generally.

The Testing of an APL Compifer♥ Wal-Mee Ching and
Alex Katz. Thetesting of the APL-to-C compiler,
COMPC,developed at T.J. Watson Research Center
consists of two components:a testing suite of 146 APL
programscollected from various sources covering a
variety of flelds, and a unit-testing procedure which
tasts each primitive function on all possible subcases
arising from different combinationsof storage types and
shapes. The second component,unit-testing, is an
interesting example of the productivity APL can provide
for software development. Theunit-testing procedure is
based on a workspace written in APL andutilizes theOFX feature of APL. to create a test function
dynamically from one of several templates. The testing
of both components is automated through the use of
control programs written in a command language under
the VM/CMSoperating environment.
Transtinite Nesting in Array- Theoretic Figures,
Changes, Rigs, and Aims. Part | ♥ Trenchard More.
Transfinite Nesting in Array- Theoretic Figures,
Changes, Rigs, and Ams. Part ft ♥ Trenchard More.
Abstract notavailableattimeofprinting.

Adaptive Leaming Networks in APL2 ♥ Alexander O.
Skomorokhov. Adaptive Leaming Networks (ALN)
method is a tool to solve the problems of modelling,
prediction, diagnosis and pattern recognition in complex
systems. ALNis similar to neural network techniques,
with the main difference being self-organization of
networkstructure on the base of generation and
estimation of various nodes, cannections, and weights.
A setof functions presented in the paper shows that
ALN aresimply realized in APL2. User-definedoperators are used as a very convenienttool for ALN
programming. The paper discusses application of
implemented sottware to the problem of Bumout Heat
Flux prediction in nuclear reactors. It is shown that the

 

ALNtechnique allows prediction of Burnout Heat Flux
with approximately three times better accuracy than
commonly used methods.

Understanding ANOVA the APL Way♥ Norman
Thomson.Statistics textbooks expoundthecollection of
techniques known as analysis of variance by using
mathematical formulae. The term analysis of variance is
something of a misnomer, since any analysis follows a
primary exercise ofpartitioning sums of squares,that is
entirely a matter of computation and data reorganization
of the sort at which APL2 is uniquely adept. The crux of
the analysis stage then consists of making choices
between what is often a bewilderingly large range of
subtly different sums of squares partitions. The primitive
function enclose with axis mapsnaturally into the data
manipulations involved in sums of squarespartitions for
arrays. To the casual readerthe latter are obscured
rather than clarified by the use of mathematical
formulae alone. This paper explores the relationship
between APL2 functions and ANOVA, and goes on to
illustrate how these can be used in the context of a
designed experiment.
Using Defined Operators and Function Arrays to Solve
Non-linear Equations in APL? ♥ Stephen M. Mansour.
There are many mathematical algorithms such as
Newton's method used to calculate solutions to non-
linear equations. This paperwill show how easyitis to
implementthese algorithms in APL2 with a minimum of
code using the defined operator and careful design of
its input functions. The emphasisin this paperis on the
method of developing an application using APL2 and
the concepts of defined operators and function arrays.
This requires that Input functions be robustly designed
to take arrays as arguments and to produce arrayresults muchlike primitive scalar functions. In this
mannerone can minimize the numberof callsto the
input function and take advantage of APL2☂s array
handling capabilities. Since operators are permitted at
most two operands,it Is critical to reinimize the number
of input functions. This requires the Input function
designerto thinkin terms offunction arrays. Although
function arrays are notyet part of the language,they
can easily be defined in most any version of APL.

  

The Workspace Manager: a Change Control System for
APL ♥ Rextord H, Swain and Daniel F. Jonusz. This
paper describes the Workspace Manager (WSM),a tool
that helps to support and adddiscipline to APL system
development and maintenance efforts. The WSM acts
as a repository of APL objects (variables, functions, and
operators). Programmers use WSM toolsto find where
objects are used,edit objects, save changed objects,
and requestthat objects be instalted into (or erased
from) production workspaces. Periodically, the WSM
installs new releases of production workspaces by
merging new and changed objects into existing
workspaces, Audit trails are maintained forall of these
actvitles, makingit possible to review the change
history of an object, comparedifferent versions of an
object, comparedifferent releases of a workspace,
revert to an old release of a workspace, and so on.
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British APL Association News
BAA Chairman☂sreport - Activities
It is with someregret that I must report Peter Donnelly☂s resignation as Activities
Officer of the BAA. Peter has served on the committee of the BAA for a number
of years, notably as my predecessor as Chairman. As the current Chairman I can
fully appreciate the time and effort Peter devoted to the BAA Committee and I
would like to record our thanks for his many valuable contributions. Peter
unfortunately feels unable to continue as Activities Officer due to pressure of
work and has stepped down from the position with effect from February 1993.
Pendingthe election of a new activitiesofficer, I will be holding the fort myself.
In addition to finding a new Activities Officer, I am keen to enlargethe activities
working group which supports our Activities Officer. I shall take this
opportunity to describe the work thatlies behind the activities programmeof the
BAA inorderto stimulate the flow of willing volunteers.
Experience has shown that in many respects the most difficult part of the
Activities Officer☂s job is to come up with ideas for meetings ♥ both for topics
and speakers. The danger of having one person doall the work is that we are
thereby limited in the range of topics covered. The prime role of the activities
working group is to generate helpful suggestions about meetings and, if
appropriate, to approach potential speakers. The current activities working
group (comprising myself, Misha Jovanovic, Duncan Pearson and Anthony
Camacho) have each arranged one meeting this year by agreeing a theme and
finding the two or three speakers required.
Atthe time of writing, we have arranged the remainder of the 1993 programme
and are now considering the 1994 programme. You should note that thecommittee of the BAA has no hard and fast views aboutthe preferred format for
meetings and weare prepared to consider any views on revisions to the number,
location and duration of meetings. You will note, for example, that our
November meeting will be a full day meeting rather than the usual afternoon
meeting.
Once a programmeof events has been established, the Activities Officer assumes
responsibility for briefing the speaker on whatis expected and ensuring that the
speaker remembers the engagement. We also need to ensure that the correct
audiovisual equipmentis available on the day. The Activities Officer hastoliaise
with the Secretary over room bookings and the Publicity Officer to ensure that
membersare told about meetings.
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If any members would like to help out with the pre-planning of meetings, |
would be delighted to hear from them ♥ the actual commitmentin terms of time
is not high, and is often not much more than an informal get-together after a
regular BAA meeting and a few phonecalls.

The 1993/4 BAA Committee
The elections for next year☂s committee will take place in time for the AGM on 11
June 1993. As in previous years, a number of current committee members have
indicated that they are willing to continue in office. We are always keen to have
as many nominations as possible for committee membership and this year we
already have the prospectofat least one contested place.
1 can confirm, therefore, that we will be having a postal ballot this year, so please
send in lots more nominations!
Theelection timetableis:

10 May final date for nominations
17 May ballot papers posted
07 June voting closes
11June results announced at the AGM

At the time of writing the following individuals have indicated their desire to
stand for the Committee:

Chairman David Eastwood (*)
Secretary Duncan Pearson
Treasurer Nicholas Small (*)
Journal Editor Anthony Camacho
Activities -
Education Alan Mayer(*)
Technical Jonathan Barman
Projects George Macleod (*)
Publicity Misha Jovanovic (*)
Recruitment Richard Weber AND Mark Harris
(4) ♥ Holdsthis position in 1992/3

We would positively welcome further nominations, which must be proposed
and seconded by current, paid-up members of the BAA. Candidates will be
asked to provide me with a short statement for circulation with the voting
papers.
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Wecurrently have two candidates for the post of Recruitment Officer: Richard
Weber who teaches at Doncaster College of Further Education and currently
helps on the Vector Working Group. Mark Harris runs Kestrel Consulting in
partnership with Dick Bowman.
You will note that wearestill looking for a nominationfor activities officer and if
anyone is contemplating standing for that (or any) post, they are welcome to
contact meto discuss the work in more detail.

Announcing ☜The APL Review☝
A new and unique Journal for the International APL Community will be
launched by the British APL Association in 1994. The APL Review will be fully
refereed to the high standards required by the academic and research world, and
edited by an international team of APL experts in a wide variety offields.
Whya refereed journal? For many years now APL (and morerecently J) has been
employed by researchers who require moreflexibility in their computing than is
offered by other languages.Forthe result of their work to be added effectively to
the accepted body of scientific knowledge two things are needed:(i) it must be
☜audited☝ (refereed) by their peers and(ii) it must be disseminated as widely as
possible among those who may wish to use or add to the work. People who use
APLprofessionally are well aware that they can learn a great deal from each
other, even when their fields of study or application are very different. While an
accountant is unlikely to read a software engineering journal, APLers in both
disciplines will read an APL journal.
Why not Vector? A good question ♥ Vectoritself is one of the most widely read
APLjournals. But part of its appeal lies in its informal treatmentofits subject
matter. The more formal language and presentation of scientific ☜papers☝ sits
awkwardly with the lighter tone of Vector, although many of thearticles
included in Vector over the years could have been presented as papers, and
researchers have difficulty gaining credibility with peer review bodies when
their articles are published in a journal alongside matter of a lighter nature.
Vector will continuein its réle, serving the whole of the APL community atall
levels.
What about the annual International Conference proceedings? The APL Quote
Quad volumes containing the papers presented at the annual conferences
certainly play a vital réle in disseminating the work of those who participate in
the conferences, and we hopethatthey will continue to do so. Not everyone who
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works with APL can attend the conferences, however, and not all work can be
presented in a paper of suitable length to be included in the proceedings. More
extensive topics often have to be presented as tutorial sessions, and for
academics in particular this does not satisfy the need to have their work fully
refereed and published. It is right that we should bring our work to the
conference and share our experiences in this invaluable way, but for many areas
of study a short paper for the purposes of conference presentation does not do
justice to the work.
Whatsort of subjects will be covered? Virtually any original, serious application
of APL orJ. We will be lookingforstatistics, econometrics, engineering, actuarial
applications, simulation, operational research and so on ♥ all the areas where
the ☁language can be used to promote research andinsight. At the same time,it
will provide a vehicle for discussion of theoretical aspects of the languages
themselves.
Whowill read The APL Review? Everyone interested in APL. The wide subject
coverage should ensure that there is something for everyone. Although byits
natureit is a ☜serious☝ journal, this does not mean that the subject matter should
necessarily be dry or purely technical. Journals are about communication, and
The APL Review will publish papers that communicate at a level that is
accessible to a large readership.
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Newsfrom Sustaining Members
Compiled by Gill Smith

Kestrel Consulting
Kestrel Consulting combines the recruiting and entrepreneurial skills of Mark
Harris (known to many British APL Association members from Kestrel Executive
Selections) with the technical experience of Dick Bowman (former chairman of
the British APL Association and presently a member of the ACM SIGAPL
Executive Board).
Kestrel☂s objectives are two-fold.
Therecruitment side of the company will continue to concentrate on specialist
recruitment and placementof both permanentandcontractstaff, not only in APL
butalso in other focussed markets. Ouraim is for our recruitment and placement
services to operate globally. At the present time we have a very high demandfor
APL contract staff for the USA, and an equal if not greater demand for
contractors with SAP experience. We intend to provide the very highest possible
levels of service both to the individuals andto the employers.
On the technical side we view the introduction of GUI systemsas an excellent
opportunity for APL to re-establish itself as the high-productivity solution of
preference. Our technical consultants have worked on hardware from the IBM
PC right through to the largest mainframes, with operating systems from
MSDOS to MVS/TSO, with software from Multimate to DB2, and on
applications from accounting tozymurgy.
One of the means by which we aim to increase the amountofeffective use of
APLis widespread adoption of standardised tools and utilities; an initial step
along this path is the Kestrel Software Library which is currently collecting
software. If you have any software related to APL which you'dlike to see widely
distributed please contact us. Our emphasis is on wide distribution of low cost
software; we are collecting now andplanto begin distribution in mid-1993,
Whether your needs are temporary hiring of maintenance programmers, custom
development using an entire project team, consultancy and training, or any
aspect of APL-related computing, Kestrel Consulting is only a telephonecall, fax
or email message away.
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Manugistics Inc
Here at Manugistics we've just come back from the U.S. Software Developers
Conference, held every year just outside San Francisco. Bill Gates and Philippe
Kahn were there, showing off their latest labour-saving devices for Windows
programmers. We werethere too, introducing a lot of ☁C++☂ and Visual Basic
fans to the concept of Array Programming. Now that APL*PLUS works in
Windows and talks to databases and other applications, we're turning a lot of
heads ♥ some ☜I haven☂t used APL for twenty years☝ folk, and quite a few
☜Whatis this APL stuff anyway?☝ types. It seems that even with all the promises
(☁Now youcanbuild applications withoutwriting a line of code!☂☝), nobody else
has a goodsolution to ad hoc problem-solving or complex data analysis. We are
greatly encouraged bythis state of affairs and will be pushing hard this year to
open new doors and new mindsto the power of APL.
Back in Rockville, we have just experienced a surgein sales as our year drew toa
close at the end of February. APL*PLUSII Version 5.0 was so successful that we
ran out of our (anticipated) six monthsof stock less than three months after we
started shipping. The release of APL*PLUS/PC Version 11 was also responsible
for a big boost as customers rushed to get their hands on the Runtime Binder so
they can start sharing andselling their applications.
As you maybe aware, the only way we could get APL*PLUSII Version 5.0 out to
the public was to lock the developersin a closet. The trouble with developingfor
Windowsis that every neat new thing you add makes yourealize there are three
other things that would makeit really, really neat. When youstay upall night to
sneak those three in, there are, you guessed it, nine more the next afternoon
when you get up. Well, as we expected, the developers broke out of the closet
fairly quickly and have been working hard to get Version 5.1 ready. The
development work is now nearly done and we are having a greattime building
3-D formswith icons and bitmaps andgraphic buttons and drawing pictures and
using the vastly improved Wed form design tool and... ...and you'll have to wait
for the rest. Actually, by the time you read this, we should be almost ready to
start shipping!
In and around the work on Version 5.1, the team is working hard on preparing
the next release of APL*PLUS II for UNIX. Version 5 will include the APL2
features we have put into the 386 product and the ]User CommandProcessoras
well as a lot of improvements and speed-ups. Release is planned for the summer.
With 5.1 finished, our Windows team can concentrate its design and
developmentefforts on our ☜third generation☝ APL*PLUS system, code-named
INCA. This project is generating a great deal of discussion, white-board
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wizardry, project journal writing and feature prototyping, butis still a way away
from ☜Now Appearing on a Hard Disk Near You.☝ As many of you will have
heard or read,it will include Object-Oriented Extensions, Control Structures and
an Alternative to Funny Characters. Stay tuned to this space for more details.
As you can see, we're doing everything we can to keep APLalive and growing
well into the next century. Help us (and yourselves) by introducing (or re-
introducing) yourfriends and colleaguesto the new generation of APL!

MicroAPL Ltd
On the APL front, much of our development work is aimed at the summer. We
have, however, now completed the Macintosh version of our MicroPLOT
business graphics software ♥ PLOTMAC.Our MicroPLOTsoftware is designed
to facilitate the quick and easy production of business graphics. In common with
all our GUI APLs, APL.68000 for the Macintosh includes an interface to the
native graphicsfacilities but up to now the user will havehadto write his or her
ownscaling routines to producesensible, labelled, graphs.
The Quickdraw colour graphics available on the Macintosh offers the typical
primitive graphics routines that one expects as standard ♥ line drawing; shape
drawing; pattern selection;fill routines; graphics text and so on. The MicroPLOT
routines allow an APL programmerto set up a labelled graphvia cover functions
for the Mac Quickdraw routines. The PLOTMACcode is compatible with our
MicroPLOT software for other systems such as the RISC System/6000 or for
plotting devices such as Hewlett Packard plotters.
Registered Mac users will have received separate notification about the
PLOTMACsoftware, but further details are available from MicroAPL.
Much of our consultancy work in recent months has been involved with
producing Windowsapplications and we have scheduled another free seminar
for the end of April 1993 entitled ☁Developing Windows Applications☂. This
seminaris being jointly hosted by MicroAPL and Maddox Ford and will cover
many of the practical problems encountered in designing and developing
commercial Windowssoftware.
in preparation for this seminar, we issued a GUI development questionnaire to
our UK contacts. As you would imagine, the commonfactor that underlies our
database is an interest in APL linked with a higher than usual number of non-PC
owners (Mac, Atari, Amiga etc). Analysis of the results threw up some
interesting statistics which wewill be discussing in more detail at the seminar,
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but as a preview, it is worth noting a few of the findings. Bear in mind that
multiple answers are quite possible, so numbers don☂t add up to 100%
We asked people about their choice of GUI environment and came up with
figures that seem to match the standard industry figures:

Windows 76%
Unix 21%08/2 10%
Mac 6%

The mostfavoured database was Oracle with 21% followed by Informix (8%) and
Sybase (6%). The most popular database server was Novell (32%), followed by
Unix (28%) then OS/2 (15%).
Weasked about GUI developmenttools in two categories ♥ ☁low level☂ (such as
C)or ☁high level☂ (such as SQL Windows). Forlow level tools, C++ led with 26%,
followed by C with 19% (APL clocked up 6%). The most favoured ☁high level
tool was Visual Basic (19%). There was an even spread of namesfor other high
level tools and APL re-appeared here as a possible high-level tool. Only one
version of APL was mentioned.

Dyadic Systems Ltd
All registered Dyalog APL/W users should by now havereceived their (free)
upgradesto Version 6.3. The reception to 6.3 during the Beta Test was extremely
positive and judging from the efforts of some users commercial APL-based
products ♥ that are indistinguishable in terms of look and feel from other
Windowsapplications ♥ should soon begin to appear.
The new OWA facility to call Windows DLL routines is proving to be
exceptionally popular, notleast becauseit is entirely dynamic and veryfast. With
ONA, users have themselves been able to generate powerful and efficient
interfaces to various other products including Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server.
Insight Systems in Denmark is even using [INA to provide a facility that will
connect Dyalog APL/W usersto practically any commercial database running on
almost any host system ♥ directly from a Windows workstation. Contact Morten
Kromberg on +45-4210-7022 for details.
The device-independent graphics in Version 6.3 has also been well-received, as
has the fact that you can at last produce APLlistings on practically any printer
with noeffortat all. For this, Dyadic is grateful to Adrian Smith for allowing the
distribution of his excellent TrueType APL font with Dyalog APL. The new
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version of WSDOC, which is included with 6.3, has a Windowsfront-end, and
makes the production of attractive looking APL listings a very simple matter
indeed.
To illustrate the powerful new bitmap-handling capabilities, Dyalog APL/W
includes a version of the ☜Arachnid☝ card game (a form of Patience) which is
coded entirely in APL. This game requires a certain amount of skill, and none of
the beta-testers discovered the APL coding error that crashed the workspace
when the game was successfully completed! On a reasonably fast PC, the APL
workspaceis practically identical in look and feel to a standard Windowscard
game, and it amply demonstrates that Dyalog APL/W can compete effectively
with other GUI developmenttools. The new version of the WDESIGN workspace
takes full advantage of the graphical facilities built in to the interpreter. New
objects are created byclicking on a ☜Visual Basic look-alike☝ toolbar(in place of
the buttons used in version 1), and the workspace now includesinteractive
facilities to design icons, cursors, bitmaps, and your own custom ☜toolbars☝.
WDESIGN supports all the new object types provided in Version 6.3, so you can
also use graphics to add 3-Deffects to your dialog boxes.
Onthe Unix front, Dyadic has produced newreleases of Dyalog APLfor the IBM
RS/6000 (AIX 3.2) and for Sun Workstations (Solaris 2.1). The RS/6000 versionis
up to 10% faster than previous releases. Work on a Motif implementation, based
on Dyalog APL/W,has begunin earnest.
Dyadic is pleased to announce the recruitment of Graeme Robertson, ex IPSA,
who joins the team as an APL consultant. The company is also delighted to
reportits most successful yearof trading since it was established in 1979.
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Editorial
Hello, and welcome to your ☜Spring☝ copy of Education Vector. This is written with a
certain amountof sarcasm, as I gaze out over a wind-swept and rain-soaked Swansea.
But | trustthat by the time you read it Spring will indeed have come and the sun will be
shining (you see, I am an eternal optimist at heart).

Last time, I promised you a detailed comparison of the low-cost (and in somecasesfree)
APLinterpreters. The article by Dick Holt in this edition, which has been circulated in
various forms via various media, is an attempt at a ☜beginner's guide☝. It originates
from the APLSIG of the Capital PC User Group, who invite everyone to
circulate/republish it as widely as possible. As always, | shall be pleased to send copies
of this edition and future editions of Education Vector to anyone who sends metheir
address.
While I am grateful for the work that has been done to makethis comparison between
interpreters, I feel that there is more that could be done, perhaps with contributions
from our ownreaders. The reportasit standsis largely aimed at business applications,
which do not always share the requirements of educational establishments. For
example, LAPL may be slower andoffer less memory thanits rivals, but the fact thatit
is available for a wide variety of machines, many of which are currently being used in
our schools, makesit an attractive option for educational purposes.

For many, of course, the low-cost interpreters provide an easy path into the use of APL,
whether for business, educational or other purposes. It is clearly part of our job to
encourage this growth in the applications of APL. | should point out, however, that I
have yet to find a low-cost interpreter that is a serious rival to those produced for
professional purposes. For my own work I use Dyalog and APL*PLUS, and | have
colleagues using APL.68000 and APL2 ♥ none of us is aboutto give up the professional
environmentfor a low-cost option. That having been said ♥ I will be pleased to hear
from anyone with contributions to make to the discussion, especially those who have
used one or more of the packages in the educational environment.

The promised follow-up to Howard Peelle☂s article on Workshop Design is a Sample
Topic on ☜Triangular Numbers☝. | find the method of presentation very instructive, and
Shopeit helps and encourages others to produce material of similar high standard.
Finally, all you APLers out there ♥ drop mea lineto tell me about your latest APL
project. | am always looking for material that may be ofinterest to our readers. Andif
you are not already members, why not think aboutjoining the British APL Association?
If you do not have an application form, write to Rowena Small, 8 Cardigan Road,
London, E3 5HU. UK subscriptionis currently £12 (students £6).
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A Beginner's Guide to Low-Cost
☜Real-Work☝ APLs

by Dick Holt
This article is a beginner☂s guide to low-cost APL interpreters, compiled by the
APLSIG of the Capital PC User Group (CPCUG). Comparisons emphasize work
and business applications ♥ becauseit☂s the workplace that generates demand
for technological innovation, and paysforit. ] emphasize free or low cost APLs,
because theseare likely entry points for exactly the kind of people who are most
badly needed by the APL community ~ namely newcomers.
It's an ☜apples and oranges☝ comparison because the various APLs are
themselves ☜apples and oranges☝. It may contain errors of fact, as well as
opinions that are wrongly informed. Corrections are invited.[/ will be pleased to
receive, pass on and publish any comments/corrections ♥ Ed.]
A central theme of this article is that APLs vary widely in size, speed,
performance, and price. An advantage of this heterogeneity is that APL offers
☜something for everyone☝. A disadvantage is that there is little compatibility
among versions. In any event, at least two free or low cost APLs ♥ with big
workspaces, good speed, and many useful features ♥ should now be
increasingly attractive to people who have never used APL before.
To begin, here are a few speed and size comparisons, referenced to the free demo
of APL*PLUSv10.1, a widely used commercial APL:

Table 1: Size, and Relative Speed: For five simple benchmark tests (B1-B5).

OWA »
Interpreter Ba B2 B3 By BS CLEAR WS
APL*PLUS demo 71.00 >1.00 1.00 1,00 41.00 o
APLI386 1.43 2.14 20.24 0.97 20.03 1044k
APLIPC 1.41 2.36 9.50 1.25 0.12 262k
APLISW 1.39 2.96 0.50 1.25 0.12 342k
TryAPL2 4.52 2.48 4.17 20.36 70.03 233k
Sharp APL/PC 1.46 2.41 0.67 1.40 0.45 195k
T-APL 20.78 30.95 26.50 10.22 79.40 341k

All benchmarks times are normalized to APL*PLUS dema = 1.00
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Benchmark Bi: Q*9; where Q is (2.54+11800): 1800 exponentiations.
Benchmark B2: (13000)+44,.3: 3000 floating point divisions.
Benchmark Ba: +/115000: 15000 integer additions.
Benchmark B4: 20/40, looped 1000 times (no, looping doesn't

cost all that much time).
Benchmark B5: length 10,000 boolean vectors, and-ed and or-ed

40 times (100,000 Boolean operations).

* Defaults for my machine: OWA for APLI386is as large as RAM permits, and
maybeincreased further by a user-transparentvirtual (on-disk) workspace.
OWA for APL*PLUS demois zero, since the )CLEAR WSis, by design,
inaccessible. OWA for others is configuration dependent, exceptfor I-APL,
whichis limited to 31.6k on DOS machines(lessif cover functions are used for
graphics,files, help, etc.).

Benchmarks are designed to avoid WS FULL in T-APL, and to run in a few
minutes or less on my machine. Times are normalized to APL*PLUS, and are
independentof disk speed.

Observations
Speed and size vary enormously. APLI386 has a OWA 30 times larger than I-APL
(on my machine), and does integer addition 17 times faster than TryAPL2. For
exponentiation, TryAPL2is 3-4 times slower than all except I-APL. All Iverson
software is 2-4 times faster than APL*PLUS for +/115000, APLI386 is more
than 100 times faster than I-APL for +/2115000.

For dyadic shriek (! ), TryAPL2 is 3 times faster than both APL*PLUS and
APLI386, and 29 times faster than J-APL. Although not commonly used, dyadic
! is purposely chosen to highlight speed variations. Non-integer arguments for }
wererrt tested.
For boolean operations ♥ a putative strong point of APL ♥ APLI386 and
TryAPL2are 30 times faster than APL*PLUS, and more than 2500 times faster
than J-APL. Both APLI386 and TryAPL do boolean operations so fast that I had
to run them 10E7timesto find out which wasfaster. TryAPL2 seemsto be about
half of one percentfaster than APLI386.
These speed tests aren't directly comparable: Iverson APLI386 uses the 32-bit
instruction set of the 386 chip ♥ none of the others do. Benchmarks can be
notoriously misleading, and your times maybedifferent. Run your owntests.
Blitzing speed and big workspaces are important, but they're not the only things
to consider. Effective use of APL also depends on features like a full-screen
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editor, vendor support, useful application development tools, good
documentation, and smooth upgradepaths.
Hardwareis also a factor. Only APLI386 requires a 386 machine. All others work
on a 386 and on lesser machines. Among free or low-cost interpreters, only
TryAPL2 requires a colour monitor (EGAor better), but Iverson☂s APL characters
are inaccurate on a monochrome monitor.
Can I do ☜real work☝in any of these low-cost APLs?
APL*PLUS demo: No ♥ User-defined functions/system commandsinaccessible
TryAPL2 Yes ♥ But with del editor, no DOS or APLfiles
APLI386 :Yes ♥ 386 required, also does Windows
APLIPC :Yes ♥ 386 not required
Sharp APL/PC :Yes ♥ Limited: poor documentation,not easily available
APLISW 2? ♥ Limited: no DOSfiles, no APs
APL 2? ♥ 31k WS,slow,no error trapping

To be fair, the APL*PLUS demo and J-APL aren☂t designed to do real work.
They☂re designed to showcase product features or to teach APL. Within varying
limits, real work is feasible with all other APLs.

Table 2 Upgrade Path andPrices ($US)
Disk Documentation $ Full $ 386

Interpreter Type Price Price *+* Product Version
APL*PLUS demo flat treex free/on screen $695 $1700
TryAPL2 nested free» free Ld print $500 Included
APLI386 boxed $30 $30 2 books Is full product
APLIPC boxed $30 $30 2 books APLI386 APLI386
APLISW boxed free some on screen APLIPC APLI386
Sharp APL/PC boxed free unavailable? APLIPC APLI386
I-APL flat free $25 Any of the above

* Free from original source (see ☜Sources☝ below), and downloadable free from
the BBS\APL. Request to download may be needed. Some suppliers may
charge a nominalfee.

** Disks, but not documentation, may be downloadedfree from the BBS\APL,
and mayalso be available elsewhere.

** Documentation for Sharp APL/PC maybe hardto get andis hard to use.
Iverson documentation is an imperfect hybrid of Sharp APL/PC (orphaned
v17) material, mainframe material, and new on-screen Iverson material.

Prices may be discounted:street price, volume, educational, dealers, etc. Ask. See
☜Sources☝ below.
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IBM (TryAPL2 and APL2/PC), Iverson (and Sharp), and APL*PLUS HI (386
version) all provide ☜nested☝ or ☜boxed☝ arrays ♥ all in incompatible ways.
Also, many ☜flat☝ features aren☂t compatible among various APLs, and
APL*PLUSisn☂t fully compatible with APL*PLUS H.
Because of numerous and deep incompatibilities, switching from one APL to
anothercanbe an obstacle to upgrading.

Keyboard and Other Incompatibilities
Keyboards for IBM and APL*PLUSare similar. They☁re the traditional APL
keyboards. Iverson keyboardsareslightly different, but resemble the APL*PLUS
☜unified☝ keyboard as used in the APL*PLUS demo. Many Iverson APL keysare
in the ☜traditional☝ place, differing mainly in the use of lower case, and in the
use of <ALT> rather than <SHIFT> to get special APL characters. Most Sharp
keys are in the same place as Iverson keys. Users of these APLs can probably
switch from one to another without too much difficulty, at least as far as the
keyboard is concerned. Non-keyboard incompatibilities ♥ mainly in quad
functions and shared variables ♥ arealso difficult. TryAPL2, APL*PLUS demo,
Iverson Software, and CPCUG APL lessons all have on-screen keyboard
diagrams and on-screen help.
Because J-APL attempts to adhere to ASCII, its keyboard is almost completely
unrelated to any other APL keyboard. Does this mean that the I-APL keyboard is
☜bad☝? No. It☂s simply that switching from I-APL to any other more powerful
APL is harder than switching among these other APLs. From a beginner's
perspective, all APL keyboards are ☜bad☝. In its 1991 APLclasses, the CPCUG
found the APL keyboard to be the greatest single obstacle to learning APL.
Students who begin with I-APL must learn a new APL keyboardif they want to
upgrade to a more powerful APL.

Editors
A full-screen editoris essential for modern programming, in APLor in any other
language. Among commercial products, APL*PLUS and APL*PLUS II have a
superior built-in assembly language editor. Iverson products have a full-screen
editor function that may be copied into your WS. IBM☂s APL2/PC also has an
editor function that may be copied into your WS, or you mayalso use something
like IBM☂s ☜Personal Editor☂ for APL2/PC. TryAPL2, Sharp APL/PC, APLISW,
and I-APL have only the obsolete ☜del☝ editor. The del editoris a line editor like
DOS☂s EDLIN,lacking only mostof its convenience.
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Full-Screen Management
APL*PLUSv10 ♥ Yes, excellent, versatile, strong
APL*PLUS demo ♥♥No, screen managementis user-inaccessible
TryAPL2 ~ Yes, uses shared variables
TBM APL2/PC ♥ Yes, uses shared variables
APLI386 ♥ Yes, uses shared variables
APLIPC ♥ Yes, same as APLI386 above
Sharp APL/PC ♥ Yes, difficult
T-APL ♥ Yes, has FSCREEN.IWSwith GET and PUTcover functions
APLISW ♥ No
Files DOSFiles APL Componentfiles
APL*PLUS demo No No, quad functionsinaccessible
APL*PLUS Yes Yes
TBM APL2/PC Yes Yes
APLI3B86 Yes Yes
APLIPC Yes Yes
Sharp APL/PC Yes Yes
1-APL Yes (cover fns) No(cover fnsavailable)
TryAPL2 No No
APLISW No No
Documentation
APL*PLUS demo

=

♥ On-screen keyboard tutorial/description of features.
TryAPL2 ♥ On-screen doc. & lessons; L] printable user manual.
APLIB86 ♥ On-screen, plus two inexact books.
APLIPC ♥ Identical to APLI386 above,
APLISW ♥ Some, on-screen.
LAPL ♥ Good on paper, not muchon-screen.
Sharp APL/PC ♥ None on-screen, paper noteasily available,difficult.
On-screen Help SuppliedAPL*PLUSdemo =♥ Excellent, also excellentfor full products.
TryAPL2 ♥ Good, in WS TRYDOC.TRY.
IBM APL2/PC ♥ I don☂t know.
APLIS86 ♥ Fi:Fairly complete, paper documentationessential.
APLIPC ♥ FI: Identical to APLI386 above.
APLISW ♥ F1: Identical to APLI386 above.
Sharp APL/PC ♥ No.
1-APL ♥ No.

Function Keys: settable on all except APLISW and J-APL. Varying degrees of
pain onall others.
APL Lessons Availability: CPCUG APLSIG☂s generic, interactive, on-screen
lessonsare available for all APLs discussed here, somealso in French.
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Non-English Language Keyboard/Character Support: This feature is important
only if you care about being competitive in today☂s global marketplace (not
everybody does). Among APLs discussed here, only TryAPL2 includes
instructions for the keyboard and National Code Pages. On-screen non-English
characters and non-English keyboards can be made in other APLs, with varying
degrees of pain.
Calls to Machine Language/C/Fortran etc.
APL*PLUS ♥ Yes
APL*PLUS demo ♥ Yes, example provided ofcalls to C
TryAPL2 ♥ No, requires AP210, not included in demo
IBM APL2 ♥ Yes, FORTRAN WSincludedin product
APLI386 ♥ OWAtype improvements planned
APLIPC ♥ OWA type improvements planned
I-APL ♥ Yes, machine language expertise needed
APLISW ♥No
Commercially Motivated Market
Vendor Support Kaizen Strategy?* Responsive?
APL*PLUS ♥ Hot-line + bbs Yes, to a fault Highly so
APL*PLUS demo -♥ Ask salesperson Apparently Very Likely
TryAPL2 ♥ Hot-line, free Yes Apparently
IBM APL2 ♥ Hot-line, free Yes, not to a fault Unknown
APLIB86 ♥ Hot-line, toll Yes Apparently
APLIPC ♥ Hot-line, toll Yes Apparently
APLISW ♥No No No
I-APL ♥No No No

* Kaizenis the Japaneseterm fora reliable corporate commitmentto unceasing,
market-driven, improvement and innovation.

Run-Time Systems: Programming APL for run-time systems, whether for
commercial use or just for your work group, requires strong skills in error
trapping. All APLs here, with the exception of I-APL, have error trapping
features ♥ and all are incompatibly different. TryAPL2☂s error trapping is
undocumented.
IBM APL2includes a free run-time EXE system. APL*PLUS and APL*PLUS II
provide run-time systems at varying prices: APL*PLUS5-packis $250, unlimited
is $995; APL*PLUSTI 5-packis $875, unlimited is $5000.
Pricing strategy for Iverson APLI386 and APLIPC make run-time systems
inexpensive for distribution in small numbers. If you develop an application that
will sell many copies, APL*PLUS maybe cheaper. I-APL may bedistributed free,
but commercial use is prohibited.
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Odds and Ends:Iverson Software products (and Sharp) havebuilt-in complex
numbers. However, complex numbercover functions are not hard to write, and
are available as shareware, or come with some other APLs. Only I-APL uses
☜direct definition☝ functions. Only APL*PLUS II and Iverson APLI386 do
windows. Only I-APL is available on a very wide range of machines, such as
ATARI, BBC, Archimedes, or MacII.
Other Info Graphics Color Printer Support
APL*PLUS Yes Yes V. good
APL*PLUS demo Yes Yes notaccessible
IBM TryAPL2 Yes Yes V. good for LJ
1BM APL2/PC Yes Yes V. good, via AP80
APLI386 Yes Yes V. good (LJ, PS, DM)
APLIPC Yes Yes Identical to APLI386
1-APL Possible Possible Limited
APLISW No No No

Sources
APLI386/APLIPC: Iverson SoftwareInc.

33 MajorStreet, Suite 466
Toronto, Ontario Canada M5S 2K9
Tel: 416-925-6096, Fax 416-488-7559

TryAPL2: IBM APL Development (specify disk size)
M46/D12-278B Santa Teresa Lab
Box 49023, San Jose CA 95161-9023 USA

APL*PLUS demo: Manugistics Inc.
2115 East Jefferson St. Suite 729
Rockville MD 20852 USA 301-984-5412

1-APL:
USA UKinquiries UK Orders
6611 LinvilleDr. 11 Auburn Rd. Dept. 278 59 The Crescent,
SQ5Suite 314 Redland Milton, Weston-super-mare
Weed CA 96094 Bristol BS6 6LS Avon BS22 8DU

Call for Action
This comparison of APLsis a collaborative effort by the APLSIG of the CPCUG.
We'veinvited corrections and improvements from APL vendors. I☂m not sure
that we've got everything right. Readers are invited to send corrections and
improvements to the editor of Education Vector, who will forward them to the
author.
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Workshop: Learning Maths with APL
by Howard Peelle, University ofMassachusetts

Sample Topic: ☜Triangular Numbers☝
First, the primitive function 1 is introduced by an example:

UW
1234567

The example is intended to be strongly suggestive in provoking thinking. The
learner may well try other examples, such as 16 or 18 or even 11000 (which
would overflow the screen while instilling a certain sense of power) or better yet
experiment systematically (15, then 14, then 73, then 12, then 21) to see a
pattern clearly. Then one can infer how to define the function precisely: 1 is the
Integer function, which generates all consecutive indices starting with 1 up to
(and including) the integer given. The learner mightalso test special cases, such
as 10 (which produces an empty list, yet is consistent with the abovedefinition)
and discover the limits of its domain ♥ ruling out negative numbers and
decimal numbers (which yield DOMAIN ERROR from the computer).
Further, the syntax is important to notice: 1 is a ☜monadic☝ function (ie.it has
one input), in contrast to ☜dyadic☝ functions, such as + and » (which have two
inputs). This distinction may have been introduced already, perhaps along with
the new knowledge that all APL functions are either monadic or dyadic.
Nevertheless, this is an opportunity to reinforce this important APL concept
while monitoring disequilibrium with the learner's previous understanding offunction syntax, which may needclarification due to inconsistencies inherent in
conventional mathematical notation(see [1]).
Careful interpretation is also needed because the learner may well try using 1
with other functions, as in 10x17, which gives 10 20 30 40 50 60 70;or
17*10, which yields 1 2 3 ... 69 70. The contrastis important to note ♥
10 Times the result of 17 vs. 1 of the result of 7 Times 10 ♥ becauseit raises the
issue of how APLevaluates expressions with more than one function, Through
experimentation, the learner can realize APL☂s rule: every function uses the entire
expression onits right (unless indicated otherwise with parentheses). This rule
applies equally to all functions; thatis, there is no hierarchy of functions in APL,
as there is in conventional mathematics (exponentiation before x and / before +
and -).
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Although APLappears to accommodate many cases (e.g. (2*3) +4 is 10), it can
produce some unexpected results (e.g. 2*3+4 is 14 in APL because 3+4 is done
first). While it may take moretimefor the learner to adjust to APL, at this stage it
is advisable to use redundant parentheses to clarify order of operation.
Eventually changing to this new rule can empowerthe learner by offering some 60
primitive functions on the keyboard (plus more which can be derived or defined
as programs) andthe convenienceof a single, completely general rule to handle
any expression with any numberof functions, without having to memorize or
look up which gets donebefore another.
The next expression shown on the handoutis:

4/17 The sum of the integers from i to 7
28 is 28

The Sum function +/ has probably been introduced already(as in the topic on
Averaging). If not, for now suffice it to say that +/ inserts + between each
number(and evaluates the resulting expression). And deferinterest in exploring
the operator / (which can be used with other functions) for another time.
Theoverall objective ofthis topic is to explorealternative ways of finding the sum
of consecutive integers. Accordingly, the next four expressions illustrate a
different algorithm.

or7 Phe reversal of the integers 1 to 7
7654 321

The learner may explore the behaviour of the Reverse function > on otherlists
(including characters, for instance ¢'LIVE' is 'EVIL') or indeed on other
arrays such as matrices (which become reversed about the vertical axis, as
indicated mnemonically by the symbol4 itself). This leads naturally to another
topic: palindromes(not discussed here).

C17 )4(07) The result above added to integers 1 to 7
88688 8 8B

APLperformsthis addition in parallel, automatically. Learners may try similar
expressions with other appropriate functions. Since the concept of parallel
processing is likely to be new knowledge, it may need to be addressed again
later (as in a ☜spiral curriculum☝), perhaps including the special case of a single
value (e.g. 10*17 mentioned above). For now, however, the learner should
concentrate on building an expression to represent this particular algorithm,
which involves adding a list to itself. Incidentally, another similar algorithm
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folds the list aboutits centre point but raises the issue of odd vs. even lengthlists(not discussed here).
t/ ($1 7)4007) The sum of the list (of seven 8s) above

56

Note that +/ applies to the result of everything to its right.
(+/(617)4+(17)})+2 Half of thatis 28 28.The learner maynotice that this isthe same result obtained earlier (by summing directly using +/). So, this is
apparently another way to find the sum of counting integers!
This algorithm can be embodied in a ☜glass box☝ program for further study, like
this:

GAUSS: (4+/(d1w)+(1w))+2

The name of the program (GAUSS) is chosen for historical reasons (see storybelow).
Note use of w to representthe input, which can be anyinteger. If other mechanics
of defining a program have not been introduced yet, just say: ☜Type a namefollowed by a colon, then the algorithm (expressed in termsof w for the inputit
will get later)☝ and be preparedto help in subsequentediting.
Giving an algorithm a name provides a more convenient wayto try it out. For
example:

GAUSS 7 Using program GAUSS with an input of 7
28

The learner maytry it again for a different input (besides 7). Reflecting on the
algorithm can lead to insight: there are always N copies of N+1 to be summedand then halved.
Anecdotally, there is a story about the young German mathematics prodigy, KarlFriedrich Gauss, whois said to have discovered a simple way ofcalculating the
sum of W integers in the late 18th century. When asked by his schoolmaster totake out his slate and add the integers from 1 to 1000 (or some suchlarge
number) in order to keep Karl busy for a while (since he was probably bored and
disturbing other students and the teacher with difficult questions), Karl came upwith the answerstartlingly fast. Here, having experienced the development of
the algorithm (above), the learner can join in speculation about how Karl might
have doneit.
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Finally, another expressionis given.It also results in 28:

7x( 741342
28

This may be recognised as a particular case of what has come to be known as
☜Gauss☂s Formula☝: n(n+1)/2 in conventional notation. The formula calculates
the sum of the integers from 1 to n. It may be compared with the algorithms
above and seen to be exceedingly more efficient. The learner can easily express
this in APL: ¥x(N+1)+2 andtry it for any value(s) of or, betteryet, construct
another glass box program:

PRI: wx(wti)+2 Program TRI (a suggestive name)

This program may be used with several input values at once, yielding patterns
worthy of further study. For example:

PRI 10 100 1000 10000 100000
55 5050 500500 50005000 500000500000

per 12345678 9 10
13 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55

Note: the 7th TRIresult is 28.
These are ☜triangular numbers☝, so named because they represent the numberof
(lattice) pointsin a triangle, as shown below:

Note: The first triangular number is i
(one dot in the first row}; the second

. is 3 (1+2 dots in the first two rows);
- third is 6 (4+2+3 dots in three rows);
oo. fourth is 40 (14+2+3+4 from four rows);

. fifth is 45; sixth is 24; and seventh
oe is 28 (1424+344+54+6+7 from all seven rows).

Thinking of a triangular number as an area leads to a nice geometric
representation of Gauss☂ formula as half the area of a N by N+1 rectangle formed
ay sliding twotriangles together:
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Finally, the learner may now be informed that APL provides a primitivefunction, called Sum-Scan, which producesa list of triangular numbers directly:
+t\17

136 10 15 21 28

Exploring this function by itself may lead to more discoveries, for instance, thatSum-Scanof odd integers produces squares:
+\1 4579

14 9 16 25

And successive Sum-Scans are found in Pascal's triangle (which is a likely nexttopic for a workshop).
For now,inclosing, the learner can put GAUSS and FRI in his/her conceptual☜tool box" (as well as save them on a computer disk) for later modification anduse, perhaps along with othertools, for learning mathematics.

Reference
{i] Peelle, H.A. ☜Introduction fo APLfor Learning Mathematics☝, Journal ofComputers in Mathematics and Science Teaching, Vol.9(1) Fall 1989.

Sample Hand-out Worksheet: Teaching Mathematics with APL
Examine the following APL expressions and write annotations in the margins onthis page(and back,if needed) briefly describing what you think each expressiondoes.

17 +407$17 (O17)4(27)
+/(b07)4017) (4/ (91734027) 42
7x(741)52

As you proceed, use the computer to explore unfamiliar symbols by tryingadditional similar expressions. By observing patterns in the results, try to inferhow each symbol worksin general.
Review the overall sequence of expressions given and identify the algorithm ortopic illustrated here. Embody the algorithm in a program, modify it for yourown purposes, explore related topics (if you have time), and mention possibleapplications of the program(s).
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An APL Scrabble Bag
Contributed by Bill McLean and Ted Emms

This simple gameis a nicelittle exercise in APL. 100 Scrabbletiles (with letters in
various proportions) are mixed up and drawnin groupsoffive. You take thefive
tiles presented, plus two optionalletters of your own choosing, and try to make
an anagram.If you succeed, you score the valueof the tiles drawn. The computer
keeps the score.
to]
£1)
C2]
C3]
C4]
Cs
Ce]
t7d
ce]
ca)
£10]
(141)
C12]
[13]
C14]
C15]
C16]
C17]
cia}
[19]
£20]
C24]
C22]
[23]
C24)
C25]
C26]
£27)

BAG; ALPH; COUNT ; LETTERS ; ORDER; PLAYERB ; SUM; BLOCK ; I; NUMS ; PLAYERA ; SCORE; 0110
LETPERS*' ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWAYZ0'SCORE41 2321424818514 3113 101121414484 100WOMS*S9 2241223291414 268216468H 221212ALPH*NUHS/LETTERSPLAYERA*0PLAYERB+0SUM+OIo
Ure+0ORDER+1007100BLOCK+20 5p (ALPHCORDER))LINE:O+BLOCKLI3;3COUNT+LETTERSt BLOCKLI;]SUM++ /SCORELCOUNT]
+(2| (2, T+1)) /EVEN, ODDODD:'PLAYER A, DID YOU MAKE AN ANAGRAM? (Y/N)*
>(tYN'=140)/AA, BBAA: PLAYERA*PLAYERA+ SUMBB: I+I+4LINEEVEN:'PLAYER B. DID YOU HAKE AW ANAGRAM? (¥/¥)!+(1YH'=140) /CC,DDCC: PLAYERB+PLAYERB+SUM

DD: I*I+1
>(1<20)/LINE
"PLAYER A: SCORE = ',¥PLAYERA
'PLAYER B: SCORE = ',#PLAYERB

The scores for the differentletters are set up in line 2, the numbersof eachletter
in line 3, and the random orderingis set up in line 10, and arranged in rows of
five in line 11. Inside the loop (lines 12-25) the scoreis calculated in lines 13 and
14, Line 15 determines whoseturnit is. The scores are only added if an anagram
is claimed.
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A typical ☜game☝ goes somethinglike this:
BAG

IGEIQ
PLAYER A. DID YOU MAKE AN ANAGRAM? (Y/N)
N
EOroV
PLAYER B. DID YOU MAKE AN ANAGRAM? (Y/N}
N
PIEPT
PLAYER A. DID YOU MAKE AN ANAGRAM? (Y/N)
Y
SRENS
PLAYER B. DID YOU MAKE AN ANAGRAM? (Y/N)
Y

andso on, until you have had ten goeseach...
AIHEM
PLAYER B. DID YOU MAKE AN ANAGRAM? (Y/N)
¥

PLAYER A; SCORE = 56
PLAYER B: SCORE = 42

..and youcan start all over again!
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APL Product Guide
Compiled by Gill Smith

VECTOR☂s exclusive APL Product Guide aimsto provide readers with useful
information about sources of APL hardware, software and services. We welcome
any comments readers may haveonits usefulness and any suggestions for
improvements. .
Wedo depend onthealacrity of suppliers to keep us informed abouttheir
products so that we can update the Guidefor each issue of VECTOR. Any
suppliers whoare notincluded in the Guide should contact meto get their free
entry ♥ see address below.
Wereservethe right to edit material supplied for reasonsof space or to ensure a
fair market coverage. Thelistings are notrestricted to UK companies and
international suppliers are welcometo take advantageof these pages.
For convenience to readers, the productlist has been dividedinto the following
groups (☁poa☂ indicates☁price on application☂):

+ Complete APL Systems (Hardware & Software)
+ APLInterpreters
+ APLVisual Display Units and Printers
+ APL-based Packages
+ APL Consultancy
+ Other Products
+ Overseas Associations
+ Vendor Addresses

Every effort has been madeto avoid errorsin these listings but no responsibility
can be taken by the working group for mistakes or omissions.
Wealso welcome information on APL clubs and groups throughoutthe world.
All contributions and updates to the APL Product Guide should besent to Gill
Smith, at Brook House, Gilling East, York, YO6 4JJ. Tel: 04393-385
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COMPLETE APL SYSTEMS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Active Workspace AWL486 1,950
APLPeople IBM PCs & compatibles poa

Dyadle 18M RS/6000 MD320 11,736

IBM RS/6000 MD920 13,817

IBM RS/6000 MO320 22,658

IBM RE/6000 MD520 37,114

18M R'S}6000 MDS30 72,054

1BM R§/6000 M0540 422,842

InterprocessSystems APL2 Dav't Workstation poa

MictoAPL IBM RS/6000 12,000+
Aurora 20,0004

Optima 1BM Compatible poa

APL INTERPRETERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Active Workspace OYALOG APL DOS 386 poa
APLSoftware APL*Plus/PC Release 10 450

Run-time poa

APL*PlusI 1,398
Run-time poaDyalog APL 4000-40,000
APL2/PG poa

DETAILS
486 based S9MHz PC, 140MBDisk, 4MB RAM, VGA Colour.fing, 1 year on site maintenance.)
Inctudes PC, monojcolour monitor, APLinterpreter, operating
system software,plus optionalprinters, graphics boards,additfonal memory etc.
APL POWERstation (Grayscale)27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Milops RISCProcessor 8Mb RAM, 120MbDisk19° 1280x1024 Greyscale Graph Display AIX, OSF Mott, DyalogAPL(1-user)
APL POWERstation (Colour) 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 8Mb RAM, 120MbDisk16" 1280x1024 GolourGraphics Display AIX, OSF Matt, DyalogAPL(1-user)
Advanced APL POWERstation 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320Mb Disk, 150Mb Tapa16" 1280x1024 ColourGraphics Display AIX, OSF Matit, DyalogAPL (1-user)
APL POWERsystem (-users) 27.5 MIPS,7.4 Mflops RISCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320Mb Disk, 150Mb Tape CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL(2-8 user licence)
APL POWERsystem (16-users) 34.5 MIPS, 10.9 Milops RISCProcessor 32Mb RAN, 1.94Gb Disk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Oyalog APL(8+ userlicence)
APL POWERsystem (@2-usars) 41 MIPS, 13 Mllops RISCProcessor 64Mb RAM, 1.7GbDisk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive,32 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL(8+ userlicence)
Mainframe APL2 supported on a PS/2 via a co-processorcardwith 16Mb of memary running VM/ESA (370 mode). A completesystemincludes a PS/2, a P/370 co-processor card, andsoftware licenses for VM/ESA, APL2, GDDM and the full ine ofInterprocess APL2 enhancements,
POWERrangeofRISC systems running AIX. Dumb terminal orgraphicalinterface.
Mult-user APL computer using 68020 CPU.Std. configuration
2Mb RAM, 16 AS232 ports, 68 Mb hard disc, 720K diskette
☁Complete PC-based station, APL interpreters & all support eq't

DETAILS
Dyadle's PC 386 APLInterpreter,
STSG's APLfor IBM PCs & compatibles.Upgradesfrom earlier
teleasesalso avaliable,
Closed version of APL*Pius/PC which prevents user exposure to
APL.
All the features of mainframe APL*Plusfor your 386PC!
2nd generation APLfor Unix systems
IBM's APL2 for the PC.
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Cocking/Drury APL*PLUS PC Rel 10 410

APL*PLUS PC Run-Time 178 for S
APL*PLUS PC Developer System 950
APL*PLUS1 System 1200

APL'PLUSIl Developer System 3200
APLYPLUS II for UNIX poa
APLPLUS VMS. poa
APL*PLUS Mainframe poa

Dyadle Dyalog APL for DOS/38S 995

Dyalog APLIW for Windows 995
Dyatog APLfor Unix 995-12,000

(AG/Human Interfaces!-APLMac 13
APL Lid LAPUPC or clones a-11

|-APL/BBC Master aF-APL/Archimedes 1LAPL/Macintosh 13
Iverson Software Products

IBM {APLProducts) APL Version 2 Release + poa
APL2 Application Env't Ver? Rel! poa
APL2 for the RISC Systemy.6000 pos
APLZ for the IBM PG (US version)$495

APLZ for IBM PC (European vers) poa
TryAPL2 tree

1BM UK IBM PC APL2 348

STSC's full featured APL for IBM's and compatibles - Version 10includes the Quad-NAfaaltity to interface to non-APL software,support for Microsoft Windaws and mouse devices. The Usercommand processor has been builtin to the Interpreter,
Upgrades to version 10 are avallable trom Version 9 andearlier
releases.
Closed version of the interpreter for developers, prevents userexposure to APL
Gives rights to distribute an unlimited number of copies of Run-Time application.
High powered APLInterpreterfor the 80386 chip.Price includes one year's maintenance andfree upgrades -volumediscountsVERSION 4.0 NOW AVAILABLE - THE ONLYAPLTHAT LETSYOU BUILD WINDOWS & DOS APPLICATIONS FROM ONEPACKAGE.
Unlimited distribution of APL*PLUSI! Run-Time applications!
STSG's 2nd generation APL for all major Sparc and Rise Unixworkstations,
2nd generation APL for DEG VAX computersrunning under
VMS.
Enhances VS APLwith manyhigh performance, highproductivity features. For VM/CMS and MVSJTSO offers simpleupgrade from VS APL.
☁Second generation APLfor DOS.Runsin 32-bit mode, supportsvery large workspaces. Unique "window-based" APLDevelopment Environmant and Screen Manager. Requires386/496 based PC or PS/2, at least 2Mb RAM, EGA or VGA,DOS 8.8 orlater.
As above, plus object-based GU} developmenttools, RequiresWindows 3.0oflater.
☁Second generation APLfor Unix systems. Avallable for Altos,Apollo, Bull, Dec, HP, IBM 6150, IBM RS/6000, Masscomp,Pyramid, NCR, Sunand Unisys machines, and for PGs andPC/2s running Xenlx or AIX. Oracle interface available for 18M,Sun and Xenlx versions.
Macintosh version of -APL.
180conforming interpreter. Supplied only with manual(see☜Other Products' tor accompanying books).As aboveAs aboveAs above
|-APL js the UK agant for ALL Iverson Software products,including: Sharp APL + enhancements to the ISI-APL. standardVersions of J (and the associated texts) for PC, Mac, Arc, Atal,Plaase cail for price iist and order form. Please note there Is &£3 packing charge onall orders.
Full APL2 System for IBM 370 and 390. Product No. 5688-228.See your IBM Branch Offices.
Run-time Environmentfor APL2 Packages(IBM 370 and 390).Product No, 5688-229. See your IBM Branch Office
Product No. 5765-012. See your IBM Branch Office,
Product No. 5799-PGG,Part No. 6242986, PRPQ No. RJB411(in HONE, RU0411), (from IBM Direct, order by Part Number;from your IBM Branch Gffice, order by PAPQ Number)
Product No. 5604-260, Part No. 38F1753
Free APL2 for educationaldemonstration use, Write to APLProducts, specilylng diskettesize desired,
APL2 forthe IBM PG. From all IBM dealers, including MicroAPL.
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dverson Software Inc. APLISE6-

MicroAPL,

Optima

Reuters Ltd

Uniware.

$30

APLIPC $30
APL.68000 Level| 2000

APL.68000 LevelII 2500

APLEB000/K 1500-6000

APL.68006 Level |
Mac, ST, Amiga ST

Mac, Amiga 260

APL.68000 LevelII
ST 170

Amiga 260

Mac 520

APL*PLUS Rel 10 450
APLPLUSII V 4,0 1395
APL*PLUS/PC 369
APLPLUS[1 950APL*PLUSI} PC Developers Kit poa
☁Dyalog APL 999
SHARPAPLtor MVS: poa
SHARP APLfor Unix poa
APL*PLUS/PC 495
Run-Time call

APL*PLUS/UNX call
APL"PLUSIL alll

Sharp APL Release 20 for PC 386, 486 with graphles, and abilityto operata under Windows.
For PC
First generation APLwith numerous enhancements, Mult-userversion(Unix, Mirage, MGS).
Second generation APL. Nested arrays, user defined operators,selective specification etc, Multi-user version (Unix, Mirage,MCS)
☁Second-generation APL. Nasted arrays, user defined operators,selective specification, atc. Multi-user AIX version with fullOSF/Motif support.
First generation APL. Single user, full windowing interfaca,software floating polnt support.
First generation APL. Single user,full windowing Interface,hardware floating pont.
Second generation APL.Full windowing Interface, softwarefloating point support.
☁Second generation APL, Full windowing Interface,Hardware andsattware floating polnt support.
Second generation APL. Full windowing interfaca.Hardware andsoftware floating polnt support.

for (BM MVS mainframes:
for IBM RS/6000 and Sun SPARC
STSC's full feature APLfor IBM PC/XT/AT, Compaq,Olivet.
Closed version of APL*PLUS/PC which prevents user exposureto APL.
STSC's tull feature APL for UNIX based computers
STSC☂sfull feature APL for 386 machines.

APL VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS AND PRINTERS
COMPANY
APLPeople
APLPeople
Dyadic

Dyadic
General Sottware
☁Shandell

PRODUCT
IBM & compatibles
Epsonseries
Quen-data & Qume ete
IBM 315t
IBM 6154

Printars (Various)
Mellordata
HOSMonitors
Terminals.

PRICES()
poa
200
500
599

1,228

Poa
poa

965-1395
1000-3500

DETAILS
(BM and☁budgetAPL VOUS - monochrome/colourfgraphics,
Inexpensive dot-matrix and NLQprinters
Daisy-wheel printers
Monochrame APL/ASCII vdu with APL keyboard. Supports
downloaded Dyalog APLfont.
Colour APL/ASCII vdu with APL keyboard. Supports downloadedDyalog APLfont.
Range of APLprinters avallable.
Arangsof APL monitors. Please call for details.
View-stationsfor use with all X-Windows systems.
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APL PACKAGES
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Active WorkspaceLtd Syndicate Manager poa
APL-385, APL-385 SO(PC),125(mf)FSM-385DRAW-385DB-285GEN-385
The APLGroup ♥Qualed/ $1500-4000
APL. Software Lid(mainframe) RDS poa

IPLS poa
REGGPAK poa

(microcomputer) POWERTOOLS 298
REGGPAK poa
RDS 990

Gocking/Drury{for VSAPL) E'MENTS & SHAREFILE poa
COMPILER poa
FILEPRINT poa
FILECONVERT poa
FILEMANAGER poa
TOOLS + UTILITIES poa
DATAPORT poa

(for APL2) SHAREFILE/AP pos
FMT poa
WSDOG poa
FILEMANAGER poa

for PC's) APL*PLUS PG Tools 275
IRMA Module 20
FIN & STAT. LIBRARY 250
SPREADSHEET MGR 150

CYBEX AB APL GraljPC 290
APL GratIPC 390
Utility Functlons APL2 1900
Utility Functions 1yPC 430

HMW. XTRA poa
Arbitrage poa
Basket poa

DETAILS
Lloyd's managing agent's syndicate / company accountingsystem. Stamp & Personal accounts (Inc, Run offs)
including ...ScreendevelopmentScreendesignRelational W.S.MiscellaneousUtilittes
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) translation software for thePC,with strict compliance checking.
Relation Data Base System
Project Management System
Regression Analysis Package
☁Assembler written replacementfunction for commonly usedCPU-consuming APL functions,includes a Forms Processor.
Regression Analysis Package
Relational Database System
Componentfiles, quad-functians & nested arrays for VSAPLunder VWCMS & MVS/TSO
The First APL compilert
Print APL component files
Gonverts non-APLfiles to APL
Extends APLprimitives to database management
APLSoftware development tools
Information Centre spreadsheet incorporating data exchangebetween APL, FOCUS,IFPS, SAS, APL/DI, ADRSII, Lotus123,Visicalc, Multiplan & DIF
STSO☂s shared access componentfile system tor APL2.Comparable to all APL*PLUSfile systems: muil-user storage ofAPL2 arrayswith efficient disk usage
Full featured FMT for APL2
Workspace documentationutties
Extends APL primitives to database management
Utlites Including: FAM disk, full screen data entry, menu Input,report generation, exception handling and games.
927x IRMA support.
Financlal & Statistica! routines
APL-based spreadsheatfor APL"PLUS/PC.Cell arithmetic;
transfers to ASCII & Lotus
Presentation graphics for APL*PLUS/PC (CGI)
Presentation graphies for APL*PLUSII/PC (CGI).
For APL malntrama;Incl. a very fast search,
☁Same package for APL*PLUSI/PC.
Front-end Fereign Exchange dealing / pos keeping
Arbitrage moselling
Basket currency modelling
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Menu-Bar poa
HRH Systems APLUtilities poa

APL*PLUSUtilities

(ACjHuman Interfaces|AC/Grat 18
ACFVox 8

APLLtd Educationalworkspaces 5

Impetus Ltd Impetus poa
INFOSTROY APL*PLUS/Xbase Interface(11/86Version 2) $198

(PC Version 2) $98
(DLLVersion 1) $198

Interprocess Systems |EDIT $3000-5000
ACG poa

(maintrame) AFM $8500-15300
(Pc) AFM $175

Enhanced Format $2575
PowerGode $2000
CALYAP $4700
WSORG poa

Mercia STATGRAPHICS 5 635
STATGRAPHICS PLUS 895
Loco. go poa

Twics poa
MictoAPL MicroTASK 280

MlcroFILE 250
MicroPLOT 250
MicroLINk 250
MlcroFORM 250
MicroSPAN 250
MicroPLOT/PG 280
MicroSPAN/PC 250
STATGRAPHICSRel5 590

Reuters Lid GLcs poa
LoGos poa
MAILBOX poa

pull-down menu for APL*PLUS/PC
Software to wansfer workspaces between APL"PLUSaia Sharp,
and between APL*PLUSand [-APL, Software to Import IBM .ATFfiles to APL*PLUS,
Public domain software, unlock locked fns, a user-friendlyalterative to locking, Ins of mathematical physles, menus, andothers,
Graphplotting for -APLYMac
☁Spoken APLcharacters for |-APL/Mac
PCformatdisks with the examples trom: Thomson. Espinasse(Kits 1-4), Kromberg, Jizba & FinnAPL. All the examples to saveyour fingers!
Corporate Modelling and Reporting System.
Complete package written in C, Comparable with the data, Index& memo files of FoxPro, dBASE, & Cilpper, Multi-user support.
No DBMS ticense required,
As above for APL*PLUS/PC,
The same in a OLL form! Gives your Windows applications alladvantages of DLLs.
Full screen APL2 editor with Immediate APLexecution, and tull-screen debugger
APL2 Optimizing Compiler, translates APL2 functions toFORTRANprograms.
High performance componentand keyed flie system (VS APLand APL2)
Single user component and keyed files for APL2/PC,
A QuadFMT data formatter for VS APL and APL2 '
External functions for APL2
For calling non-APLprograms (VS APL and APL2)
Full-screen Workspace Organizer for APL2.
The old favourite,
Now running under APL"PLUSIf - so you can have as muchworkspace as you want!
Logistics managementsystem for 386/486 & RISC computers.Sales Forecasting, Inventory Management, Master Scheduling,Distribution Requirements Planning, Sales & OperationsPlanning,
A modularlibrary of tools to teach and explore state-of-the-artmaterials management concepts. Developed by R.G. Brown.
Product developmentaids
Fite utilities and database
Graphies for HP plotters ete
General davice communications
Full screen forms design
Comprehensive APL tutor
For APL"PLUS/PGproduct
APLself instruction for APL*PLUS/PG
Global risk managementfor banks
Application DevelopmentEnvironment
Electronic Mail  
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NEWSFLASH poa
VIEWPOINT poa

UNIWARE(for mainframe) STSC's ENHANCEMENTS poa
STSC's SHAREFILE poa
TOOLS & UTILITIES poa
EXECUCALC poa

(for APL'PLUS/PC) APL Debugger2.1 FF1950FFS750
Menus 3.0 FF2450FR12250
ETATGEN 2.0 FF1950FFO750
UNITAB 2.0 FF4550FF22780
UNIASM 3.0 (site license) FF4950
UNISTAT5.4 FF2900

(for APL'PLUS II) UNIWAREToolkit4.1 FF39000
APL Debuggerll 2.1 FF2950FF14750
Menus Ii 4.0 FFa980FF19750
ETATGEN [1 2.0 FF2950FF14750
UNITAB II 2.0 FFE950FF34750
UNISTAT Plus 5.2 FF4300

Warwick University BATS 280

FAB free
Zark APLTutor (PC) $299

APLTutor (MF) $5000
Zatk ACE $99
APL Advanced Techniques... $59.95

Communications $200 pc, $500 mf

APL CONSULTANCY
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Activa Workspace Gonsultaney poa
Adieo Consultancy poa

Real-time message exchange
4GLwith interfaces to DB2, ADABAS, and MVSdatasets
Quad-functlons & nested arrays for IBM VSAPL under VM/CMS.and MVS/TSO
componentfiles for IBM VSAPL under VM/CMS and MVS/TSO_
and for IBM APL2
Including FILEPRINT, FILESORT, FILECONVERTFILEMANAGER(EMMA)STSC☂s database package
Mainframespreadsheet compatible with VISICALC and part ofLOTUS1-2-3 under VSAPL(VM or TSO)
Avisual APL. debuggerto help develop applications(site license)
Complete setof hierarchical menuutilitles(site license)
Pagelayout report generator(site license}
An APL*PLUSspreadsheet-like data entry and validation system
(site license)
Assembler utlitles to speed up APL*PLUS/PC applications
Data analysis add-on module for Statgraphics
(site iicense only). Relational database system and complete setof utilities for APL*PLUSII developmentA visual APL debuggerto help develop applications(site llcense)
Complete set of hierarchical mouse-driven menu utilities(site license)
Page layout report generator(site license)
An APL*PLUSspreadsheet-like data entry and validation system{site license)
Data analysis add-on module for Statgraphics
Menudriven system fortima setles analysis and forecastingusing Bayestan Dynamic modelling,Price Is reducedto £35 foracademic institutions.
Training program for the above.
APLcomputer-based training. Available for APL"PLUS PG &
APL*PLUSli, Demo disk $10,
Mainframe version.
APL continulng education, APL tutor news and hotline phonesupport,
488pp.book, (ISBN 0-9619067-07) including 2-disk set ofutility
functions (APL*PLUS PG format).
Move workspacesorfiles between APLenvironments.

DETAILS
PC Based APL. systemdesign, programmingandimplementation.
Development, maintenance, conversion, migration,documentation, of APL products In all APL environments
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APLPeople

Camacho
Chapman
Cocking/Drury

Peter Cyrlax

David Crossley
Dyadle
E&S

General Software
Michael Hughes
H.M.W.

Consultancy

Consultancy
Gonsultancy
Consultancy

Consultancy

Consultancy
Consultancy
Consultancy
Consultancy
Consultancy
Consultancy

lAC/HumaninterfacesConsultancy

INFOSTROY

Intelligent Programs

Kestrel
LingoAllegro USA

MicroAPL.
Ellis Morgan
MLC.
Optima
Parallax Systems inc
QBOn-Line
Rochester Group
Rex Swain
☁Uniware

Documentation
Training
Consultancy
Gonsultancy
Documentation
Training
Consultancy
Consultancy

Consultancy
Consultancy
Gonsuttancy
Consultancy
Consultancy
Consuttancy
Consultancy
Consultancy
Consultancy (Senter)
Consultancy (Senior)

poa

poa
250-500

175-275
275-350,300-450
400-600450-750
100-150,120-200
460-300

poa
poa
poa

trom 120
poa
poa
350

100-200

poa
poa

poa
FF/day 5000
FF{day 7500

Consultants available atail levels, with experlence In: VS APL,APL*PLUS, APL2,Sharp APL, Dyalog APL, APLE800, C/Unix,TSO/MVS, VM/CMS, graphics, Operational Research etc.Expertise in APL. system design,project management,prototyping, financial applications, decision support systems,MIS,links to non-APLsystems, documentation,ete.
Specialising In programming & manual writing.
24-hourprogrammer: APL, G, assembler, graphics; PC, mini,mainframe,network.
Junior consultantGonsultantSenior consultantPrincipal ConsultantManaging consultant
Junior ConsultantConsultant
Senior Consultant
Broad experience in many APLenvironments
☁APLand Unix system design, consultancy, programming andraining,
System prototyping: alll typesof informationsystem, engineeringsoftware, graphics and decision support systams APL*PLUS/PC,APL2,Dyalog APL
Gonsuttant with 10+ years experience with various APLinterpreters and C.
Systemdesign consultancy, programming. HMW specialize Inbanking and protatyping work.
APL on Macintosh & PC. HCi design. VDU ergonomics:EG/Health & Safety compliance.
Online assistance, product demos & mock-ups, manual writing:foreign language software localization.
Using [APLfor courseware & distance leaming materials; Macprogramming in C, APL & HyperCard.
APL*PLUS& Windowsconsultancy. Porting of software written
in C into APL*PLUS.
Systems development, enhancements,support.
Preparation of new manuals, rewriting of existing materials.
Training for APLexperts throughto non-technicalsystem users.
All APLs,all environments. Design, analysis, coding,maintenance, documentation,training, Interfacing,
General APL. consultancy specializing in Prototyping, Migration,Mainirame ta PC Downsizing, Performance Analysis,Troubleshooting, and Graphics.
Technical & applications consultancy.
Business Forecasting & APLSystems.
Business analysis and APL consultancy
☁Arangoof consultants with 3-15 yrs APL PC and mf experience.
introductory APL, APLfor End-user & Advanced Topics in APL.
☁Specialising in Banking, Financial & Planning Systems.
Specialise in MIS using Sharp APL
Independent consultant, 1 years experience. Custom softwaredevelopment & tralning, PC andjor maintrame.
Consultancy from people with at least 8 years APLexperience.
Advice and training in Windows programming with APL*PLUSIb
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Training FF10000
Wickiitfe Computer Consultancy poa

OTHER PRODUCTS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£}
Adiee Employment poz
APL Peopis Employment Agency poa

HMW Employment poa
HRH Systems APLlessons

☁The BBS\APL:

APL Lid An APLTutorial 3An Encyclopaedia of APL (2d Ed) 6APL In Soola! Studies 3FAPLInstruction Manual (2dEd) 3

S-day class on Windows programming with PLUSII version 4.0
System design,consultancy, programming and documentation.Especially project management and decision support systems

DETAILS
Contractors and permanent employees
Permanent employeesplaced atall levels. Contractors suppliedfor shortlong-term contracts, supervised or unsupervised,Executive Search service available.
Contractors and permanent employaes placed.
☁On-screenInteractive APL lessons for APL*PLUS,TryAPL2,
Sharp and !-APL♥ in English or French.
301-384-3672, 300/1200/2400/9600 b, N-8-1, 24 hours, APLeducational material |s downloadable free. An additional 30megsof APL software for APL*PLUS, PLUSIl, IBM, Sharp &-APL Is avallable to subscribers (cost Is $24/yr).
45pp by Alvord & Thomson228pp by Helzer86ppby Traberman55pp by Camacho & ZlemannAPLProgramsfor the Mathematics Classroom(Springer-Verlag)16J Dictionary 16Programmingin J 10Arithmetic 12An Introduction to. 8Tanglble math aSharp APL Reference Manval 18APLPress Books poa

485ppby Thomsonby Ken Wverson75ppby Ken Iverson118pp by Ken Werson47ppby Ken Wwerson☁38pp by Keniverson
349pp by BerryA comprehensive selection ofearly APLliteraturePlease note there is a packing charge of £3 per order

IBM (APLProducts) APL2 Keycaps poa
APL2 Keyboard Stickers poa

Iverson Software Inc. J $24
J Source $90
Programming In J $15
Tanylble Math $2
Arithmetic $18

Kestrel Employment poa
Software Library poa

RenaissanceData Systems Booksellers
Reuters Ltd MVSLINK poa

ssa. poa

Keycaps for the PC and PS/2 (USA and UKstandard). Product
Number SX80-0270,
Product Number SC33-0604.

Documentation & shareware for many popular machines,
Including PG, MAC, SUN, & ARCHIMEDES,
Documented source codein G forporting to othe machines(Shareware).
76pp.
34pp.
424pp.
Permanentand contract, home and abroad. From individualplacementto supply of complete project teams,
Low-costsoftware distribution service; callfor details,

The widest range of APL books available anywhere, Ses Vector
advertisements.
Auxillary processor complex, providing SharpAPL (Unix & MVS)with facilites to access MVSdata, and Invoke non-APL MVSsoftware on remote MVS systems,
Auxillary processorproviding SharpAPL. (Unix & MVS)with high-performance SQLinterface to DB2.
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OVERSEAS ASSOCIATIONS
GROUP LOCATION JOURNAL
ACMISIGAPL USA Quote Quad
APL Bay Area: USAN.California APLBUG
APL Club Germany Germany APLJournal
☁Ass. Francophone pourla promotion d'APL France
BACUS Belglum APL-CAM.
CPC UG APLSIG Washington, D.C. Capital PC(Capital PCUG) Monitor
Dutch APL Assoc. Holland -
APL Club Austria Austria -
FinnAPL Finland Newsletter
☁SwedAPL Sweden ☁SwedAPLNyt
Sydney APLUG Sydney, Australia Epsilon

- VENDOR ADDRESSES
COMPANY CONTACT
ACM/SIGAPL
Active Workspace Ltd Ross D Ranson
Adiee Bemard Smoor
APL-385 Adrian Smith
APLBUG Lewis H. Robinson
APL Club Austria Etich Gall
APL Glub Germany Dieter Lattermann
The APL GroupInc Stuart Sawabin|

APL People / Sofware lll Moss.Assoclation Francophone pourla promotion d'APL Dr. Gérard LangletBACUS Joseph de Kerf
Anthony CamachoPaul ChapmanCocking & Drury Ltd, Romilly Cocking
CPC UG LynneStarz
CYBEX AB Lars Wentzel
Datatrade Ltd. fan Tomiln
David Crossley

Bernard Smoor(See)Peter DonnellyDutch APL Assoalation
Dyadic Systems Ltd.
E&S Assoclates Frank Evans
FinnaPL, Jantunen Vell-Matti (Sec)

Les Nouvelles d'APL

OTHER SERVICES Ann.Sub.

Monthly Meetings (2nd Monday) $15
Seml-annual meetings DMs

Conferences & Seminars £18 ($30)
Monthly meetings,occasional classes {tee
Mini-congress, APL ShareWarsInitiative
Quarterly Meetings 2ODAS{indlv), 1000A8(corp)
Seml-annual meetings, seminars SEK 75
Monthly Meetings

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE No.
AGM, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036 USA Tel: (212) 626-0641
Moulsham Milt Centre, Parkway, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 7PX.
Tak: (0245)-496647; Fax: 0245-496646.
Dorpsstraat 50, 4128 BZ Lexmond, Netherlands.Tel: $1-9474-2937, Fax: 31-3474-2942
Brook House,Gilling East, York, Tel: 04393-385
4100 GoughSt, Apt 14A, San Francisco, CA 94109, USA
Tel: (415) 928-2058
IBM Gsterreich, Obere Donaustrasse 95, A-1020 Wien, Austria
IBM Germany, Wiickensstrasse 1a, D-6900 Heidelberg, Germany.Tel: (49) 621-404-243844 Danbury Road,WILTON, CT 06897 USA.Tel: (203) 762-3933 Fax: (203) 762-2108
☁The Old Malthouse, Clarence St, BATH, BA1 SNS.Tel: 0225-462602

SCM, C.E. Saclay, F-91194-Gif sur Yvette, France. Fax: (33) 1 69 0879 63
Rooinberg 72, B-2570 Duffel, Belgium.
44 Auburn Road, Redland,Bristol BS6 6LS.Tal: 0272-730036.
41 Lambs CondultStreet, London WG1N 3NG.Tel: 071-831-3762. ♥
480 Tottenham Court Road, LONDON, W1P SLE
Tel: 071436 9481 Fax: 071-436 0524
Capital PC User Group, 51 Monroe Street, Sulte PE-2, Rockville,
Maryland 20850, USA.Tel: 301-762-9372.
Gruvgatan 35B, S-421 30 V. Frdlunda, Sweden.
Tel: (48) 31-45 37 40, Fax:(46) 31-45 24 23.
4 &2 Sterling Business Park, Salthouse Road, Brackmills, Northampton,
NN4 OEX,Tel: 0604-760244
187 Le Tour du Pont, Quartier Le Mourre, 84210 ST DIDIER, France
Tel: 90-66-08-87
Postbus 1341, 34930BH Nieuwegein.Tel: 03474-2337
Hiverside View, Basing Road, Old Basing, Basingstoke, Hants RG24 OAL.
Tel: 0256-811125 Fax: 0256-81 1130
19 Homesdale Read, Orpington, Kent BRS 1JS.Tel: 0689-824741
Myllytle 10 A 7, 04400 Jarvenpaa, Finland Tet: 90-2916470 (home)
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General Software LidH.M.W. Trading Systems
HRH Systems
Michael Hughes
JAC/HumanInterfaces:

L-APL Lid

IBM (APLProducts)
impetus Ltd
INFOSTROY
Interprocess Systems Inc.
Intelligent Programs Lid
Wverson SoftwareInc,
Kestrel Consulting
Lingo Allegro USAInc,
Mercla Software Ltd.
MleroAPLLtd.
Ellis Morgan
MTAC.
Optima Systems Ltd
Peter Cyriax Systems
QB On-Line Systems

N.E. Martin
☁Stan Wilkinson

Dick Holt

lan A. Clark
Anthony Camacho(for quaties, order forms}
J.C Business Services{for pre-paid orders only)
Nancy Wheeler
Cedric Heddle
Aloxel Miroshnikov
Stella Chambertain

Mike Bucknall
Eric Iverson

Mark Haris
Steven J. Halasz

Gareth Brentnall

David Eastwood

Ray Cannon
PaulGrosvenor
Peter Cyrlax
Philip Bulmer

Renaissance Data Systems Ed Shaw

Reuters Ltd
The Rochester GroupInc.
Shandell SystemsLtd.

Rex SwalnSwedAPLSydney APLUG
Uniware
Wicklitte Computer UtdWarwick University
Zark incorporated

☁Laurie Howard

Robert Pullman

Maurice Shanahan

Glan Medrt
Rob HodgkinsonEre Lescasse
Nick Tetfer
Prof. Jeff Harrison

Gary A, Bergquist

22 Russell Road, Northholt, Middx, UBS 4QS. Tel: 081-864-9537
Hamilton House, 1 Temple Avenue,Victoria Embankment,London EG4Y OHA.Tel: 071-353-4212; Fax: 071-353-3325
3902 N RichmondSt,Arlington, VA 22207, USA.Tel: (703) 528 7624
BBS/APL Tel: (703) 528 7647 1200-14400b, N-8-1, v.32 24hr(v.32bis}
Internet: dick.holt@acm.org
28 Rushton Road, Wilbarston, Market Harborough,Lelcs,, LE16 8QL.
Tet: 0535-7709989 Hill End, Frosterley, Bishop Auckland, Go. Durham DL13 28xTel: 0388-527190, Email: clark.l@applolinkapple.com
41 Aubum Road, Redland, Bristol BS6 6LS, Tef: 0272-760036

56 The Crescent, Milton, Weston-super-Mare, Avon, BS22 8DU

APLProducts {M46V/D12), IBM Santa Teresa, PO Box 49023, 555 Balley
Avenue, San Jose CA 95161-9023, USA.Tel: 1-408-463-APL2
Rusper, Sandy Lane,Ivy Hatch, SEVENOAKS,Kent TN15 0PD-
Tel: 0732-885126
3S. Tulenin Lane, St. Petersburg 191186 Russia.Tal:+?7 812-311164 t Fax:+7 812-3153321 Email:aim@ infostroy.spb.su
11660 Alpharetta Highway, Suite 455, Roswell, Georgia 30076, USA
Teal: (404) 410-1700. Fax: (404) 410-1773
9 Gun Wharf, 130 Wapping High St, London E1 SNH Tel: 071-265-1120
33 MajorStreet, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2K9Tel:{416) 926-6096
Fax: (418) 488-7559Business & Technology Centre, BessemerDrive, Stevenage, HertsSG1 2DX Tel0438-310155 Fax:0498-910131 E:kestrel@apl.demon.co.uk
203 North LaSalle St., Suite 2100, ChicagoIL 60601 USA
Tek: (312) 558-1342 Fax: (312) 346-9603
Holt Court North, Heneage Street West, Aston Sclence Park, Birmingham
B? 4AX,Tel: 021-359-5096. Fax: 021-359-0375
South Bank Technopark, 90 London Road, LONDON SE1 6LNTel: 071-922 8866 Fax; 071-928 1006
Myrtle Farm, Winchester Road, Stroud,Petersfield, Hants.
Tel: 0730-263843
21 Woodbridge Rd, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey GU17 OBS
Tal: 0252-874697
Alrport Houss, Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey CRO OXYTel; 084 781-1812
Fax; 081 781-1999
22 Hereford Road, London W2 4AA.Tel: 071-229-5344
5 Surrey House,Portsmouth Rd., Camberley, Surrey, GU15 1L8.
Tel: 0276-20789. Fax; 0276-683427. Mobile: 0831-307548
P.O. Box 20023, Park WestFinance Station, New York, NY 10025-1510,
U.S.A, Tel: (212)-864-3078-
Reuter Nederland BV, PO Box 8230, 1005 AE Amsterdam, NetherlandsTel: +34 20 570 8733 Fax: +31 20 570 8758
50 S,Union St., Rochester NY 14607-1828, U.S.A.Tel: 716-454-4350, Fax:715-454-5430,
Chiltern House, High Street, Chalfont St, Giles, Bucks., HPB 4QH.Tel: 02407-2027. Fax: 02407-3118
8 South Street, Washington, CT 06793,U.S.A. Tel: 203-868-0131
Box 16181, S-103 24 Stockholm, Sweden Tel;+46 (8) 96 09 47
GPO Box 1425, Sydney, NSW 2001, Australia
15 Rue Erlanger, 75016 Paris, France.
Tel: (1) 45-27-20-61, Fax: (1) 45-27-20-71. Telex: 648348F UNIWARE
76 Victonla Rd., Whitehaven, Cumbria, CAZB 6JD. Tel: 0946-692583.
DeptofStatistics, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL.
Tek: 0209-523369
53 Shenipsit St, Vernon CT 06066, USA.Tel: (203) 872-7806.
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leave well enough

alone!
Announcing: APL*PLUSII
 

  

      

Version 5.1
[ with 3-d Controls! | [const }[z] ;Toolbars!♥♥♥♥♥
Graphics! by a | |pen] BB (elle

" ♥_♥_♥_♥eE!
Plus:  

  

 

| Be Windows Common Dialog Boxesi| Bi Instant Start-up Windows!
(i APL TrueType Font      

 

     
APL*PLUS® IJ for DOS and and dBase Import/Export, optimized
Windows晳 justgot better! It's now even Assembler functions, the User Command
easier (and a lot faster!) to build Processor, a Numeric Data Editor and the
applications using ali of the features of most powerful session manageravailable
Windows 3.1. There's even a Software anywhere!
Developer's Kit that shows you how to
easily add third-party custom controls! Get GUIng today! In the UK, phone

Cocking & Drury at 071-436-9481.
And don't forget that APL&PLUS 1 is Elsewhere,calf your local dealer or
the only APL system that provides you contact Manugistics, Inc. in the U.S.at
with a fully-integrated Debugger, (301) 984-5412, Fax (301) 984-5094 for
Paradox Interface, full DDE access, Lotus the nameofa dealer near you.

APL*PLUSis a registered trademark ofManugistics, Inc., 2115 B. Jefferson Street, Rockville MD 20852.Other trademarks are the property oftheir respective owners.  
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APL*PlusII/386 Version 5.0
reviewed by Dave Piper

Introduction
Version 1 of APL*Plus II/386 was the subject of two reviews in Vector 5.4
[Cyriax 5.4, Askoolum 5.4]. Version 3 was reviewed in Vector 8.1 [Pearson 8.1],
version 4 in 9.1 [Crossley 9.1]. All being well, this review will appear in 9.4; we
should be due for version 6 sometime around Vector 10.3 ♥ next Christmas!
Rumoursof version 5.1, due around March/April, already abound.
The evolution (no pun intended) of the product over these releases stands some
examination. Listed below are edited highlights of the new features in the most
recentversions:
Version 3 Session managerand interpreter unified

ONA enhancements
☜tools☝ as part of the product
mouse support
user command processor

Version 3.5 Windows3.0 tolerance
Version 4.0 Windowsinterface

Paradoxinterface
character based ☜sub-windows☝
evolution towards APL2
bound documentation

Version 4.1 OS/2 tolerance (dongle!)
Version 5.0 Windows3.1 windowedcharacter set support

further evolution
enhanced windowsinterface
APLGUI
interactive debugger
automatedinstallation
GRAFLIB

slight disclaimer ♥ this review is based on my experienceof version 5.0 so far.
Having only had the product for a few weeks, a fully comprehensive
examination has not been possible. In particular, I have had no opportunity to
examine GRAFLIBorthe related user commands.
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The Language
Nota lot has changed here. If you are coding at evolution level 2, then a few
steps toward the APL2 [BMard[Piper 9.1] have been taken. Specifically, enclose
and disclose now permit axis specification. One useful side effect of this is that
(at long last [sorry Jerry]), we have length tolerance when disclosing a nested
object into a higher rank array. One of the bug-bears of MIX (andits successor
OMZZ)is thatall items being mixed must havethe same length.
Interestingly, OMIY still retainsits original behaviour ♥ it appears that disclose
and mix have now parted company within the interpreter. In version 4.0, OMIX
and DISCLOSE werealiases of each other, providing the samefunctionality.
APL*Plus 11/386 does notfollow either APL2 or APL2/PC when generating fill
items for mixed arrays. The following exampleillustrates the 3 differentrules:

DISPLAY 3 3+2 2p1 'A' 'B' 2

APLxPlus II/386 APL2/PC APL2
re re

eo

7
+1 AO y1 AOD ¥1 AO

     
 

B20 B2 B2
000 ao00 0 °

APL*Plus 11/386 always uses the first item of the array to generatefill items;
APL2/PCusesthefirst item of a row if it already exists, otherwisethefirst item
of the array; APL2 uses the first item of a row ifit already exists, or the first item
of the column. [C&D 1].
One unfortunate syntactic exception is still present at evolution level 2; pure
numeric strands can be indexed without parentheses:

12 3[2]
2

Any othertype of strand must be parenthesized before indexing can occur.
Both language bugs that I have foundin previous versions still exist. In evolution
level 1, indexing into strands can go wrong:
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Ore+4
c+3
12e¢212 32 a They match

4
12 31) a Index first item

1
12 cf1) na Likewise ?

12
1 2 c[2] a Second item }!

3
1 2 cf3] A Third item {x?

INDEX ERROR
1 2 c[3]
A 4☜

This cannot happen at evolution level 2 since non-numeric strands must be
parenthesized before being indexed.
The second problem involves the strand assignmentof non-simplescalars:

{a B c}*+3pc?! a Bach gets an emptysabe a Check the depth of eachtad
ep p"a be a Check the rank of eachaaa

(a Bb c)<c!! nh Scalar extension we hope!SB"abec a Check the depth of each222
p"p"a be a Check the rank of each000

When werely on scalar extension, each name assigned gets the scalar rather thanthe contentof the scalar.

Windows3.1 Support
Version 5.0 offers full support for operation as a DOS application underWindows 3.1. The support provided by Windows for DOS applications was
considerably enhanced in release 3.1, so this is a very desirable move forward.Whenrunning in a window(rather than full screen mode), the mouse performsthe same functions as if the program were hosted in DOS or running in fullscreen mode under Windows.This contrasts with the rather useless ☜mark/edit☝mode adopted in Windows3.0. To make use of the new mouse functionality,mousedriver 8.2a orlater is required,
Version 5.0 introduces support for the APL character set when running in awindow under Windows3.1. Character set support for Windows3.0 was already
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available in version 4.0, these fonts were not compatible with Windows3.1.
Windows3.0 character set support is still available. Note, as a result of the way
Windows supports fonts in DOS applications, all DOSapplications will use the
APLfontif it is installed. This may result in somestrange effects in the displays
generated by other DOS applications. Most of the characters are quite well
mapped, so really glaring changes should be kept toa minimum.

The 3.1 character set is available in several font sizes, ranging from a very thin
butstill usable 8x8 pixels to a large and well formed 16x8 pixels, Other,still
larger, sizes are available but the full DOS display is not visible and must be
scrolled using the scroll bars generated automatically by Windows.

The 8x8 font is quite difficult to read for long periods of time, but is good for
working in a window which is less than half of the full display size. Using this
font makes it possible to have other windows such as file manager opened to a
significant extent and visible at the same time as the APL session.

Printing
Direct printing using Windowsfacilities and a Windowsprinter fontis still not
supported in version 5. With the advent of a competent Windowsinterface (see
below), the provision of a real Windowsprinter font would have been a great
advantage. Fortunately, thanks to the sterling work of Adrian Smith and Tan
Clark, TrueType APL fonts are now available. This article was produced using
Word for Windows,using Adrian☂sfont for the APLbits.

Support for DOS-based printing has been enhanced somewhat. Rather than
down-loading the printer character set using the PRINPERS workspace (and
associated componentfile), specific COM files are available for a range of
supported printers. Each of these downloadsthe character set andinitialises the
☜port 10☝ printing facility. These programs can be re-executed at any time to
reinitialise the printer if it has been reset by another program or user on a
network.

Installation
A significant new feature of version 5 is the provision of an installation program.
This is a DOS program which allowsthe user to selectively install parts orall of
the system. Different directories can be nominated for the various ☜parts☝ of the
APL system. The structure of the directories is fixed ♥ thatis the files which
constitute a ☜part☝ of the system cannot be varied (though subsets such as
specific device drivers can be nominated). For those of us who havebeen users
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for sometime and wish to retain our existing directory structuresit☂s back to themanual method,
Given thata file containing

a

list of all files in the system is provided it is ashamethatthis is not used to drivetheinstallation process. Customisation of thefile would allow any directory structure to be created. Better still, if the installprogram hadbeenavailable from version1...

Enhanced WindowsInterface
The updated Windowsinterface has overcome manyof the problems discussedby Ray Cannon [Cannon 9.3]. In particular, a considerable amount of work hasbeen put in to improve the speed of the interface. This release implements theagent using a virtual device driver (VAPLD.386) rather than relying on theWindows ☜timer☝facility. The rate of call processing has gone upbyat least afactor of 10; it is now possible to write programs with a Windowsfront end thatrespond as quickly as those written in compiled code. Onlyif filters are set up toProcess very frequent messages (mouse move or key depression) is anysluggishnessreally noticeable.
Various other enhancements have been made such asthe use of a compiled .INIfile containing all the Windows function, constant and messagedefinitions (wellnearly all!). Essentially, though, this remains an interface forreal programmers;you must be prepared to get very intimate with the insides of Windows. Havingclimbed this not inconsiderable mole-hill myself in the last 10 weeks or so, I canattest to it being a frustrating and occasionally painful process. Of course, if youalready know Windows,this interface could present you with many benefits intermsofflexibility and performance overthe higherlevel interfaces provided byDyalog APL and the APLGUIfacility.

APLGUI
APLGUI is new in Version 5. It provides a higher level, ☜object-oriented☝interface for Windows programming. Theinterface uses one high level functionto process all the methods and messages associated with a window object. Ofcourse, APL*Plus II has not suddenly turnedinto any object oriented system;allthe mechanics of message passing and processing are implemented using realAPLata lowerlevel.
The numberof global variables and functions needed to support this frameworkis astonishing ♥ when using the GUI demo workspace, the total number ofobjects is in excess of 1,000! Managing such a large number of functions and
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variables is no meanfeatofitself ♥ certainly solving obscure problems lying on
the border between the supplied code and your ownfunctions would be great
fun. Perhaps of greater concern is the quality of the code used to implementthe
system.It seems to me, having studied significant volumes of code written by
Manugistics, that they simply do not know how to write easily understood,
maintainable code. Sorry chaps!
The basic object in the GUI system is the form ♥ this correspondsto a dialog box
in Windowsparlance, and the ☜methods☝ (ie. functions) required to make it
work. A form contains controls of the normal types found in Windows ♥
buttons,list boxes, edit fields etc. Rather confusingly, the standard control names
are sometimes dropped in favour of GUIs own names, so that radio buttons
become ☜options☝, static text becomes☜label☝ and so on.

Messages(i.e. events [nearly]) can be sent to or received from either the main
form orthe child controls within it. Methods can be defined to process any of the
supported messages. Supported is the key word here ♥ if the message you wish
to processis not supported then you have to find some other way around the
problem,orstart using low jevel Windowscalls.

Having looked briefly at the GUI system, it is certain that low level Windows
calls would have to be used, at somestage, to achieve all the effects required in
any significant application. Certainly insufficient messages are supportedfor the
more complex controls such as edit boxes. For example, there is no (GUI) way for
a functiontotell an edit field to cut the currently selected text.

Just to compoundtheeffect of these difficulties, the interface is not overly robust.
During early experimentation many hangs were generated. Even when we had
gained expertise it was very easy to generate ☜ghost☝ windows which could not
easily be disposedof. If your application collapses with an APLerror, ) RESETis
not sufficient, the object oriented interface must also be reinitialised; this could
makeerror handlirig in applications extremely complex and difficult to manage.

Objects, properties (attributes of the objects), messages and methods are linked
together using a naming convention. A form (or a child control) has a caption
property. We can reference or set the caption usingthe following statements:

caption+Win 'FmMine:caption'! a Reference
Win ☁fmMine:caption' 'New Caption' a Set
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Similarly, for a child control:

chid_cap+Win 'fmMine.bnOK:caption' a Reference
Win 'fmMine.bnOK:caption' '~0K' a Set

Methods follow a similar naming convention. For example, the SHOW methodfor a form would be:
tmMine_Show

The CLICKED method for a push button would be:
fmMine_bnOK_Clicked

The defined functions which implement methods do nottake arguments, nor dothey return explicit results. Instead, arguments are passed in the global variablewArg and the result set in the global wZ. This insistence on the use of globalvariables seems unfortunate from a code quality point of view; perhapsit wouldhave been better to insist that all methods were implemented using monadic,result-returning functions.
APLGUIprovidesaninterface ata level similar to that provided by Dyalog APL[Pearson 9.2], but currently rather less usable. The large numberof objects in theworkspaceandthe resulting object managementdifficulties (and problems withresponsiveness) need to be solved before APLGUI can be regardedasa viable
alternative to the low-level interface. Perhaps it is best to regard the current
version of APLGUIas ☜beta-test☝, hopefully with better to follow.

Interactive Debugger
Another newfeature in Version 5. The debuggeris integrated into the interpreter
andcan be toggled on andoff from the session manager menus.Halt points and
watch points are both supported; both remain set even when the debuggeris
inactive, but only take effect whenit is used.
Halt and Watchpoints offer several advantagesto the traditional APL trace/stop
facility:

+ can be disabled without being removed
+ conditional operation
+ halts apply to statements notfunction lines
+ watchpoints can ignore execution context
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When

a

halt or watch takeseffect, the character based sub-windowsintroduced
in Version 4 are used to display status information such as the:

+ execution stack
+ current halt/watch point

In addition, it is possible to display the values of the arguments at the current
position. Options are offered on the status line permitting step-wise execution,
execute to next statement, nextline and so on.

How useful is it? Here I have to make a confession ♥ I have only usedit a
couple of timesin anger. In general, the standardtrace andstopfacilities provide
mewith sufficient control for solving any problems, especially since they are so
easy to set within the ring editor. The only problems! suffer with trace and stop
are the volume of output sometimes generated by trace and the number of
unwantedstops that may occur in a looping or recursive function. The debugger
provides exactly the right tools to avoid these problems. When I can get away
with trace and stop I do, becausethey are so easy to set up and remove.
One annoyingresult of the introduction of the debuggeris that the stop toggle
has been moved on the keyboard. 1 think a quick dive into my config file to
remap the keyboard is required.

Bench Marks
The bench marks would have been copied from Adrian☂s review of
APL*Plus/PC Version 9 in Vector 6.4 [Smith 6.4]. Benchmarks have always been
of questionable value, since the most valuable benchmarkis often the perception
of speed. Running under Windows makesperformance measurement even more
meaningless ♥ someofthetests listed gave execution times varying by as much
as 50% betweenthe slowest and fastest times.
How doesit feel? The answer mustbe just as fast as ever. Onething is for
certain, the new primitives (especially ENLIST and DISCLOSE) offer significant
performance benefits. Comparing our ☜make vector-of-character-vectors into
matrix☝ with the primitive DISCLOSEindicates a potential ten-fold benefit ♥
evenafter the defined function wascarefully optimised!

Conclusions
So is it all worth it? The broad answer must be yes; we now have a usable
Windowsinterface that can create real Windowsapplications, and an integrated
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debugger that provides many powerfulfacilities which are useful at least someof the time. There is a higher level interface to Windows with which we canexperiment, evenif it does not yet providea real application developmenttool. Itis possible to use the interpreter in a window, and see the APL characters, afurther improvementin productivity for Windowsusers.
The remaining new features represent increments in usability rather than aproductivity revolution. The debuggercertainly does not provide a productivityrevolution, not because of any lack of functionality but simply becausedebugging well written APLis usually quite easy.I suspectit will turn out to beof most use to those whoare relatively inexperienced and tend to create poorquality code (perhaps Manugistics created it to supporttheir ownefforts?)
To sum up ♥ it feels more like a minorrelease than a brand newversion.
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A First Look at the ISI APL/Windows
(APLIWIN)Beta Release

by Martin Gfeller
mof@rmx.risk.reuter.de

SHARP APL under Windows
When LP. SHARP Associates ported their SHARP APL from the mainframe to
the PC, they chose the unusualroute of emulating an TBM/370 mainframe on the
PC, and running the unchanged mainframe APL underit. This produced a solid,
but very slow, implementation of APL.It was definitely too slow to run thelarge
applications typical of the SHARP APL mainframe environment.

SHARP APL/PC never became commercially important in the APL arena, and
was subsequently reclassified as shareware. Iverson SystemsIne.(ISI) acquired
the rights to the product from Reuters, and developed several new releases,
makingit faster and better integrated into the PC architecture.

ISI APL/Windows (APLIWIN) is a major step in that effort, for it seamlessly
integrates SHARP APL into Windows. At its core, it still emulates a /370
mainframe, but by using the 32-bit protected mode of the 386 architecture and
Windows enhanced mode, it does this much quicker thanits predecessors, and
also provides large workspaces.
The following notes are based on the Beta release copy of October 1992, marked
as APLrelease 5.0. ISI☂s Eric Iverson told me that a new release is planned for
April, with significant improvements in the Windowsinterface and corrections
of someofthe deficiences that are mentionedinthisarticle.

Language and System Features
APLIWIN features the same language elements as SHARP APLVersion 20. This
includes nested arrays, operators, packages, a component file system and
complex numbers. However, it suffers from the same implementation
restrictions as does the mainframe version: operators do notaccept defined or
derived function arguments and defined operators do not exist. These and some
other restrictions have been removed in SAX, the Unix implementation of
SHARP APL.
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An aside about language differences: The SHARP APL languageis different from
the APL2 family in many respects. It emphasizes the uniform rectangular and
multidimensional nature of arrays over arbitrary nesting. A very important
concept of control is the rank of subarrays on which a function is applied
directly; in APL2 on the other hand, the depth is more important. The rank
concept assumesthat a regular, rectangular structure is the normal case, whereas
APL2's nesting and depth concept assumes nonuniformity as normal (see
J.P. Benkard, Nested arrays and operators, APL☂92 Conference Proceedings, St.
Petersburg, July 1992, p.7).
Shared variables and a bundle of Auxiliary Processors were available in SHARP
APL/PC under DOS, implementing a somewhat crude multitasking scheme,
which was not easy to use from APL. This approach has been abandoned for
Windows, and has been replaced by a handful of quad-functions. One family of
thirteen system functions provides access to DOSfiles; some others translate
between APLcharacters and ASCII, and provide a Windoweditor andlink to the
Window Driver (see below).

WindowsFeatures
The Session Manager and Window Driverare the same as provided with the PC
version ofJ.

+ Session Managerand Editor: A simple yetsufficient session manager
provides for an input area and an editable andscrollable session transcriptin
a window.It allows cut and pasteinto the clipboard through DDE.
A self-contained cover function to invoke an editoris provided in a
workspace. The editor handles both functions andtext variables.

» Window Driver: A quad-function and a cover function interface to the
Windows GUIthrougha little languageof its own. Thereference for this
language takes eight pages in the documentation, and a description is beyond
the scopeof this First Look. Briefly, the approach taken resembles PostScript, in
that a program is represented as human-readable ASCII text. It has some
object-oriented features, as is to be expected for controlling a hierarchical
windowsenvironment. The language supports graphics, and a demo
workspace gives someniceillustrative examplesof these features.
Although there is no comprehensive workbenchfor buildinga userinterface,
the basic tools to build an application interface that takes full advantage of the
Windows GULare available.
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+ TrueType APLfont: The APL font supplied with the product can be used

Problemsin the Beta Release

from all Windowsapplications, and looks nice. Being a TrueType font,it
scales well to any size.
Printing: Thereis no built-in command to print. Text to be printed can be
copied throughthe clipboard to an application such as Windows Write.
Alternatively, a function supplied in a workspace writes an object to a file and
invokes Write through the Window Driver. With the supplied TrueType APL
font, good looking APL documentscan be produced in flexible way.
However,the facility cannotbe used for printing reports without user
involvement. |
Debugger: Although SHARP APLincludes the venerable trace and stop
vectors, APLIWIN provides a much more powerful debugging aid: a set of
function keys can be enabled with a toggle, and they can be used to execute a
statementand stopatcertain points. Stop points can be set for each function,
or can be selected from thefirst or next line of any function, the currentor
lowerfunction,or the calling function. As the execution proceeds, the stack
and the currently executing function are shownin two separate windows.
However,the results of executing the function lines are not shown,unless
trace vectors are used.

It is difficult to import or export an APLIWIN workspaceto or from another
APLsystem, including even SHARP APLon the mainframe. The WSIS
workspace transfer mechanism should be available for this. | hacked a version
taken from SHARP APL mainframe,in order to test some applications, but a
proper job should be donehere. Eric Iverson told methata transferfacility
will be included in the April release.
The library name convention wastaken from the original SHARP APL/PC.It
associates PC driveletter with file account numbers. DOS path namesare not
allowed.This conventionis old-fashioned and impractical. APL should
instead adopt the convention ofthe underlyingfile system.
The DOSfile quad-functions signal domain error for a wide rangeof invalid
arguments.It is sometimesdifficult to find the real problem. Morespecific
error reports would be useful.
The non-TrueTypefont required for Windows3.0 was missing from the disk I
received. Truelype under Windows3.1 provides a much better font support
anyway, so I can only recommendthe upgrade. Eric Iverson told me that the
release version wiil be announced for Windows3.1 only.
T encountered a few Unrecoverable Application Errors under Windows3.0,
but none under 3.1.
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: Besides the few differences from the mainframelanguage that are mentionedin the documentation, dyadic Urhold is missing. These differences are notcritical to single-user PC applications, but could be a problemif applicationcodeis to be taken unchanged from the mainframe.

Comparison with the Mainframe Speed
Yve tried to measure the speed of APLIWIN on my PC (66 MHz 486 DX2) and
compareit to the speed of SAPL on a mainframe (the Risk ManagementSoftwareRMXsystem). I used my ATDA workspace (an APL-like interpreter in APL) as
the benchmark.It is very CPUintensive, and alsousesfiles, but no screen I/O.
APLIWIN delivers about the equivalent of 3 mainframe CPU units per second (a
SAPL CPU unit is one second of CPU time on an IBM 370/158). The RMX
mainframe APL delivers about 75 CPU units per second undernormaluser load.
This enables one to decide which applications could be ported; many
applications typical of SHARP APL are clearly not candidates, since their
interactive transactions (which consume 200 CPU units) typically take 23
seconds on the mainframe, but would run for more than a minute on the PC.
It would be interesting to compare APLIWIN☂s speed to other PC APLs, and to
Dyalog APL/W with the SHARP APL-to-Dyalog translator from Insight Systems
ApS. However, such comparison are beyond the scope of this First Look.

Martin Gfeller
Reuters Risk ManagementSoftware
Kleinstrasse 6
CH-8008 Zurich
Switzerland
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APLIWin and JWin
reviewed by Jonathan Barman

Iverson Software Inc. have released APL and J as Windows products. The
Windowsinterfaceis identical in the two products, so if you have masteredit in
APL you can immediately switch to J and run the equivalent code. The J disk
comes with a DOS version as well.

Getting Started
Installation was easy. I copied the disks, one for APL and one for J, into
appropriate directories and was up and running almost immediately. On
launching APL I got a messagetelling me that I had notinstalled the APL font.
The standard Windowsfont installation soon put that right. These are full
Windows programs, and you get the standard messageif you try and run them
in DOS. The icons included in the .EXEfiles are plain and ordinary, which suits
mefine.
The APL fontis very acceptable. The only difference between the ISIAPL font
and Adrian Smith☂s APL2741 font is that the alphabetic characters are upright
rather thanitalic. Also, there are no line drawing characters. The followingis an
exampleofa little function from the isiwin workspacein both fonts.

Vv reid wdg r
f1) re,>1+, (r{;Oio] e<id) ¢r

v
v reid wdg ©C1200 re ode, (r0O70le<idjérv

On thescreen the ISIAPL font looks cleaner with a much sharperdefinition at 10
point size. On paperthereis nota lotof difference.
The session manager in both APL andJ is identical, and appearsto be a straight
copy of the DOSsession manager moved into a Windowsenvironment. Thereis
an execution line at the bottom of the screen, and the top part displays the
results. The initial screen comes up filling up half the screen horizontally. I
usually find that I need to change this shape, but there are no .INI files, so the
programs do not rememberthe shape on exit. The following example of the APL
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session shows the workspaces available and the functions in the isiwin
workspace which we will be exploringlater.

     

 

Kopyright [c) 1992 Iverson Software Inc.
33 Major Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2K9
IPhone (416) 925-6096 Fax (416) 488-7559

L
I
}

Session Manager - Version 1.0
APL - Version §.0

)lib
Hisidemo isigen isiwin toolkit utility

Yload isiwin
saved 1992-10-25 09:29:41

) fins
debug debugs ed wa wag wdprint wdreset wdvedit +]  
 Ready   

I am used to the IBM, APL*PLUS or Dyalog APL style of session managers,
where onecantypeall over the screen to edit and execute anything displayed.It
does not take long to get used to the IST way of doing things, but having to cut
and paste text down to the execution line seemsto take a fraction longer. You can
use the arrow keysto scroll up and downthe actual commandsthat have been
typed, but you cannotsee them all to select the one you want.

The size of the window doesnotalter the way in which variables are displayed,
which is purely controlled by Opw. I have not found an equivalent in J, and
expressions like 1.1000 wrap after some arbitrary number of characters.
Expressions resulting in a wide character matrix, for example
1": [:(4#10)#51.2000 (in APL1 0 *(4p10)712000, except J requires |: or
4), causes the screen to flash multiple times and eventually you geteightlines of
output with a ragged right margin. The only way to see the right margin is to
place the cursor on a line, press the Home key and then the left arrow key.It is
most annoyingnot havinga scroll bar along the bottom of the window so that
you can see whereyouare in the wide display.
There is no menu bar along the top of the window, so noneof the standard
Windowsfeatures are included, such as changingthe font size, or printing the
session log. The standard cut and paste keys work in the normal way. WithJ this
feature is most useful as it is easy to develop scripts in a Notepad window
displayed along with the J session. Helpis available with F1, which is reasonably
full with APL. There is nolist of all the APL primitive functions and operators;
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you need to buy the manualfor that. The APL keyboard helpis nicely done. The
overstruck characters are distributed in a way with which I wasnotfamiliar, but
otherwise it was easy to use. I only found by chance that O-U-Texit from 1 was
in fact Ctrl-C. Obviousreally, if ] had stopped for a momentto think aboutit.
It is not possible to run multiple sessions of either program. Attempts to do so
result in a check box appearingtelling you that APL (orJ) is already started.

WindowsProgramming Example
Windowsare created by running a system function Qwd (11!:0 in J) on a text
vector right argument containing window programming statements. Each
statement is separated with a semicolon, and ☜whitespace☝ of spaces, returns,
tabs etc. are ignored, so you can edit a text vector with a normal editor. There are
no symbols, and comments are allowed with the rem statement, so the result
lookslike someterrible form of Basic.
The APL documentation suggests that you run gfx in the 1sidemo workspace
and becomefamiliar with the application,so let us start with that.

[♥ oe) E-[Fite Help
 

 

fio 16180 a aane
    

I clicked on the Sine button, and then clicked on the OK button to get the sine
waveat the bottom of the window. The gfx function looks quite simple:
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V gfx;ap;aprun;apwtwp;apwr;apid;Qio
Ca] Qio+0 o aprun+i o ape'gfx' © gfxinit
C2] iw:apwrewd gfxwtwp
C3] >(aptapid+ap,i*id' wdg apwr)/in o +(3#[nc apid}/ib
[4] ix:sapid © saprunxlw
cs] In:+(3s[Inc apidtap,3+'stype' wdg apwr)/ix
[6] IB:>(~' 3 fkey'#'xtype' wdg apwr)/im o +lwawd ☁beep 3;!
(71 iIm:>lwawd 'mb ',ap,' "',apid,' function not defined."
mb_iconexclamaticon mb_ok;!

v

The gfxinit function which is called on line [1] contains a single statement
awd gfxwp which runs the wd function on a global in the workspace. wd is a
cover function for Owd with a bit of error trapping. gfxwp is a text vector
containing the windows ☁program☂, which defines all the push buttons, radio
buttons, input area and graphic area. + throws away the result from wd.

Line [2] runs gfx twp whichsets the default input focus and waits for the user to
do something. This time the result from wdis saved in apwr.Results from wd
are a 2-column matrix of boxed character vectors. Dwdactually returns a simple
character vector, but the cover function converts this into the desired format. In J
the result of 11!:0 is in the correct format, so no cover function is needed. When
I clicked on the Sine button the following was returned:

«type 5 button
parent gd
wid sine
red a
solid 1
exp

Theitems in column1 prefixed by a * are system results; the remaining are the
data from radio buttons and input boxes. » type is always the first row and
showshowthewait was ended.AsI clicked a button I got the result 5 button.
The 5 can be used as a quick way of checking the type, as each of the possible
types are coded 1 to 9. parent gives the id of the parent window.«id is the
id of the child window which wasactive. The remaininglines show the data in
the other child windows. The exp child window contained nothing.
Online[3] the child window Jd is extracted from the result by the wdg function.
If the id is not 'gfx' but is a nameofa function in the workspace thenit is
executed on line [4] and we go roundthe loop again. In mycase the gfxsine
function was executed, which contains the single statement -wd ☁csel
exp;ctext ☜10.1180 a sine";'. Thefirst statement csel exp
selects the child window with the id of exp, and then ctext inserts the text into
that window.
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If the *id is not the nameofa function in the workspace, then something else has
happened. Lines [6] and [7] sort this out. If you press the Esc key, or close the
window with Alt-F4, then the *id row of the result contains text telling you what
happened.If that fails, then line [5] executes a function based on one of the 9
return types.
The guts of the program is in the gfxoX function, which can becalled if you
click on the OK button, or if you press Enter in the child window where you
enter your expression (exp):

Vv gfxok:QOtrapsc;p;d
(aj c+, (( 'red'>'green'>'blue'>'biack' )eapwr([;0))¢gfxcolors
C2] p+, (('solid'>!dash'>!dot'>'dashd1'>'dashd2!)eapwrl;0])/gfxpens
C3) Otrap+'+0 c Dtrape''!toslet o d+yplot,stexp' wdg apwr o Dtrap+t!
ca] +04wd 'csel gfx;grgb '.c,'3gpen ',p,';glines ',d,':gshow;'
(51 le:4wd 'mb ☜Graphics Demo Message☜ ☜Not numeric
vector."|[mb_iconexclamation mb_ok;'

v

Lines [1] and [2] get the colours and line specifications from the radio button
settings. Line [3] sets up error trapping and then executes the statement entered
in the exp child window.Line [4] selects the graphics child window, sets the
colours with grgb statement, the pen line with gpen, plots with glines, and
displays the result with gshow.Line [5] displays a message box with the mb
statement, which has four parameters specifying the title, the text to be
displayed, an exclamation mark icon and OK pushbutton. mb does its own show
and wait, so you do not have to code these explicitly. Executing line [5] on its
ownresults in:

=| Graphics Demo Message

® Not numeric vector.

 

and wdreturns:
xtype 2 nowait
amb OK
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GUIProgramming
The gfx illustrates rather well the process that is necessary to program
Windowsin ISI APLorJ. First you have to create the text vector that specifies the
window ☁program☂, which details all the child windows, radio buttons etc. that
you need. Then you write a function which displays the window and waits for
the user to do something. On returning from the wait all information in the
windowis returned to you, and you haveto unpicktheresult to decide what to
do next. Obviously you do not haveto follow thestyle of programming adopted
for gfx, which relies on ¢ to avoid the multiple tests and branches that would
otherwise be necessary.
ISI have provided a workspace isigen which enables you to write an
application using exactly the same process as gfx. The describe variable in
the workspacegives the step by step process required:

gen is a generic application. Build your application by making a copyof the
gen application and adding graphical objects and the functions they invoke.
gen arun genand becomefamiliar with it
)wsid nap ♥ chose namefor yourapplication
apcreate ☁nap' a renamegen functions, variables and references
nap «run new application
edit napwp to add a new button with anid oftest
nap a run application andpress newtest button
define naptest function to do something whentest is pressed
apwrvariableis the result of the wait

se
O
N
R
M
F
Y
P

S

add controls and functions, add initialization code to napinit, and add
cleanup code to napclose

ay S look at gfx functions in isidemo as examples
The gen application has 4 functions and 2 variables:
gen - mainfunction and the ☁message loop☂
geninit - initialization and execution of genwp
gencancel - process ESC key ♥ pelose window andcall genclose
genclose - process close ♥ cleanup andexit
genwp -wp runin geninit to display application window
genwtwp -wp run at top of message loop ♥ must end with wait

In spite of my almost illogical dislike of ¢, this is actually a good way to get a
little application up and running quickly.
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Running gez displays the following window:

 

b1

_♥♥♥]     

 

Pressing the Enter key in the edit box displays a message box which showsthat
the edit window wascalled e1. Line[7] of the gen function was executed, which
is identicalto line [7] of the gfx function shown above.

® genet function not defined.
     

The contents of genwp show howthe window wasconstructed:
pe gen;
menupop "☜&File";
menu open "&Open";
menu cancel E&xit;

menupopz;
xywh 5 5 20 20;
cco bi button;
xywh §0 5 20 20;
ec b2 button;

xywh 5 30 65 12;
cc e1 edit ws_border;
cfocus;
pas 5 5;
pshow;
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The Windows program statement pc stands for Parent Create, and takes a
parameterof the nameof the parent window. menupopdefinesa single popup
menuto go on the top of the windowcalled File with theF as the accelerator key,
and is terminated by menupopz. A 2-item pull-down menu has been defined
under File. To define a button you havetofirst specify a rectangle with xywh
and then specify a child window with the cc (Child Create) with parameters
giving the id and the class of window.In this case b1 and b2 are buttons, and el
is an edit window with a border. cfocus makes the edit box the current
window. pas 5 5 adjusts the size of the parent windowso thatthereis a border
of 5 units aroundthe child windows. pshow displays the window.
The wdedit function allowsediting of the positions of the child windows, once
you havecreated a text vector specifying the parent window andits controls. I
ran atwdvedit genvwp andthen pulled the edit windowto be alongside the
buttons, resulting in the following:

 

  

 

      
As genwp contains a pas statement the parent window has been automatically
resized to accommodate the new layout.This is pretty crude stuff compared with
proper Windowsdevelopment programs,butatleast it enables you to dispense
with typing in funny numbersforthe positions.

WindowFacilities
As you can see from the examples, you are completely dependentonthefacilities
that ISI provide in their Windows programming language. There are 62
commands which seem to cover most of the relatively simple things that one
might wantto do, but by no means coverall of the amazing possibilities that a C
programmerhas at his disposal, nor the things that appear to be possible in
VisualBasic.
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The only classes of child windowsthat can be created are Button, Combobox,
Edit, Listbox, Static and Isigraph. Classes are defined in more detail withStyles,
for example a pushbutton can be defined as having the style of
bs_autocheckbox, or bs_groupbox.There are general purposestyles, such
as ws_border, which canbe applied to any ofthe classes of child windows..
Whilst getting to grips with the facilities available, I found the winexec
commanduseful, mainly for dumping text and programs from the workspace
into Write. A function is supplied to dothe job:

VY wdprint d;b
[iJ d«(1+b+d=CR)/d+,d,CR
(2) AL (i+/B)+b/ tp bI+LP
[3] a{Otoascii d} Ohfwrite 'temp.wri'
fa] ~wd ☁winexec "☜write.exe temp.wri";!

v

The general technique could be used to provide a way of communicating with
other Windows programs, even though having to write a file and then starting
anothercopy of a program is slow andrather crude.

Comparison with Dyalog APL
Dyalog APL/W wasreviewed by Duncan Pearson in Vector 9.2, October 1992.
Duncancreated a number base converter to demonstrate the facilities available,
which seemedatfirst sight to be very similar to those in ISI APL andJ, so will
follow Duncan☂ssteps. If you get out your copy of Vector 9.2, and turn to page
58, we will start at the top of the page.
To use the isigen facilities we have to load the workspace and set up the
application:

load isigensaved 1992-10-25 19:19:57
jwsid bconyv

was Iisigen
apcreate 'beonv'

I will modify the bconvinit and wdvedit functions to add pas, pcenter
and pshow commandstothe end of the bconvwpvariable, so that each stage of
the process can be seen. Normally these commandsare addedat the end of the
commandvariable.

¥Y beonvinit
[a] awd beonvwp,'pas 5 5; pcenter; pshow;'!

v
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Vv wp+wdvedit wp;a
[1] wp+wd 'vedit;!',wp,at'pas 5 5; pceenter; pshow;'
c23 'cancel' Dsignal(' 8 cancel'#'xtype' wdg wp)/8
ta] wp+(-pa)+'*xvedit' wdg wp

v

Now we can create the initial window with the initial edit box, and use
wdvedit to makeit look right:

beonvwp
pe bconv; pn ☜Number Base Converter";
xywh 10 10 113 12 ; cc exp edit ws_border es_automscroll;

bconv

reesed

 

 

Using the same technique the statement xywh 10 36 37 12; cc bin
button bs_autoradiobutton; was added for the Bin radio button,
giving:

aiieiae
!|

 

 
After a bit of messing around with wdvedit I got the window looking more or
lesslike the picture at the bottom of page 59:
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rae Convert ai i aE CuaeeG aac ae
 

 

 

This involved using the ed utility, which is a function using the built in Window
facilities to allow a simple Notepadtypeof editing:

ee beony; pr ☜Numker Base Convertex";
10 113 12 i ce exp edit we_bordez es_autohseroll;
35 37 12 j cc Bin button be_auteradiobutton;
35 37 12 i eei Oct group;5437.12 |; coi Dec; ccheck 1;
64 37 12 j eci Hex;

 

 

 

The next step is to write the function bconvexpto actually carry out the
conversion. Here I met myfirst difficulty. ] could not work out how to make a
click on a radio button satisfy the wait so that one of my functions could be run
to re-calculate the value in the edit box. It would seem to be necessary to add
buttons such as Recalculate and Close in order to makethis happen. The code for
actually doing the conversion is much the same as Duncan's. I added a global
variable to hold the old base, whichis initialised in bconvinit.

¥ beonvexp; base; text;num;conv
C1] a Convert to base
C2] a Get the new base required
[3] base+(('bin's'oct'a'dec's'hex' )eapwrl;0])/ 2 8 10 16
t4) a Get the characters entered
cs] text«'exp' wdg apwr
Ce) a Conversion string
C7] conv«'0123456789ABCDEF !
C8] ek Convert from old base
(33 num+bconvoldiconyvitext
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[10] a Convert to new base
(11) text+conv£({( fbaseeitnum)pbase)tnum]
(12] a Display text
13] awd 'csel exp;ctext ',text,';!
£144] a Save base for next time
C15] bconvold+hase

v

Finally, we can display the same results as shown on page 62:

                       
NumberBase Converter a] al FS] Ri i

TIF [it101099191

OBin © Oct @Bin © Oct
© Dec ® Hex O Dec O Hex    

Foreach of the aboveresults, I had to click on the radio button, thenclick on the
edit window,then press the Enter key to get the number to change. There are a
lot of functions available that I have not investigated, so perhapsthere is a way
of getting this to work more like Duncan's Dyalog code.

Conclusion
This is a simple interface to Windows which enables one to produce simple
applications quite quickly. I wasa little surprised at the rather pedestrian way in
which the interface has been implemented. I had expected that there would be
considerable use made of boxedarrays to pass commandsinto Owd, rather than a
character vector. Developing applications with few ofthe sizes and positions of
child windows hard coded, andlots oflittle functions for every task, would
require a lot of workcatenating bits to a character vector that would eventually
be executed by Dwd.
The only documentation that I had was the Windowshelp text. I printed it all
out, so that I could have it by me whilst developing the above, and it has taken
me about 2 days to write this review.I think that this showsthatthe interfaceis
easy to use.
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APL ♥ New Release
reviewed by Jon Sandles

This new release of APL comesin a plain white sleeve and althoughthere is no
documentation available, I do not believe it will ever be commercially available.
Believe it or not I first heard of this on the television. Well how doesit shape up
againstits competitors? ... all the standard featuresare there. A full headyriff is
developed slowly and steadily with a nod and a wink to past masters of this
genre. The pulsating beat neverlets up and by the end youareleft drained of all
emotion. Of all APL releases this well could be thefirst to break the top 40.
Criticismsof the 12☝ disk format (I could not find any commercially available 12"
drives for PC☂s) will abound, and the black vinyl format is rumoured to be
obsolete. That aside Manugistics, Dyalog, MicroAPLetal could learn a lot by the
fulsome groove. J also wonder ♥ where did they getthatsilly name.
The influences are worn proudly, from Joy Division to the KLF with snatches of
old ♥ Floyd, Genesis and even Tangerine Dream. Will these people get better?
♥ I hope so because few records these days sound asfresh as this. (Note: as
usual with APL products the release date of this record has been put back ♥ it is
on the Beyond label and thetrackis called ☁the calling☂.)
 

Here are some extracts from a promotional leaflet which your editor recently
received... readers are invited to offer suggestionsas to just what ☜Vector☝ might
be. Anything sufficently silly will probably get printed in the nextissue....

+ Vector is clean quick and easy to apply
» Vectoris cost effective and labour saving
+ Vector is ready to use and does not require dilution

Vector does notstain the fleece
Vector is a non organophosphorus product

+ Vector minimises mothering-up problems
+ Vector eliminates the risk of chilling lambs

Protection of Operators
WEAR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, RUBBER GLOVES AND BOOTS when
applying the product, Usein a well ventilated area.
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RECENT MEETINGS
This section of VECTORis intended to document the seminars given at recent
meetings of the association; it is of particular value to members wholive away
from London. It also covers other selected events which may be of general
interest to the APL community.
If you would like to speak at one of the regular British APL Association
seminars, please ring the Activities Officer (address on inside back cover) who
will respond enthusiastically to your offer.
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APL-landing to Kronstadt Island
(an experience of APL operation)

from Pavel & Oleg Luksha
Key-words: , . . APL, Russia, Kronstadt, IBM PC XT/286 with no hard disk,

TryAPL2,Per Gjerlov.

A Bit of History
Wehavegotthis precious experience you will read aboutin the cold and windy
Novemberheart of Russian Navy locations.
Perhaps we cantell nothing if you have never heard about Kronstadt.Its tale
begins with Sweden warriors who have occupied this island once upon a XIV
century. Then there was a kind of ping-pong game:it was occupied by Russians,
then by Swedesagain, then by Russians again. Finally it was reserved by Russian
ezar, Peter The Great, who has built a fort there and said his famous words:
☜From here we'll threaten Swedish labour, for fear to be our haughty
neighbour!☝. As the translation is ours, to say it in ordinary language: ☜This
island belongs to me!☝ Then there were some wars, some revolutions, until we
had the year of 1992 coming. This historical (with no doubt) year APL☂92 was
held in St.Petersburg. When it was held, some participants hadclearly decided in
addition to their sightseeing of Kronstadtto visit the school of that beautiful sea-
town.

How hasthis story begun?
All persons who paid that noble visit were veterans of APL movement. They
found a Kronstadt school having several IBM PCs, but no APLatall! Everything
they could do was Erkki Juvonnen☂s courses plus Per Gjerlov☂svisit. They saved
up money enoughto pay for whole of Erkki☂s and half of Per☂s. The only problem
wasto interpret what Per would say (as they had only several persons speaking
English and noneof them could understand APL terminology).
So he had invited us and we came in a moment. Nick Puntikov has taken us to
Kronstadt immediately.
Everybody wasexcited with Per☂s visit, especially island teacher Mr. Spiegel. He
(ie. Spiegel) made himself an engine of the course. Thanks to him Per and we
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could find an accommodation onthevery island. So we found a placeto stay ata
nice ancient hotel, which is knownthere as ☜Three Bananas☝. A small apartment
contained a long and narrow room with furniture of style and age of 50ths. But
we were fond of our hotel (at least we hadn☂t had to sleep under an open sky).
Andail during the days we had splendid time and luxuriousparties at Spiegel.

Whatis the Problem?
The school we taught in was not an ordinary one. Pupils were tested thoroughly
to get in there. They☂re now taught ofdifferent kinds of subjects with the newly-
designed courses.
The other important thing is that they are studying Junior Achievementcourse,
whichis said to be ☜the oldest, largest and fastest growing☝ economics program
in the world, so more than 1.5M students participate in its different courses each
year. This subject (i.e. economics) is very new and actual for the former USSR
republics, Suddenly we were thrown into the cold water of wild business, so we
hadto learn how to swim in there. Some studyit by their own skin, others take
course like JA.It includes theory of marketing and management (with the basic
economics), business English and a computer program to practise the lessons for
better mastering.
This program was designed by Harvard Associates which develops different
educational software (including JA software also). The program simulates an
economic situation and lets a student decide what to do. Then it returns the
results of the decision and lets decide once more. It is really powerful for
educating, but there are the following features it does not have: graphical
representation of results exceeded, mathematical andstatistical tools.
These last are those which APLis best for. So the idea was if APL could be used
foreconomics. We were able to prove it could!
Though economics seems to be social science, it has a great number of
mathematical tools to use (from tax and profit formulas to various analyzing
systems) to get the results.
APL is very similar to jazz; it gives you all the possibilities to improvise.
Actually, we had nostrict plan to follow; but that what we were doing was
double brain-attack. First was in the evening when we were discussing an
economic (or any other) problem ourselves; next day we were bringing the
results into the class and discuss again in there. Using this method we could
work out an efficient way of graph drawing (even with those graphical
primitives of TryAPL2).
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So the most excited thing was that (though we hadit taught for 2 days only)
pupils WERE interested in APL. They constantly asked if they would continue
their lessons.

The Rest
All the rest is covered with a thin mist. The mist is thin because recently the
author received a letter from Kronstadt. They say Per's visit wasreally enjoyable.
In anotherletter, received from Per himself, who successfully reached Denmark,
it is said that Kronstadt would be his best memoryof the year. Sameis for us.

The Results
Actually, the workis not finished yet. Per is going to visit Kronstadt for another
session. We're goingto join him.
Now we could learn the difference between APL educational programs. It
should be noticed that J-APL proved that it was really the best for LEARNING
one. It has ready-madeself-introducting WS, mathematical tools WSes, graph
plotting WS, music and memory operations WSesetc. This is what IBM can use
to showthe possibilities and power of APL2.
But we enjoy both I-APL & TryAPL2 and hope they both will provetheir great
use for education, even economics.
In addition, we were interested in JA course ourselves, and weare going to make
APL-accompanimentfor this program, like APL-idioms & APL-exercises. We ask
anyone who knowsof using APL for this or other economic courses and can help
us in this regard, please contact us at: luksha@market.awecs.obninsk.su
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An Implementation ofJ
Roger Hui☂s presentation to the British APL

Association on 12 February 1993
transcribed by Anthony Camacho

It is a pleasure to be in London again and an honourto be invited to speak to this
audience. I am goingto talk about An Implementation ofJ. Please interrupt me
at any time if you have questions.

Whatis J?
Jis a dialect of APL based on Ken Iverson☂s work overthelast forty years. It uses
the standard ASCII symbols and therefore does not require the special
keyboards, special displays, special printers, special editors and so on that
previous APLs did.
It has facilities which enable functional programming.It is freely available and
runs on many machines including:

Sun 3
SPARC
Silicon Graphics
Mips
Next
RS 6000
Vax
rc
Macintosh
Archimedes

and others.
It is written in C and is portable. The source code is available. It uses standard
facilities. For example it uses STDIN and STDOUTfor dialogue. It uses the C
library functions malloc and free for memory managementandit provides
access to hostfiles or nativefiles.
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The following dialogues give a taste of the system. The lines that are indented
are thoseI typed; the lines that begin at the margin the system☂s responses.

a=. 123456
sum =. +/
sum @

24
Mean =. sum % #
mean a

3.5
report =. i. 23 4
report

Oo 1 2 8
4 5 6 F
8 9 10 14

12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23

Thefirst sentence says ☁a☂ is a list of six numbers.
☁sum☂ is a verb or function which computes the sum. The stm of☁a☂ is 21. Wecall
☁sum☂ a verb becauseit applies to a noun to produce another noun. The symbol
slash (/) is an adverb becauseit applies to a verb, in this case plus (+), to produce
anotherverb. ☁mean☂ is the sum divided by the numberof items. The mean of☁a☂
is 3.5.
Verbs in J apply to elements, lists, tables and reports. For example suppose
☁report☂ is the revenues for two departments over three countries over four
quarters. The meanover the departmentsis simply ☁mean report☂.

mean report
6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13
14°45 16 17

mean "41 report
1.5 5.5 3.5

19.5 17.5 21.5

mean "2 report
5 6 7

16 17 18 19
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mean "3 report
6 7 8 @g

10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17

☁mean☂ over the four quarters is ☁mean☂ applied to the list of rank one objects in
report and ☁mean☂ over the three countries is ☁mean☂ applied to the tables of rank
twoobjects in ☁report☂. ☁mean☂ applied to the rank three objects in ☁report☂ is the
same as ☁mean report☂ becausereport only has rank three.
The symbol double quote used here is the ☁rank☂ conjunction. It is dyadic and
applies to a verb left argument and a nounright argumentto produce a verb.

a23a4
7.38906 20.0855 54.5982

12 3042 3 4
18 61

square =, A&2
square 123 4

14 9 16

antilog =. 1084
antilog 1 0.699 _1

10 °5.00035 0.4

ss =, +/&(a&2)
ss"4 report

14° #126 366
734 1230 1854

The symbol hat (4) denotes a verb and like other verbs it has a monadic and
dyadic meaning. The monadic meaning is exponential. The dyadic meaning is
exponentiation or power.
Nowif you fix one of the arguments of a verb you get a different verb. For
example ☁square☂ is powerwith a fixed right argumentof two.Anti log is power
with a fixed left argumentof ten.
The symbol ampersand denotes a conjunction.If one argument is a noun it does
fixing or currying; if both arguments are verbs it does composition. For example
sum of squares is sum composed with square.
Likeall verbs, these verbs that are derived from conjunctions apply tolists, tables
and reports andare in the domain ofconjunctions.
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Nouns(arrays)
In the implementation the fundamental structure is the APL array, by which I
mean the C structure capital a (A), which hasthe following parts:

Thetype
Reference count
Numberofatoms orelements in the array
The rank
The shapeor dimensions(the rank gives you the number
of elements in the shape)
The value ♥ the elements of the array in ravelled or ☁row major☂ order

typedef long I;
typedef struct (I t,c,n,r,s[l]:}* A;

 

 

 

 

 

 

t type
c reference count
n numberof atoms
xr rank
S ... shape
Vows atomsofthe ravelled array   (row major order)

All objects, whether numeric, literal or boxed, whether noun, verb, adverb
conjunction or punctuation are represented by this structure. For example the
string ☁cogito ergo sum☂is represented like this:

"Cogito, ergo sum.'
 [cman] a] 47] 2] 20[cosi|eo. [oreo] aun]
 

t c n r s v Vv v vov

The type is character. There are seventeen elements. The rank is one and the
shape seventeen. The value is the seventeen characters in the string held in one
byte per elementor four bytes per word.
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The number1.61803is represented as follows:

1.61803

 

Thetypeis floating point. There is one element. The rank is zero so there is noshapeandthere are two wordsper elementin the value.
Questioner from the audience: Whatis the reference count?
The reference count is the number of times this object is used. I won't go intothat. Tt has to do with the internal workings of the interpreter and is not veryinteresting.
The report we sawearlier is represented as follows:

| i. 234
 

ivr | 1 2a| 3 2| 3| 4 o| a]...

 

 

 

Typeis integer. There are twenty four elements. The rankis three. The shape is 234 and thevalueis the integers from 0 to 23 each stored in four bytes.
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I said before that not only nouns butalso verbs, adverbs and so forth are
represented by this structure; so for verbs, adverbs and so on the type would be
verb adverb and so on,but the value would interpreted according to the
following template or structure denoted by the C structure V having these parts:

typedef A(*AF) ();
typedef struct (AF f£1,f2;A f.g,h;

Iomr,lr,rr;C id;} V;
 

 

 

£1 monad
£2 dyad
f£ Ist operator argument
 

2nd operator argument
 

 

 

 

 

h 3rd operator argument
mr monadic rank
lr left rank
rr right rank
id identification (byte)   

Ifa verb has rank R that meansit is defined on arrays of rank

R

orless and the
extension of that verb to arraysof higher rankis the sameas forall other
verbs.

Questioner from the audience: Whatare thefirst lines on the slide?

Ohthatis really for C hackers;it doesn☂t really matter very much. The topline is
defining a type called ☁ar☂ and that☂s a function that returns an array result. I put
it here because I use ☁AF☂ in the secondline. The secondline says that ☁t2☂ and
☂t2' are of the C type ☁function☂ returning an array result and ☁f☂, ☁g☂ and ☁h☂ are
of the type ☁APL array☂ and ☁mr☂, ☁Ir☂ and ☁rr☂ are the C type ☁integer☂ and ☁id☂
is a C type capital

c

(c). I haven't shown the definitions of ] and C but they are
just integer and character.
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To give you a better idea of whatall this means: the verb☁sum of squares☂ we
saw earlier would be represented asfollows.

 

 

 

 

fl £2 fgmilrid
onl on2 -f-fuf/e}_fé&

+/&(*&2)
areduce|oprod |./o{_/_{_|/

+/
 

conjug |plus 0/0 O/0/+
 

 

withr domerr]|.|. &
 

 

expni expn2 |0/0 0o}0;*          
I haven't shown the rank, shape, reference count, number of elements and so
forth ♥ I choppedit off becausethe interesting part is what is shown here.
For ☁sum of squares☂ the root is composition whose symbol is ampersand (8)
and whose C functionis ☁ont☂. The dyadis the C function ☁on2☂ and ail the ranks
are infinite. The operative arguments ☁ft☂ and ☁g☂ are ☁sum☂ and ☁square☂,
themselves represented similarly.
☁sun☂ the symbolis slash (/). The monad is the C function ☁areduce☂. The dyadis
the C function ☁outerproduct☂ and there is only one operative argument, plus(+).
For ☁plus☂ the symbolis plus (+). The monadis the C function ☁conjugate☂. The
dyadis the C function ☁plus☂ andthere are no operative arguments because plus
is primitive.
Back to ☁square☂; the symbol is ampersand (8). The monadis the C function
☁withr☂, The dyadis the C function ☁domainerror☂. The operative arguments are
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☁power☂ and ☁2☂, themselves represented similarly. ☁2☂ is a noun whose
representation we've seen before. ☁power☂ has the symbolhat(4). The monadis
the C function ☁exponential☂. The dyad is the C function ☁exponential2☂ and
there are no operative arguments because poweris primitive.

So I think you can see how this can grow on and on to make more and more
complex functions.

Parsing
This parse table is the cornerstone of the interpreter.

typedef struct (I c(4];AF f;I b,e;} PT;
#define EDGE (MARK+ASGN+LPAR}
#define NOTCONJ (NOUN+VERB+ADV)
PT cases[] = {
EDGE, VERB, NOUN, ANY, monad, 1,2,
EDGE+NOTCONJ, VERE, VERB, NOUN, monad, 2,3,
EDGE+NOTCONJ , NOUN, VERB, NOUN, dyad, 1,3,
EDGE+NOTCONJ , NOUN+VERB, ADV, ANY, adv, 1,2,
EDGE+NOTCONJ , NOUN+VERB, CONT, NOUN+VERB, conj, 1,3,
EDGE+NOTCONJ, VERB, VERE, VERB, forkv, 1,3,
EDGE, VERB, VERB, ANY, hookv, 1,2,
EDGE, ADV+CONJ, RHS, ADV+CONJ, formo, 1,3,
EDGE, ADV+CONT, ADV+CONJ, ANY, formo, 1,2,
EDGE, CONT, NOUN+VERB, ANY, curry, 1,2,
EDGE, NOUN+VERB,CONJU, ANY, curry, 1,2,
NAME+NOUN, ASGN, RHS, ANY, is, 0,2,
LPAR, RHS, RPAR, ANY, pune, 0,2,

ye

A sentence to be parsedis placed on a queue and as parsing proceeds, words are
moved from the queue onto a stack. After each move the first four words on top
of the stack are compared to these patterns. If they match a pattern then the
action in this column is triggered and that action will be applied to the words
indicated in the last two columns andthe result of the application put on the
stack in place of the matching items.
The implementation makes extensive use of macros, defined constants and type
definitions. You have already seen someof them; for examplethe types A and V,
the defined constants noun, adverb, conjunction and so forth.
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The advantages of such usageis thatit greatly augments the expressive powerof °C, it enforces uniformity and increases readability. For example, by ☁an APLfunction☂ I mean a function that applies to array arguments and returns an arrayresult. These macros encapsulate that convention. The macros ☁f 1☂ and ☁f2☂ arefor primitive APL functions and ☁df1☂ and ☁df2☂ for derived or non-primitivefunctions. The argument☁se1 f☂ is an array whose monadordyadis ☁f☂.

#define F1(f) Af( w)A) w;#define F2(f) A fla,w)A a,w;
#define DFi(f) A f{ w,self)A w,self;#define DF2(f) A f{a,w,self)A a,w,self;

Using such definitions and macros the functions and programs in theimplementation look like this. The monad itemised is defined in one sentence.Likewise the C implementation is one line. Notice the use of the ☁f1☂ macrowhich says thatthis is a monadic function which applies to one array argument
and returnsanarray result.

Dictionary:
. ty adds asingle unit axis to y, making
the shape 1, $y.

ec:
Fl (lamini){R reshape (over (one,shape (w)),w);}

The dyad ☁laminate☂ is also specified in one sentence and again its C
implementationis one line. The ☁f2☂ macro indicates that this is a dyadic function
whichapplies to two array arguments and returns an array result.
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Dictionary:
Anatomic argument in x, :y is first
reshaped to the shapeof the other (or to a
list if the other argumentis also atomic); the
results are then itemized and catenated,as in
(,2X), (ty).

Cc:
F2 (lamin2) {RZ (a&&w);

R over (AR(a)?lamini(a):a,
AR(w) ?lamin1 (w):
AR(a) ?w:table(w));}

The conjunction ☁ampersand☂ that we saw earlier is implemented as follows. As
indicated previously if one argument is a noun andthe other a verb then it does
☁fixing☂ or ☁currying☂. If both arguments are verbs then it does composition andif
both arguments are nouns then it signals domainerror.
The functions ☁ont☂, ☁on2☂ and ☁withr☂ that we saw earlier are defined thus.

static DF1(withl) {DECLFG; R g2(fs,w,gs);}
static DFl(withr) (DECLFG; R f2({(w,gs,fs)};}
static CSl{onl, fl(gl(w,gs),fs))
static CS2(on2, £2(gl(a,gs),gi(w,gs},fs))
F2 (amp) {RZ (a&&w)?switch (CONJCASE (a,w) } {

case NN: ASSERT(0, EVDOMAIN) ;
case NV: R CDERIV(CAMP,withl,QL, RMAXL, RMAXL, RMAXL);
case VN: R CDERIV(CAMP,withr,OL, RMAXL, RMAXL, RMAXL) ;
case VV: R CDERIV(CAMP,on1, on2,mr{w),mr(w),mr(w));

}}
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Statistics
C Fns 793
Lines 4521
Average lines/fn 5.7
Min 1
Max 81
Median 1
One-liners 435
Lines 4521
+/ Line lengths 143481
Average chars/line 31.7
Min 1
Max 89
Median 28
One-character lines 293
440 ofthe 793 fns are APL functions

Thesestatistics are derived from the J source code for version 6. As you can see
the implementation consists of a large number of functions which are short,
having short lines and following a well defined uniform interface. These are
characteristics of an APL programmingstyle.
This concludesthe prepared partof mytalk. Are there any questions?

 

[Reporter's note: The question and answer exchanges below are summaries of
what was said.]

Q Whyshould APLers use J?
A Becauseit has no special characters, enables functional programmingandfor

other reasons ♥ why don☂t you invite Ken Iverson to comeand talk to you
about it?

Q Canall APL functionsbe translated into J?
A What I called an ☁APL function☂ wasdefined as a function that processes

arrays and gives an array result. This is not necessarily the meaning of APL
function in APL\360. Translation from APL to J has to be done by hand.
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Does J have the conceptof the workspace?
Yes. It is currently implemented in a workspaceinterchange form and future
versions mayuse different representations.
Can youtell us something about J☂s relationship with its operating
environment?
It providesaninterface to hostor native files andalso can call functions that
follow the C calling convention. Thedetails are to be found in appendix C of
An Implementation ofJ. itis called the link-J interface.

J has changedrapidly overthelast few years: to what extent was this
implementationstyle designed to make such change possible?
[hada slideofstatistics at Copenhagen over two years ago. The figures were
very similarto these. This programmingstyle has actually evolved outof
desperation becausethat wasthe only wayI could keep up with Ken Iverson.

Were you an APL programmerbefore you did co
Yes; | was an APL programmerfor aboutthirteen years beforeI did this. I
knew APLfrom the outside before writingits inside.
Would you havewritten the C like this without that experience?
Probably not, Thesestatistics are one indication that this is an APL
programmingstyleeffected in C.
Arethere anyefficiency consequences;is this style of C slowerthan others?
No; no necessarily. Between Copenhagen statistics and these I did an
extensive speed up withoutaffecting the style or the statistics.
Arethere anylimitations such as a maximum rank?
Yes, thereis anartificial limit on rank of 127. Thereis also a limit on the
numberof elementsin an array ♥ as it is stored in fourbytes there is a limit of
twobillion.
Whatis ☁EDGE☂in the parse table?
☁EDGE☂is ☁marker☂,left parenthesis or assignment arrow.
Please explain parsing again as I didn☂tfollow.
Words are moved from the queueto a stack andthetopofthe stack is
comparedto thepattern in the parse table. Suppose we are parsinga =. 1.
The queuewill contain a marker ☜{/ followed by a, =. and 1. We move 4 to
the stack. There is no match so we move=. to the stack; still no match. We
move a to the stack. The stack now contains a =. i and this matches line 12
of the parse table because RHS is any of noun, verb, adverb or conjunction, so
we invoke the C function ☁is☂ with the arguments indicated in thelast two
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columns; the result is a 1 which replaces thea =. 4 on the stack, We then
proceed from there.
So to change the way hook works you would change this parse table?
Yes. If you take out somelines from this table you get the APL\360 parsing
rules. That☂s why hookand fork and so on are proper extensions to the
APL\360 rules: wejust took expressions which would have been errors and
assigned meanings to them.
What about currying?
Lets lookat the pattern: if you have two adverbsin a row or two conjunctions
in a row orif you have an adverb and a conjunctionthen thatfits the pattern.
An exampleis ☁+\☂ whichis ☁sum☂, To define a scan like the APL scanall I need
is☂/\☂ ♥ two adverbsin a raw and that would be handled bythis rule.
Could the parse table really be used to parse APL?
It would have problems with anomalies such as semicolon bracket indexing
and it couldn☂t do strands, but otherwise it would work.
Whatabout1 space 2 space 3?
Weconsider that part of word formation rather than parsing. That is done
before putting sentences in the queue.
Howis memory used?
Imal loc eachlittle bit as I go, so how memory is used depends on how
malloc works,
Whatabout saving a workspace?
WhatI meanby a saved workspaceisslightly different from other APLs.I just
put each objectin turn into a standard representation.
Whydoes loading a workspace use more memory thanthesize of the
workspace whenonfile?
The standard representation packs objects economically. On loading they are
expanded to a form which is easy to handle ♥ the form you have seen. Also
the process of doing the conversion uses space.
Between J and APL, which do you prefer?
I prefer ] because I implementedit.
Is] APL?
Yes ♥ itis obvious that] is enhanced APL thinking,
Which goesfaster, J] or APLIWIN?
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A The windowscodeis the samefor both and this takes mostof the processing.I
believe J is competitive on therestof the timing.

Q Whatare your hopesforJ?
A I have no ambitionsin that regard.
Q Could someone with an APL background understand your C?
A Yes definitely. The source assumesthe reader knows both J and C but the

reader who knowsC and not J or APL is under a muchgreater handicap than
an APLer who doesn☂t know C.

Q How do conventional C programmersreactto this?
A With horror!
Q Can you describe the workspace environment?
A It☂s perhapsa little misleading to describe the space where objects are held as a

workspace, becauseallit is is space obtained from malloc and freed by
☁tree☂ when no longer used. Again see appendix C of the book.

Q Do you have things like symboltables as well?
A Yes, the symboltableis just another type of object with the type

☁symbol table☂andit relates the nameto the value. Either name or value
could be used when the symboltable is referred to depending on what would
be mostconvenient.

Q Can you have multiple symboltables to avoid ☁symboltable full☂ messages?
A Yes I do but notforthat reason.I use multiple symboltables to hold localised

variable names.
Q Onthe J disk of source codeversion 6 there is a directory J41 as well as a

directory J6. Why?
A The bookis fully compatible with J version 4.1 butJ version 6 is the latest

version.
[Applause]
Announcement: The book An Implementation of ] by R K W Hui, published by
Iverson SoftwareInc,is available from ISI in Canadafor $90 plus $20 for air mail
and packing. These are US Dollars not Canadian. I-APL will get it for you for
sixty poundsplus three poundspackingif you order from the enquiry address.It
is not shown on the I-APL price list because sales do notjustify the space it
would take.
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APL Experiences and MicroSoft☂s
Visual Basic for Windows

by Martyn Adams
Tam a Visual Basic programmer.Please stop laughing! I am in disguise you see,I
am really an APL programmerbut there are reasons why I am not programming
in APL any more.
Seriously though ♥ I will have to explain why thesituation is as it is and hope
that someone, particularly an APL vendor, will take a lesson or two from this
article and address someof the problems I have encountered. I am/wasa pretty
good APL programmer in my time but marketforces have changed things and ]
have had to adaptto the market place. NowI like to see myself as a sort offifth
columnist ♥ examining the competition and feeding back the details for the
benefit of my colleagues in the APL world.
IT suspect youarelike me, once you have gotto grips with Iverson Notation other
languages are just a verbal abuse of your time and energy.
So then, I will start by giving you a brief history (not long enoughto be boring)
that will put things into perspective and explain how I arrived where I am, and
then I will delve into Visual Basic (VB) by running through a sample VB session.
The session itself will create a simple Windows program andI will let you judge
how easy it would be to program in APL for Windows ♥ whichever APLthatis.
Before I start though, a word of warning. Duringthelast five or six years I have
come across some pretty fundamental changes in software design and build
methodologies. Two new buzz-phrases are Object Oriented Programming and
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) like Windows. If you hear someonesay that
OOPis just like subroutines, and GUIs are more complicated than necessary ♥
they are dangerously WRONG!I should know ♥ it cost me.
Thave seen experienced software developers ignore Windowsandstick to DOS
for as long as they could and then try to implementtheir old style monolithic
programs under the Windowsenvironment.It never works. The net result of my
tolerance to such follies has cost me and my companyat least thirty thousand
pounds overthe past year ♥ andthatis just through this simplelackof foresight
and understanding by a programmer. Take heed, programming style has
changed ♥ and you must be awareof these changes and changewith it!
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The mentalities I have come across seem to break downinto twotypes:
Type 1 are the old established players who would not contemplate
developing products under Windowsuntil it had become something everyone
wasusing. Nowitis probably too late for them to make a credible jump and a
wonderful opportunity has beenlostfor ever.
Type 2 are the old established players who did make the jumpbut did not
understand what Windowsis all about. They did not understand OOPor
GUIsor whatthey were really trying to achieve and consequently made a
messof the entire affair. Their attitude was one of blind indifference and even
cynicism whenit came to Windows.

Notice that it is mainly the ☁old established players☂ which form this resistance
movement. If you are one of those you could well find your future in
programming rather difficult. You have been warned. | hope you are not
amongstthis crowd ♥ if you believe youare, or might be, buy yourself a copy of
VB and developa little program in it. VB is not OOP ♥ butit does not haveto be
as wewill see. .
OKthen, history. A few years ago I was employed by a consultancy and we
developed a pretty good system in APL. It ran, naturally, slower than a
comparable system developed in C or PASCAL ♥ but our development costs
were extremely low and the speed at which we developed the system was
phenomenal. We stayed streets ahead of the competition by improving the
functionality of the system and our clients were quite prepared to buy top-end
machines to offset those performance issues. This system ran under good old
DOS.
The problems we encountered with this developmentculture weretrivial atfirst,
but grew until they became quite considerable.Firstly, we had to ship a complete
copy of the APL interpreter with every copy of software, givingclients access to
ouroriginal source code. Later we had a Run Time System, however wethen had
to negotiate discounts and distribution deals as a special case as we were not a
common phenomenonin the APL community. Then the APL vendor decided to
improve the usability of the interpreter at the expense of workspace and speed.
The features we wanted werenot included.
To topit all, we had clients purchasing machines with (the then) new EGA and
later VGA screens and we had to wait six months before the upgrades could be
properly reflected into the design of our software. Networks seemed to come as a
complete surprise to APL language developers and we had to develop some
tricky APL code to enable multiple concurrent access to our large databases.
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It was also pretty apparent that the interpreter was not keeping up with the fast
moving PC market. Fortunately APL is such a powerful language that you can
code around most of the shortcomings in the languageitself. But worse was the
endemic APL culture ♥ never mind theprofessionals trying to build and ship a
professional product ♥ let us help the learners. Of coursethere is nothing wrong
with that, on the contrary, we need more APL introductions which are easy to
use, But without the delivery of commercial systems how will APL ever become
a respectable namein the software market?
Then came OS/2 closely followed by Windows.It took years before APL really
caught up, and I am notsure it has yet. Look at the VB demonstrationlater in
this article.
At the end of 1990 I left to develop my own ☁New Generation EIS☂ software
package using APLas a prototype. Althoughit generated lot of interest andit
was technically competent, it was never a viable product. APLstill was not on
Windowsin a form in whichI could develop and ship stand-alone products, and
everyone was asking me for Windowssoftware. So I had to switch to another
language.
I chose a new ☁Fourth Generation Language☂ from a new British supplier.
Eighteen monthslater substantial technical issues built up until ] could no longer
sustain product developmentin this environment. Old fashioned concepts were
applied to development which gave me no end of trouble with the Windows
environment. Finally, the product waskilled off with an over ambitious pricing
structure.
So I had to switch again, but to what? My options, based on my own
programming experience, were:

MicroSoft C
MicroSoftVisual Basic
Borland C++
Borland Turbo Pascal for Windows (TPW)
An APL for Windows

Well, I had tried Borland☂s C++ and TPW ♥ and I was very impressed with
TPW. It compiled like lightning and had really well integrated development
environment which enabled stepping through the code, examination of
variables, error trapping, breakpoints, watches, stacks, back tracking, full access
to the windows API, ability to build custom DLLs,etc. Even better debugging
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than most APLs! No Run Time Systems to worry about, nolicensing problems.
Even when using the editor the source codeis highlighted in colour according to
the syntax.It is Object Oriented too.
MicroSoft☂s C at that time waslike any other C product but worse. HUGE!!! The
index for the documentation alone is over 500 pages long! I remembered back to
the good old days when our developmentcosts were low and the development
timesfar better than the competition. ☜Not for me!☝ T thought.
APL? Well, there are one or two good APLs on the market which might have
filled the bill. But I chose not to go that route for many reasons.I shall list some
of them:

Theadditional cost of APL interpreters or Run Time Systems.
. Interaction with someof the APL systems wasnot truly Windowslike.
. Insufficientflexibility with access to Windows APIs, DLLsetc.
Less APL expertise around than say, PASCAL, C or BASIC.
Cannotexpect users to purchase and adapt the source code based on APL.
Past experiences.

N
o
y

y
p
e

Smaller user community.

So I took the pragmatic decision and from thelist of languagesI picked two. For
product development we use Borland☂s PASCAL 7.0 (an enhanced version of
Turbo Pascal for Windows), andfor client customisation and other bespoke work
we use MicroSoft☂s Visual Basic. They are both cheap, well integrated into the
Windows environment, nearly as productive as APL, faster to run (well the
PASCALis anyway), future proof to a greater extent than APL and easier to
market.
I hope that explains my position clearly and gives somereal-life feedback to the
APLers of this world.

Nowto the Visual Basic Example
Tuse VB2 Pro ♥ its full title is Visual Basic Professional release 2.0. It only came
out in January 1993 and costs about £350. Release 1 cameout the year before.
Installation is straightforward, a little time-consuming and little space-
consuming, mineis currently up to 15 Megabytes but I do not believe you need
all of that.
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Tt comeswith all the stuff you would expect:
- a simple tutorial (noddyreally)
- a professional's tutorial (simplereally)
- example icons
- a context sensitive language help system
- a development environment
- examplesofapplications ♥ including an icon editor.

and someuseful extra goodies:
-a help file on general experiences and howto dothings in VB
-a help file on the Windows API
-a help file on the Microsoft official Windowslook and feel
-a help file on how to extend the VB windowscontrols (buttons,listsetc.)
- the source codefor a productinstallation tool kit written in VB
-a help text compiler, together with a hot-spoteditor for hypertext type stuff

Not bad?
So, for our example let us assumethat we have installed VB2 and weare going to
write a simple application which enables us to edit simple ASCIItext files with
full Windows look and feel ♥ like the NotePad program that comes free but
better. First, we open the Program Manager VisualBasic 2.0 program group and
goggle at the icons.
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Second, we doubleclick on the Visual Basic 2.0 program icon to reveal four new
windows.In the screen image I have minimised Program Manager, otherwise
the screen getsa little cluttered.
 
 Microsoft Visual  

  

wants     
      =| Project f=

os Foefm Fon!|? ANIBUTON.VEX[dp CMDLALOS.VEX|? GAUGE. VEX|p GRAPH.VEXla? GRID.VEXJSP KEYSTAT.VEX|e NSCOMM.VBXlay MSMASKED.VOX
129 OLECLIEN.VBX|p piccuP.vaxLp SPIN. VEX|? THREED.VBX

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
                

At the top of the screen is the main VB menu window. With the screen you
actually control the VB developmentsession by adding newsourcefiles, forms(I
will explain these in a moment), compile into an executable program, switch
between projects, start/stop/trace program execution andsetthe default colours
and such like.
To the right is a window with a list of the program libraries and form files.
Double click on these to start editing the code but as we have only just begun
there is only one form called Form1. The VBXfiles are extensions to VB which
enable 3D controls, multimedia, simple spreadsheet emulation, graphs, OLE,
email, communicationsetc.
Tothe left is the tool box: you click on this to select the bits and pieces that go
onto a form. Each oneof these bits and pieces is called a ☁control☂. A control is
somethinglike a scrollable list, a data entry box, a place to put text, an icon, a
buttonetc.
Finally, in the middle is the blank form called Form1. A form is a really a
☁window☂ into which we put the controls and the dots are the snap-grid so that
we canalign the controls and resize them to match up perfectly. The granularity
of the snap-grid is adjustable too. The form is the fundamentalbuilding block of
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a VB program (although not compulsory) and one builds a VB program around a
form and its embeddedcontrols.
So to put the first control into the from we simply double-click on the button in
the tool box that almost looks like a miniature disk drive. This puts a drop down
list box into the form.
 
 Microsoft Visual Basic [design] ve
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Voila! Form! is now running and even now is a Windows compatible program.
Thepicture showsthe screen image after I have clicked on the drop downlistto
show my disk drives, so this program could becomea little utility as it stands,
and would be especially useful for networked PCs to show what disks are
currently connected.
Nowperhaps you are starting to see whyI like Visual Basic ♥ I have developed
a little application with a resizable and movable window without writing a
single line of Basic!
Let us move on. After stopping the program by double clicking on thelittle
control box at the top left of the window,I added two more controls to Form1, a
file list, and a directory list and ] have moved andresized all of the controls into
a pretty group.I have also made the windowlarger to cope with themall.
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I press F5 to run this program and...
  Microsoft Visual Bi

    
   
 

       it PSE laf SPIN.VBX.i: ifTHREED.VOX
@ wmPardbrushs☂ Graphics bas PaganPICRSMP Server * Manager☂essa Mili        

... the file list lists files, the directory list lists directories and the drop-downlist
lists disk drives. It all works with one proviso, namely that they are not
connected. Changing a disk drive does not changethe drive that the directorylist
is looking at, and changingthe directory does not change thefile list. So we stop
the program and now wewrite someBasic.
Onthe design screen I double-click on the drop downlist of disk drives and get...

Microsofi Visual Basic
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.a template for the Basic source code. When designing a form you can always
jump to the Basic source code underneath a control by simply clicking on the
control thatactivatesit. I type in an assignmentstatement...

Microsoft Visual Basle

Proc:
Dirt.Path = Drivet.prive☁sub

 

.. whichbasically (forgive the pun) says ☁Whenever Drivel (the drop downlist)
changes, set Dirl (thelist of directories) to be at the new disk drive☂, Then I save
that and double click on the directory control (called Dirl) and type in some
more code which says ☁Whenever Dirl (the directory list) changes, set Filel (the
list of files) to be at the new directory☂.

Microsoft Basic
PTS) ct coe

||" VECTORMAK

2] Proe: a
(GhangeL1e1.Path » PathSub
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Now I have a fully working navigation structure which allows meto navigateall
around mydisk andselectfiles at will ♥ just like other real Windows programs
which have File Open and Save As... options. ] have only written twolines of
Basic and all the rest is completely automatic. So now to build the full and final
screen design...

Microsoft Visual Basic

 Mostyn☂'s Super Duper Editingvb ThingGitmapedkheicoae

 

..Notice that I have managed to put in some 3D text, a couple of check boxes,
some buttonsetc. In order to change anyof theattributesof, let's say, a button I
can simply selectit, press F4 andfill in the form.
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All of the attributes on all of the controls can be filled in this way, and Visual
Basic even allows you to change them when the program is running. This last
feature means you could design a button which movesaround the screen always
running away from the mouse ♥ never to be caught and depressed!
However, full Windows look and feel is properly supported. You can make
forms and controls invisible, inactive, change states and anything else under
program control simply by assignment statements. You can even assign to
controls that are located on other forms. You can directly call the Windows API
(which is documented) and call any available DLL routines if you have the
appropriate documentation.
To roundoff this example I added a few extra lines of code to the buttons ♥ two
lines for the Cancel button, a few to the OK button,oneto the print button, one
line to each of the check boxes.
Windowshas something called ☁Accelerators☂ which meansthat if you press an
Alt-key combination someaction takes place. VB2 builds these in automatically,
if you specify a button or menu option with a namelike E&xit the & symbol
underlines the x character which automatically becomes the Alt-X key
accelerator. No coding necessary, but you can override this if you want.
To makethe editor actually edit something, I added a few lines of codeto thefile
list box which, whena file was selected, loaded a file and assignedit to the big
text box (Text1). This is the edit area and it automatically creates a scroll bar
when the contents becomelarger than height of the screen. Here is the loading
code:-

Sub Filea_Click ()
' comment: load a file for editing
Dim Paths, records
' comment: Get the file name
Paths = Diri.Path
If RightS(Path$, 1) = ☜\" ThenPath$ = Paths & File1.FileName
Else Path$ = Path$ & ☜\" & Filei.FileName
End If
' comment: now load the file
contents$ = ""
Open Paths For Input As #4
Do While Not EOF(4}

Line Input #1, record$
contents$ = contents$ & records & Chr$(13) & Chr$(10)

Loop
Close #1
' comment: This one line updates the screen
Texti.Text = contentss

End Sub
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Some more Basic code is needed, butit is quite straightforward so I will not bore
you with the detail. Adding a Windowsstyle drop down menubar across the
top of the window is simply a matter of form filling again and then attaching
code to each of the menu options. Even drag anddropis supported.
To improve this application 1 could make the edit area resizable when the
windowis resized (twoorthree lines of code), add Save File, Rename, Delete
and Copybuttonsto turnit into a little session manager.

Colour and Help
There are a couple of other things I have not mentioned. The editor colour codes
the source code by syntax, meaning that comments, keywords and variables are
displayed in different colours. This greatly eases the understanding of the code.
Finally, there is a built in context sensitive help. Double click on any keyword,
press F1 and the help text describesit in detail. Do the same on any control and
the help text describes the control in detail too. This means that if you want to
learn Visual Basic you can simply buy the product, load it and press F1 for help
♥ although someof the help text assumes youalready knowBasic.

Summary
There is a lot more to VB2, I have only scratched the surface, but I hope that by
now you can see thatit is extremely simple to develop applications withit. If
there could be a Visual APL I would be skipping on the desktops. Developers of
this Visual APL would haveto realise that screen presentation is very important,
and the underlying language has almost becomesecondary to the screen image.
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Hooking upto the Internet
by Dick Bowman

email:bowman@apl.demon.co.uk

As weall know, the population density of APLers is not as high as we might
wish; this makes us need to reach around the worldto find the numberof people
we want to discuss APL topics with. Which is a problem, because long-distance
phonecalls cost money and the propagation delays of paper communications
cost us immediacy.
But there is an answer,andId like to share with you whatlittle I know so far.
I've addressed this to Vector, because the technology is only just becoming
readily available to the individual in Britain now; the US has hadbetter access
for some time, and many companies already use similar facilities for their
national and global communications.
The technology I☂m talking about is Internet, and you can recognise someone
whohasaccessto it by their habit of sticking an email address with an ☁@☂ sign
onit to everything they write. I☂d been frustrated for some time because I found
that people expected me to be on the Internet, but those who were on were
exceptionally vague about howit all worked. So I found out, and this is what I
want to share with you. None of the services, publications, etc. that I mention
here should be construed as being recommended, praised or condemned; they
just happen to be sources thatI☂ve used to achieve successful connection. By the
nature of my geographicallocation my specifics will be specific to a person based
in London, but the sources will point you to possibilities everywhere in the
world.

The Internet and Other Nets
The Internet is the world☂s largest computer network; but that said it☂s both
anarchic and amorphous.It does not run as a commercial enterprise, so the first
avenuefor entry (look under☁I☂ in the phone book) doesn☂t work. The thousands
of computers that comprise the net are mostly in educational and research
establishments, and have hooked themselves together on a more-or-less
voluntary basis. What you have to be able to do is to reach one of these
machines.
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Other networks such as CompuServe are not the Internet, although you can
exchange email between these networks. Indeed I used CompuServe for this
purpose for over a year. It☂s not perfect, but it works (within the documented
limitations).

Information Sources
Try asking around locally; you stand a good chance of success if you have
connections into a local college or university. You might also write to RIPE NCC,
Kruislaan 409, NL-1098 SJ Amsterdam, Netherlands (phone +31 20 592 5065);
naturally they prefer email (ncc@ripe.net). There☂s also a book packed with
useful information (remember, this anarchy does not provide a user manual)
called ☁The Whole Internet Users Guide and Catalog☂, written by Ed Krol,
published by O'Reilly and Associates Inc. (ISBN 1-56592-025-2).

Types of Connection
From now onward I☂m going to assumethat you've decided to pursue this with
the aim of getting your PC connected, because this is all I have personal
experience of. The Internetis, to some degree, oriented towards UNIX butit truly
is an agglomeration of all sorts of hardware and software. Suitable software for
PCs, Amigas, Macs, UNIX and so forth is all quite readily available (and a lot
easier to get once you're connected ♥ this is infuriating unless you feel well
motivated at times).
There are two choices to make; either be a user at an established site, or become a
site of your own. Soif you call up yourlocal college and they say OK you end up
as mrapl@uhull.edu.uk (you choose the bit that goes before the @ in your email
address). I did it the other way (which lets you choose someofthe bit that comes
after the @).

WhoPays for All of This?
I just knew you☂d ask soonerorlater; the glib answeris ☁the US Government, of
course☂. Yes indeed, ole Mom andPopin their Kansas grocery store are paying to
let you and me exchange email with our pals in the Obninsk nuclear research
facility. It☂s not quite as ideal as that, but every site covers its own cost as an
overhead ♥ you don☂t pay InternetInc. (how could you, they don☂t exist).
The corollary to this is that there is a policy of ☁acceptable use☂; what you do on
the Internet ought to be connected in some sense with education or research. The
policy isn☂t rigidly monitored, but it would be bad form to take advantage of
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Internet connections to operate a company email network between your London
and New Yorkoffices.
What you'll have to pay is the hardware and software cost of setup, whatever
yourservice provider charges, and telephone costs (to reach the service provider,
not the samething as the services you use).

The Financial Good and Bad News
T connect to a service provider called Demon Internet Services, who are based in
London;their charges are £12.50 for initial enrolment and a monthly charge of
£10. No usage charges. This is possibly a little more than I used to pay for
CompuServe ♥ butall I did there was to send and receive Internet mail.
The financial down sideis that your service provider will probably encourage
youto use at least a V32 modem (9600 bps); this is not unreasonable from their
perspective because they☂ve got a finite number of ports and if all of you folks
with your ☁by appointment to Queen Mary☂ mahogany-cased 300 baud acoustic
couplers hog thelines all day then the service provider is going to have to buy
some morelines and modems(andpassthe cost on). You'll probably find thatit☂s
good newsfor youas well, because the modern-day email user haslost the knack
for economical mail that always made the I P Sharp system such a pleasure to
use.

The financial up side is that you will not need to splash out on a PC comms
package, because you'll get a special one from your service provider. This is
because your machine is becominga full-fledged (if leaf-only dialup) node on the
Internet, and this runs on TCP/IP ♥ you☂re going to have a whole lot more going
on than type a few keys, press Enter, wait for response.

The Software
Once again the hardened Internet nutter is going to tell you to download the
software. Great, you don☂t have it yet and you're not paying for that fast modem
until you know the service is worth having. Never mind, they'll probably sober
up long enough to sendit to you on diskette.
Now,aboutthis software...
It's awe-inspiring stuff.
Take a backup. Take two, they might come in handy.
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WhatI haveis three things called KA9Q, SNEWS and PCELM;theyall conspire
to work together in one directory ♥ but there are a few loose ends lying around
and we☂ve ended up with a few new environment variables. Along the way I
encountereda totally trashed hard drive, DOS softwarethat insisted on directory
names being separated by forward slashes, DOS commands that produced
gibberish, a CMOS clock that totally lost track of time and a PC that decided
Eastern Standard Time wasthe timezone to be in.
Butit all (sort of) works now, and on scale of 1 to 10 I rate this stuff as harder
than APL, but simpler than Visual Basic. The user interface is rudimentary and
I'm notconvincedthatthefile structures are robust enough to survive any sort of
software failure. Nevertheless I can do the three major things that I want Internet
access for ♥ and who knows,there may bebetter stuff for me to download(orI
might write myself sometools to do someof the manipulationsI need).

Email
Myprincipal motivation wasto be able to send and receive email. Easy to do ♥
just fire up PCELM and write the messages (handy tip ♥ the PCELM
configuration file has a parametercalled ☁edit☂ that lets you call up a simple text
file editor, like DOS☂s ☁edit☂, a configuration line that says☁edit edit☂ is not the best
idea you'll haveall year). Next time you start up KA9Q all your outgoing mail
gets sent and yoy receiveall that☂s coming your way. This may include mail you
sent earlier being bounced back because of bad addresses ♥ although if this
happens it often happens while you're logged on to the network, surprising. Go
back to PCELMto readand reply to the mail.
Yd better warn you of two types of characters you'll encounter soonerorlater.
There☂s the Email Vacuum Pump, whothinks that reading email is an adequate
activity and neverreplies to anything. Then there's The Phantom, who sends you
mail that you can☂t reply to because the address they gave you is bad according °
to the system. Both of these characters are more numerous on the Internet than
they are on other systems.

News
Newsis a sort of mutated mail, that gathers together messages on related topics
and sends you the whole lot. You canelect to join news groups,receivingall the
traffic and making some of your ownif you like. For example, if you have an
interest in zymurgy, then there☂s a news group. If you have less common
interests, then you can join a newsgroup called ☁comp.lang.apl☂.
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Newsalso makes you realise why that fast modem is important; my first news
download got me more than 600 messages ♥ all from my local service providers
newsgroups. By the time a mail message has been through the mill a few times
with bits appended, and with the Internet routeing stuff glued to the front it can
be quite hefty (none of the IPSA To:BOW From: BOW ☁No☂ succinctness here).
You elect to join (and leave) mailgroups throughall of the software you got as a
starter set ♥ mostly it☂s SNEWS, but there's other stuff scattered around as well.
Incidentally, you may not get a backlog of news as soon as you join a newsgroup;
it took a day or so before comp.lang.aplstarted to tricklein.
Once your machine has grabbed the news(happens automatically when youdial
in) you have to run a local program called UNBATCHto distribute it in a sort of
orderly way into the newsgroups you set yourself up with before reading it with
SNEWS. As I write this most of mine goes into place called ☁junk☂ because I☂m
being fed more than I☂ve organised myself to deal with ♥ but I can still read it
there. I get around about 50 news items per day and anticipate this figure
remaining fairly constant as I disconnect from the irrelevant and hook myself
into the more personally interesting. Thus provingthat fast modems do not save
money on phonebills ♥ they just let you grab more stuff. A program called
EXPIRElets you clearoff the old stuff, but I haven't found a way yet to build an
archiveofthe interesting ones only, maybe I have to do that myself.
There are literally hundreds of news groups; 1 downloaded a 500k byte file
giving details ♥ it almost certainly is notall that are available.

FIP
File transfer is a real gem; if someone onthe Internet with a machinethatallows
logins wants to makea file available to other users then they can doit. You don☂t
even need an accounton the machine you're grabbingthefile from. Thefacility is
called ☁anonymousftp☂, so if you know what you're looking for and the name of
the machineall you haveto dois start up ftp and log on as ☁anonymous☂. Even if
you don☂t know precisely what you're looking for but you knowa place to look
youcanstill log on and movearoundthe directories.
Naturally, there are limits to all of this, and the information providers choose
what to put in the accessible places. But if the file☂s there, and you're allowed to
reachit, all you haveto dois to getit and it☂s on your own machine. Remember,
this is education and research, no money changes hands; you're dealing mostly
with a country thathas open access laws for things paid for out of the public
purse,
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Other Resources
Krol☂s book talks at length about Archie, Gopher, WAIS and the World-wide
Web;all waysof helping you find information you need on computers connected
to the Internet. Notall of these are available onall hosts, andI really haven☂t had
time to explore any of it. You may be interested to know that even though
Internetreally isn☂t about APLatall one of the resources singled out by Krolis
WAIS. Muchof the development for WAIS was doneat Thinking Machines ♥
remember them?
Telnet may or may not prove useful; it lets you log on to other computers,
wherever they maybe, for your local phonecall. Not everyonewill let you have
an account, but some will. Your activity may not be regarded as benign if you
use a computer in Japan just for the hell of it. This may rebound on the other
people who are benefitting from the appropriate use of a very significant
Tesource,

Summary
This is being written while mostof this is very new to me; 1 would hope that by
the time you readit I☂ll know much more.I've used email as a way of keeping in
contact with APLers around the world for several years; it works very well. I
thought it was importantto write this at an early stage in mydirect connection to
Internet becauseif I left it any longer I'd join the ranks of ☁oh sure, just sign up☂.
Other networks exist, and their specific natures may suit your purposes very
well. Nothing except money makes this an either-or situation. If you're on
another network (like CompuServe) we canstill exchange email; we can share
moreif you☂re on Internetdirectly (andto be fair, you can share things with other
CompuServe accountsthat you can☂tlet out to us).
Give it a try, you have only your hard disk to lose. The more of us there are
reading comp.lang.apl the more of us there are going to be writing to
comp.lang.apl, and the higher the chances of finding really useful stuff every
day.
Can't get the software going? Send me an email.
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The Challenge of the New
Object Programming and the Windows GUI

by Duncan Pearson
Until about two years ago there was fairly common agreement on what was
good practice in the coding of APL systems. What would comeout wasgenerally
a system navigated by a simple menufunction which wouldcall at each stage a
numberof small black-box functions that would do fairly simple specific things
to their arguments and return the results. What you were doing (and what you
were doing it to) would be fairly well defined by your position within a
hierarchy of functionsat the bottom of which would be GO or ALX.
The interaction with the user was very well controlled. He could choose an
option from a menuoredit some data (usually a small subsection of the whole).
Even with this small choice we would quite often end up with a few large
functions in which we would interrogate the user then branchto one of say ten
labels depending onhis choice. Having done whathe asked we might return him
to the menu and ask him what he wanted to do next. This would continue until
he choseto leave that part of the application. At each stage the option that he
chose would probably act on datalocal to that part of the system.So far so good.
Now imagine a situation in which the user can choose one of two hundred
different actions. As I sit in Word for WindowsI haveat least that many from
which to choose. What is more I spend over 90% of my timein the base state ♥
editing the document. How do you manage it? Do you have great wadges of
global data which is all manipulated by two hundreddifferentlittle functions,
and have a two-hundred-and-three-line function which loops round deciding
which of these little functions to call? No, what you do is to associate with
everything the user can do a ☁callback☂ function which will automatically be
called whenever that action (such as pressing a button or selecting an item on a
menu)occurs.
This is the standard Windowsapproach to the problem andit gets rid of your
203-line function. However, as you never know which of these functions will be
called next, or what condition the system will be in whenit is called, you must
do something to ensure that any data it needsis readily available. The easy but
dangerous approachto this (adopted by Manugistics for their APLGUI ♥ see the
review in this issue) is to leave everything lying around globally in the
workspace. This leaves you with a new problem. How do you, as a developer
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starting to maintain someoneelse☂s broken system, know what the hell does
what, with what, when?
One well trumpeted approach to this problem is to use data objects and pass
messages to them to update them. I can well believe that if a system is designed
from the bottom up using this approach then the problems of maintenance
would be dealt with. One of the difficulties of the use of object methods within
the Windows GUIoffered by the current APL systemsis that the object paradigm
extends only as far as the managementof the GUI. The main area wherebenefits
are to be reaped is in being able to define a new data object class and then to
generate instances of that object class as and whenthey are required. Not only is
the object paradigm restricted to the GUI but only the standard supplied
graphics objects are true object classes. In Dyalog APL the ☁button☂ is a standard
class of graphics object of which it is simple to define instances, but if for
example I want a class of specialised buttons that change the cursor when it
crosses them, then I need to define a special function with which to generate
instances ofthat class.
The basic GUIis the obviousplace for object programmingto start, butit leaves
the programmera nasty choice of either generating a number of hybrid systems
using only the GUI object classes defined in the interpreter, or of implementing a
complete object definition and managementsystem in APL. Why, one might ask,
not just program in Smalltalk and be done with it. Roger Hui madea telling
commentin his talk to the BAA in February: when asked if he found all those
funnyletter combinationsin J to be a hindrance to programming he said thatit
wasn☂t the language that you used but the way that you thought ♥ onein the
eye for the ☁symbols are everything☂ brigade. If we cannot program for the new
user environmenteffectively without having to create an artificial ☁programming
environment☂layer then perhaps weare in the wrong language.
Which would take more work and give a more durable and flexible result,
putting the programming environment of Smalltalk into APL or putting the
array capabilities of APL into Smalltalk?
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From: A.J. Brown

TECHNICAL
CORRESPONDENCE

More on APL Packages
1 February 1993

J read with interest the article from Nicholas Smallin Vector9.3 (page 100).
The same problem had occurred to me sometime ago, using APL*PLUSIT. My
solution was to write the attached utility. The reasons for the name are nowlost
in the mists of time, but this function is now an integral part of all my
workspaces.

Ci]
Cay
Cay
[4]
ts]
Cel
C7]
Cal
(3)
Cio)
Cia)
C12)

vo aex;s4asazZ
a 924124
QWINDOW+ 0 6 25 80 © OPCFF@ Delete any programs not needed
O&X 'apA Aunpost Afind h PROG DISPLAY PACKVR UNPACKVR ORDLOC
RELABEL STORAGE!

a Adex - matrix containing list of variables NOT to be deleted
(must contain Aaex)

Z<QEX(~+ /ASAAA, =AKeX) fAAAA+((1tphdSA), AtpAdex) tAAAA+QNE 2
OFUNTIE OFNUMS
© OINBUF ')SrI¢c'
☜i OINBUF 13
☜1 DINBUF ')SAVEt
☜1 QINBUF i¢
☜4 OINBUP (STAR?!

AJ. Brown
Cygnus Enterprises Limited
15 Gardenfields
Stebbing
Dunmow
Essex CM3 3RG
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Sharing the Spoils or Circling the Square
by Mike Day

Just before Christmaslast year, I was having lunch with myfriend Mikein his
Government department's canteen. We studied Maths together many years ago
and arestill ☜Scientific☝ civil servants. He wondered if I could help him solve his
rounding problem.His unit determines the amountof grant payable to a number
(say 50) of ☜clients☝ under a few (around 4) different accounting headings.
However mostclients bid forless thanall 4. His ministry has formulaetoallocate
the available funds resulting in integral amounts of pounds(let us say) to each
bidder for each heading. However, they only pay outhalf of the approved funds.
Mike had the task of making the tables of Ministry expenditure look right in
whole numbers even though halved from the original approvedlevels; the sum
of the rounded halves must be as near as possible the same as the roundedhalf
of the sum for anyclient or for any headingor indeed overall.
By the way, Mike has Excel for Windowsbut not APL. He has always taken a
guarded andrather bemused view of myinterestinit.
Wecanrestate his problem only slightly more formally as:

Problem 1
Seek a wayofarbitrarily rounding each half-integral number in a matrix up or
downso that the absolute cumulative error in each row, each column, and over
the whole array shall be nowheregreater than onehalf unit.
As a smaller example than the real thing, consider5 clients and 3 headings with
these agreed (100%) spends:

Figure 1
1 2 3

4 a3 0 55
2 0 120 30
3 o 67 0
4 23 29 4g
5 Go 9 37

Weonly need worry about the odd cells as the even onesstay integral correctly.
Markthe oddcells in a Boolean matrix:
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Figure 2
1 2 3

1 1 Q 1
2 0 ° o
3 0 1 9
4 1 1 1
5 9 9 1

Mike's problem is effectively to replace each one in figure 2 by a plus or minus
oneso that all the marginal sumsare 0 or +1 or-1. Onesolution is easily seen to
be:

Figure 3
1

1 1
2 9
3 9
4 ☜41
5 0

o

T☂'ve appendedthetotals. So the complete result for the rounded halved matrixis:
Figure 4

ao
fa
ne

°

2B 4

Compare the unroundedversion:
Figure §

1
1 16.52
3
4 11.5
5

28

60
33
15

08

60
33.
a4.

3
27
15
0

22
18

82

ay
75
33
48
138

21a

3
27.5
15

21.5
18.5
82.5

44
75
33,
a7,
18.

218.

5
5
5
5
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Mike has solvedhis real problem by inspection but he thought there must be an
algorithm to do the trick. I agreed butatfirst I couldn☂t see how. Then I saw the
light. Look at Figure 3 again ♥ but changethesignsofall the margins except the
total:

Figure 6
1 2 a

2 1 0 -1 9
2 Q 9 0 9
a 0 -1 o 1
4 -1 1 1 -1
5 0 0 -i 1

Q 9 1 -i

The marginaltotals of the 6 x 4 table are all zero! We have an extended problem
which is simpler than the original:

Problem 2
Given a Boolean matrix with even numbers of ones in each row and column,
replace each one by plus or minusonesothatall the marginal sumsare zero. The
(- 1 1) DROPofthe solution is a solution to PROBLEM

1

andthe negation of
each marginal total except the overall cell is the sum for the corresponding
reduced row or column.
How do wesetup the extended Problem?It is easy enough in APLto adapt our
matrix: append a new column whichis the 2☂s modulusof the sum of each row.
Do the same with the columns and append a new row.So,if M is the original
matrix,

ME + 2 [| x,[4} +4 x* (ME,+/ME}
It's neater to defer the parity check. Westill need to solve the extended table, ME!
Consider this problem:

Meiadopdl Figure 7

whichis extended to
ME Figure 8

BR
R

BR
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trivially solved by
+ - Figure 9- +

The solution can be traced in a cycle from to 4 (to 1) with alternating signs:
12 Figure 1043

The next mosttrivial problem is the 2 x 2 matrix:
+M~+22p1001410 Figure 1404

extending to
ME

1 0 1 Figure 12
a 1 9
1 9 1

Weseethat thereis still an easy solution:
+ - Figure 13

This again equates to the assignationof alternating signs to a cycle ofcells in the
order1 to 6:

1 2 Figure 14

Whydoesit work? In establishing an even parity of ones in rows and columnsin
the matrix, we allow the existence of complete rectangles of 4 points: anycandidate (e.g. 2) must have 2 mates,(1 and 3). There is evidently a missing pointopposite 2. Howeverit closes the rectangle whose other corners are 45 and 6. We
can therefore regard it as doubleton of plus and minus ones cancelling out to
Zero,

Of course sometimes,as in figure 8, the rectangle is complete and does not need
completing with a virtual point.
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Andthat's it! Start with a plus at an arbitrary 1 in the extended Boolean matrix,
and movein a city grid path,ie. alternately across (left/right) with a plus and
up/down with a minus stepping through remaining target cells in the array.I
actually setall the ones to value twoto start with so that I can use the same array
throughout rather than have onefor Booleans and onefor the new values. As
real problems tend to have more than one closed path, we need to be able to
choose a newarbitrarystarting point from time to time.
Here☂s a bigger example:

(4 5p' '),SHOW BICGM+t+ Fe + ttt tt + tt tt ttt te +
FPP HH He FHte tT Ft HO HHttt tHe tH tHttte +e+ + ttt tebe tttt ttt tttt of ot tt tte +
tH Ftbttet FFtt Of b tee ttt tttet ttt + +
(4 Sp! ')},SHOW SOLVE BIGM

+-+ -- +t ste ot = +o rt tH -t mt =
to Fb mH thet ♥ te Fo beet -$- ot cot Ht
- toot beter tote Fed Hote FO mt HHO +
♥t  peettet ctot 5 F HteHe Hote tetet tote ++

I☂ve set SHOW☂s © characters to blank for readability on the printed page.
It is all fairly simple and I hardly need bother you with the simple code.It☂s in
the appendix. I used my own version of Direct Definition under APL*PLUS/PC
8 to set up utility functions with somewhat meaningful names. I hoped in this
way to keep the main function SOLVE quite undaunting for my non-APLer
colleague, looking deliberately quite FORTRAN-ish! This did indeed allow Mike
to learn enough Excel macro/programming language to mimic the APL
functions in around 100lines.
It would of course have been a good opportunity to use Dynamic Data Exchange
with a Windows-based APL as described by Adrian Smith in Vector 9.2, 1992.
Adrian has drawn myattention to a Philip Benkhard☂s paper ☜A Dance ofRounds☝
(APL Quote Quad 1991). He deals with the more general problem of distributed
rounding of arrays of fractional numbers rather thanstrictly half integral ones,
and considersrelative errors as well as absolute ones. As [ do not have fully
implemented second generation APL yet, [ am not sure whether his approach
would solve Mike's poser. I suspect it would!
I haven't yet succeeded in generalising my algorithm to 3 or more dimensions.
☜Why?☝ said Mike. ☜What about more than one year?☝said L. In investigating the
higher dimensional question I did derive a rather neater set of functions than
those you see: there☂s only one INDEXNEXT function which handles each
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dimension in turn. In three dimensions you go across, down, back. Everythingis
done on the ravel of the Boolean with a tricky one-liner to return the indices of
the required one-space which is then checked for the next candidate.
Unfortunately it only works in one and two dimensions. So I hope Mike☂s users
don☂t add up across years!
I suspect that one way to generalise to n-dimensions is to develop my
explanation of why the 2-d method works: each candidate point must have 2
neighbours in the extended array. That leaves (2*m) - (n+1) possibly
virtual points to complete the corners of the n-rectangle. In order to catch
Vector☂s deadline I leaveit as an exercise!

Appendix: Function Listings
a N.B, Q20+1 throughout
4aL AL

AACOMMENT: w a.. COVER/UTILIZY FNS FOR MAIN FN ☁SOLVE!
COL: wl:aC2)] aA find coiumn «[2] of matrix w
ROW: wl{olil;] a find row af2] of matrix w
FIRST:1+ w A return first element of a list
LAST:"it wa return last element of a list
INDEXNEXT: w MINDEX WHERE w

a find the indices of the next untreated cell
INDEXNEXTINCOL:x:NONE x+(WHERE a COL w ),LAST a :INDEXNEXT w

a next in wf;Cal2]]
INDEXNEXTINROW: (FIRST «a ),WHERE « ROW w

a find next cell in w[ali];]

MINDEX:,1+(9 a }T1+ w
a index pair for o-dim matrix given ravelled index w

WHERE: 10:2俉 w+, Wit, w i2
a find the next untreated cell in a vector

NONE:2>p w A check if at least two elements in list

SHOW: '-o+'[2+ w J
a display a matrix of +1 -1 or 0 as + - or ©

SOLVER: SHOW y,[t]+/y+x,+/x«SOLVE [«2>? wp ao
a do a problem size w, sparsity +a

ODD:2| w a mark all odd elements
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EXTEND:2x0DD w ,C1]t+# w <a ,+/ w
a append rows + cols, check parity, double

PRIM: ☜21 ☜1 + wa remove appended row and column

Col
[1]
C2]
[3]
C4]
[5]
C6)
C7]
Ca]
Ca]
C10]
C411d
£12)
俉13)
14]
[15]
[16]
C17]
Cie]
C19)
[20]
C24]
(22)
[23]

¥ SOLVELOIT
2+SOLVE m;1;050
a Solves half integer matrix rounding problem
a by following city-grid route in an extended even parity matrix.

a The style is deliberately FORTRAN with most 'APL' consigned to
a direct definition one-line utility functions

a boolean matrix m
a z has +/- ones in place of m's ones.
a Magnitude of all row + col + total sums < 1

Of0+1
M*EXTEND mA append rowtcol, adjust parity, double
itpm a arbitrary seed

doop:
>(VONE icf INDEXNEXTINCOL m)/end a next cell, same col if poss,

a finish if none anywhere
mils] ;1C2]]+1 a set cell
dei INDEXNEXTINROW m a next cell in row, MUST be one!
mCiCi];i(2]]+71 a set it
sloop a repeat until done

end:
2+fRIM ma clean up the answer

v
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An Exchange on Primes
by Roger K.W. Hui

USENETis a world-wide network connecting approximately 37,000 machines in
academia, government, business, and other organizations (see reference [1]). It
has a ☜news☝ subsystem of discussion groups, including the APL group
☜comp.lang.apl☝. Over the last 20 months, the group averaged about 2.3
messages per day. The following exchange took place recently:
 From: mitloehn@exaib.wu-wien.ac.at (Johann Mitloehner)
Subject: explicit <-> tacit, space/time usage on prime numbers
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 1992 10:55:15 GMT
Organization: Wirtschaftsuniversitaet Wien

 

Here are some experiments (by T. Kolarik and myself) with the well-known
primes-idiom on several machines, comparingtacit and explicit definition of the
verb:
Onan HP 9000/720 (HP-UX):

eprimes =. 'Ci.y.)#~2=+/0=|/~i.y.':'' NB. explicit def
tprimes (=82 @ {(+/ @ (=80 @ [/~ @ i.})) # i. NB. tacit def
time =. 6!:
Space =. 7!:2
ts =, (time, space)
ts 'tprimes 100!

2.74 2528
ts ☁eprimes 100°

0.15 464

   

[Similar timings on a Mac Quadra and Mac I1x.]}
Result: explicit definition is much faster.

Thave donea similar thing on a Mac Classic with J 5.1a; interestingly, tacit was
slightly faster (the difference being very small; I did no space measure).
Buttacitly defined verbs are supposed to be (much?) faster, aren't they? Oris this |
just a bad example? (Oris ourtacit version so bad):
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 From: sam@csi.jpl.nasa.gov (Sam Sirlin)
Subject: Re: explicit ' tacit, space/time usage on prime numbers
Organization: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
Date: Wed, 4 Nov 1992 19:33:52 GMT

(Quotes from Mitloehner's message deleted.]
Using J6é on a sun sparcstation 1:

ts 'tprimes 100°
4.53315 24

ts 'eprimes 100°
0.099996 24

ts 'eprimes 100'
0.116662 24

teprimes=. '(i.y.)#-2=4+/o=[/~i.y.' : 11 NB. tacitize eprimes
ts 'teprimes 100!

0.116662 24
So not all tacit definitions are equal.
 From: eem@ipsaint.ipsa.reuter.COM (McDonnell, Eugene E.)}
Date: Sat, 7 Nov 92 22:00:03 UT

s=.'(1.y.)#-2=4+/0=|[/~l.y.!
eprimes =. s :'' NB. explicit def
tprimes =282 @ (+/ @ (=80 @ [/~ @ 1.})) # 1. NB. tacit def
cprimes=. 1: 20 NB. :20 replaces obsolescent :11
1r=.5135 (linear representation]
ir <☁cprimes!

L.@] Hm 28=@(+/@(08=@( | /~@(1.@]})))
time =. 63:2
time 'eprimes 100°

   

 

0.116667
time 'tprimes 100!

3.53333
time 'cprimes 100!

o.2

Herr Mitléhneris correct: tprimes is not equivalentto eprimes,
Using the :20 compiler on s gives a tacit form cprimes whoselogic is that of
eprimes, and whichis more efficient than the explicit form, by a small amount.
These measurements were made on a Mac Quadra 700.
 From: hui@yrloc.ipsa.ceuter.COM (Roger Hul)
Subject: Re: explicit ' tacit, space/time usage on prime numbers
Organization: Iverson Software Inc.
Date: Sat, 7 Nov 92 23:38:13 GMT

(Quotes from Mitloehner's message deleted.}|
| In July 1990, at the APL90 Conference in Copenhagen, Eugene McDonnell

presented timings indicating that a tacitly defined nub was faster than an
explicitly defined nub, and wasasfast as the primitive .,
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I wasin the audience and wassurprised by this result. Tacit defns arise from the
use of adverbs and conjunctions, function assignment, and forks; that they
happento befaster is an unexpected benefit.
The slower times for tprimes obtained above can be accounted for by the
difference between =20@|/ vs. =80@({/). | applied thetacit translator to the
explicit defn, and obtainedthe following time/spaceresults (J6 on a PC486/33):

ts 'tprimes 100°
2.86 24692

ts 'eprimes 100°
0.05 53420

f0 =. '(i.y.)Ae2=4/Oa]/~keye ts 24
ts 'f0 100☂

0.05 50312
iris, 58:5
ir <'fo?

1.@] #~ 28=@(+/@(08=@( | /~@(1.@])})}

This showsthat tacit defn is at least no slower than explicit defn. The following
table showsthatit is in fact faster. All times are obtained using 100 time☁f n☂ on
J6é PC486/33.

200 100 10 5 4
tprimes 11.0334 2.8456 0.0344 9.0109 0.0033
eprimes 0.2230 0.0582 9.0049 0.0044 0.0044
To 0.2213 0.0565 0.0032 0.0027 0.0027
fi 0.2208 0.0566 9.0033 0.0027 0.0026
12 0.2208 0.0566 9.0033 0.0027 0.0027
{3 9.0193 0.0138 0.0038 0.0033 0.0038
ty 0.0143 0.0088 0.0017 0.0016 0.0016

fo is faster than eprime by a fixed amount, 0.0017. This is consistent with the
explanation of why tacit is faster than explicit: a tacit defn is not reparsed on
execution, and 0.0017 is the time it takes to parse eprimes. The relative
advantage of tacit over explicit is thus greatest for small vectors, when parsing
time dominates, and diminishes as vector size increases. This fact is of interest to
compiler writers.
f1 is an attempt to see how much better or worse a ☜hand-written☝ tacit defn
may be. f0=.1.@] #~ 2&=@(+/@(08=@( | /~@(i.@1)))), the defn produced by
the translator, is periphrastic (from the Greek "periphrasis": a round about expression.
Ed). It is easy to see that the two uses of @] are unnecessary, and the use of
passive can beeliminated by rearrangingthetines of the fork. As well, I tend to
shy away from deeply right-nested compositions. Puttingit all together:

fd =. 28=@(+/)@(08=)@(/~)@1. # 1.
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The timings in the table indicate that f1 is slightly faster than f0. Not too
surprising, as f1 is only slightly different from fo.
As indicated at the start, speed is not the main pointof tacit defn. Someof the
advantages oftacit defn were outlined in a msg two weeks ago:

0) The tacit form encouragesthe use of components, primitive and user-defined.
Use of components is one ofthe few effective waysof dealing with
complexity.

1) Thetacit form focuses on how components are combined,ie. it focuses on the
interface between components, where errors tend to occur.

2) Tacit expressionsare algebraic,i.e. they are amenable to proof and other
formal manipulations.

3) Tacit expressions are constructed using operators (adverbs and conjunctions),
ideas debugged in mathematics over hundreds of years.

Even for something as small as this primes problem,it is possible to see how
these benefits may be applicable. f1 can be redefined to use a sub-function, of
interestin its own right:

sleve =. 28=@(+/)@(08=)@(|/~)@1.
f2 =. sieve # 1.

f2 is slightly clearer than the others, in bringing into sharperrelief the structure
of the computation.It is aboutas fast as the others (see table).
I'd previously written a recursive version of primes which avoids generating the
na2 table:

oO-=.4430<y.!
(>: #72235 7 11 13 17 19 23 29!
(+. /0-:p]/s)#s=.k+i.>ry.-k=.{ip=.f3 <.%:y-'ptt

 

A hand-translated tacit version of same:

 

basis (>: #7)82 395 7 11 13 17 19 23 29
sieve *./@(08~: )@( 1 /)suffix {:@0 (C + i.@-.@-) Jextend C, C (sieve # }) suffix
fe =. ($:@<.@%: extend ])'basis @. (302>)

The time and space complexity of f3 and £4 are of a lesser order than the others,
so that the advantage shownin the table increases with argumentsize:
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100 time 'fo 500° 100 time ☁fo 1000°
1.3583 ws full

100 time 'f3 500° 100 time 'f3 1000°
9.038 0.09

100 time 'f4 500° 100 time ☁f4 1000°
0.0335 0.0829

Finally, 2) speaks of tacit expressions as being more amenableto proof and other
formal manipulations. Optimization is a class of formal manipulation, andin the
future the implementation may exploit formal properties of tacit defns to effect
faster execution. I described some possible approaches at the Minnowbrook ☁92
conference in mid September.
Tacit definition is discussed in an APL91 paper [2]. Briefly, an explicit definition
is one which explicitly mentions its argument, as in sum=.'+/y.':''; a tacit
definition is one which does not, as in sume.+/ . The tacit translator mentioned
in the messagesis also discussed in [2].
The ☜well-known primes idiom☝ in the original message computes the n by n
residue table of the integers from 9 to n-1, sums a mask marking the divisors,
and selects the integers with exactly two divisors. In contrast, the recursive
algorithm in £3 and f4 computesa vector p of the primes upto the square rootof
n, then computes the (#p) by n-k residuetable of p against the integers from k
to n, where is the last elementof p, and returnsp suffixed by integers from k to
n having no divisors in p. The following dialog illustrates the internal workings
of the algorithm:

<.%: 40 m4 6 basis 6
6 235 235

(f4% 6) suffix 40
5 67 8 9 410 11:12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
(f4 6) sieve (f4 6) suffix 40

qo1L0001T01L000101000100000 4101000090
1ooo{(f4 6) (sieve # ]) (f4 6) suffix 40

7 41°13 47 19 23 29 34 37
(f4 6) extend 40

235 7 14 13 17 19 23 29 31 37
Te 40

235 7 441 13 17 19 23 29 31 37

References
[1] Cerf, V.G. Networks, Scientific American ♥ Special Issue on Communications,

Computers, and Networks, 1991 9.
{2] Hui, R.K.W., K.E. Iverson, and E.E. McDonnell, Tacit Definition, APL91

Conference Proceedings, 1991 8.
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Span Representation: Improving theJ
Display of Verbs

by Richard Oates

Abstract
Verbs appear in a figure which is conceived for nouns.It can describe any rank
butthe representationof a verbis a list. Verbs absorb more thought than nouns
and the populationis bigger. Can the spacious noun figure be deflated for the
verb?

AnInitial Simplification
Omit the inner bottoms and sides, and also the tops that do not unify (span)
some part of the sentence. Swap the outer bottom, sides, and top for a cup to
concealthe inner structure.
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Removal of Excess Ink
Retain and make blank the side of a box which appears between two spans, or
adjacent to a Minusprimitive, or between two names.
 

 

  

     
 

 

 

[ale[c| sonal [«|7 eee                      
Substitute a span and a cup for the anomalous three-box configuration of an
explicit verb.
 

 

     
<@ <
OOOO :|foot=. -@#@[ {. 1.@#@,@]

« ~@#@C {. 1. @#@,@] on=. -&2@foot
« -&2@foot tag=. [C on} ":@<@]

« Eon} ":@<@] x. tag y.
tag y-     

 

 

Spanned display representation may be more ambiguous than unspanned
display representation. If display representation is spanned and atomic
representation is not, the latter could serveto clarify the former. This would not
inconvenience the user since the atomic representations in a failing gerund, for
example, are debugged with display representation.

 

Typesetter☂s note: Word for DOS has long had an annoying habit (probably a
carry-over from FX-80 days) of substituting ordinary dashes for the horizontal
line-drawing characterat print-time. This is not(as far as I can see) part of any of
the printer drivers,it is embedded deepin the code! Richard had awful trouble
getting this to print nicely ... | am not sure what the best way outis. Myfix is to
replace all long horizontals with the em-dash character ☁♥☂ and make sure the
appropriate character in my PostScript fontis set to draw something identical to
a continuousline. Maybe Word 6.0 will fix it, but very likely it won't, in which
case I can't offer any sensible suggestions for those of you with Laserjets. Sorry,
Adrian.
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  item                                  
Spansare neutral on nounlists.
♥
ab

Verbsare the issue. Verbs need optimumdisplay. A tool can easily throw a tight
row of spanned display representations on the screen. 
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Building a TrueType APL Font for Vector
by Adrian Smith

Motivation
First, let me state a prejudice ♥ I think the world would have been a better place
had TrueType never been invented. PostScript already provides an excellent
standard for rendering text onto paper, and with the advent of Adobe Type
Manager (ATM) under Windows3.0, it ensured that what you saw on the screen
was exactly what you got on the paper. ATM also does a marginally better job at
rendering awkward fonts (such as APL) on screenat smallsizes.
PostScriptalso has a longtradition of naming fonts, for example Vectoris typeset
in Palatino-Roman 13/16 (before reduction). 1 object violently to having to select
something called ☜Book Antiqua☝ in Winwordto get an apparently identical font,
but one which is sure to have at least one subtle difference to get around
copyright problems! For example, compare the ☜R☝ in Helvetica and Arial ...!
Unfortunately, Microsoft are bigger than I am,so (like 7 million other Windows
users) I have to go along with them.It is obvious that an increasing proportion of
Vector material will be prepared in either Windows Write or Winword; Vector
production remains in Word 5.0 under DOS... so | need a solid and simple way
of getting Windowsmaterial across into DOS.

The Options
I could simply moveover to Winword. At the moment, a sufficient volume of
material is still in DOS format (typically APL*PLUS/PC workspaces) that I
would have similar problems moving material across. Also, I find Word 5.0 at
least 30% faster for basic mechanical typing and formatting. Vector is quite a big
document, and DOS word (in text mode) can scoot around it muchfaster. Also,
Windowshasstolen a lot of the most useful keys ♥ for example to make a
subheading I simply hit <Altts> in Word 5.0; in Winword it would be
<Ctrl+Shiftts> which takesthatlittle bit longer.
I could write lots morelittle translation routines. Jonathan's review of IST APL
was (not unreasonably) created using the IS] TrueType font, and hence the ISI
OAV. It was about half an hour☂s work to make a AISIAYV vector, read the whole
review into APL, and spit it back out translated. The problem with this approach
is that you rapidly start getting confused and applying the wrongtranslations...
which makes the APLbits look very funny indeed.
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[could try to guide the APL world towards submitting material in the formatthat is easiest for me. There is only one way to do this ♥ I have to makeit easierto use my DAV than anyoneelse☂s. That means I need to provide both a TrueType
APLfont encoded how I wantit, and some kind of simple APL typewriter so
that you can enter code without the hassle of <Alt+0251> to getap.

The Joys of Font Design
The APL stuff in Vector is printed with an Adobe Type-3 font, which is designed
to be human-readable as well as computer readable. For example + is simply
definedas:

/st { 3 1 roll moveto 0 rlineto} def % SerifsANE { 425 400 400 sf125 200 400 sf
175 80 moveto 475 520 lineto
stroke } def

... the crucial thing is that PostScript allows you to stroke the font with a pen of
given width. You also get nice rounded line ends [1] simply by setting the
linecaps property:

Zz
Converting this to TrueType is not easy! This time, you are only allowed filled
outlines, so you have to draw around the character boundary(crossinglines are
strictly verboten) and do those nice round ends yourself. It also turns out to be
very important to work on a grid such that when the TrueType engine draws
your character on the screen, things like ~ don☂t fall through the cracks in the
pixel rounding and vanish from sight.
I did this by asking GoScript to render a complete sample font at 72-point, and
outputthe result to a .PCX file (rather than to paper). [ then loaded the resulting
file into CorelTRACE and askedit to convert the bitmaps to vector outlines by
edge-tracing them. This geve me a reasonable starting point, but obviously it
introduced a certain amount of spuriousfluff. The tedious bit was to take these
outlines, snap them to a standard grid, remove the fluff, and output each
character to TrueType. CorelDRAW helped a lot with this process, for example
you can draw your ownshapesonthe ☁guidelines☂ layer and get other characters
to snap to them. I worked throughout with an underlying D to ensure correct
geometry and centering, and an underlying I to check the obliqueness of the
alphabetics.
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Onceyou have a TrueType font, you are on the downhill slope. The next package
tcan recommend is FontMonger (Ares Software: USA+415 578 9090, cost $145;
available in the UK from Camelot mail order: 0800-565656, cost £79+VAT) which
is not to be confused with AllType (which has four legs and barks and is not
recommendedatall). FontMonger will read andwrite fonts in almost any known
format, and it does a pretty good job of adding ☁hints☂ to TrueType to improve
the rendering on screen. It makes remapping a font a breeze ♥ you simply start
a new font and cut-and-paste from an existing layout. Hereis the Vector font as
shown on Fontmonger☂s edit screen:

Font: YectorAPL Normal
7 g A

i This is almost the APL*PLUS DAV ♥ except that anything below chr(32) has
been kicked upstairs above chr(127). It works well on paper (even I can☂t easily
spotthe difference between it and the APL2741 original) and is quite usable on
the screen.
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A Prototype APL Typewriter
The requirement seems to me to be quite simple:a little edit box which will sit on
top of Word and let you type APL snippets with a sensible unified keyboard
mapping. The box should be capable of importing APL code from ASCII files
(translating from all known (AV orderings) and should allow you to copy the
contents to the Windowsclipboard, so that you just click back to the underlying
word processorand hit paste. In fact for Winwordit can go one better ♥ you can
use DDEto stuff text directly into a documentat the current cursor position.
Somethinga bitlike this, in fact:        

 

        

 

Mi
Farmat

Ward -
Taols

 

        

 

=| File Edit View Insert Table Window
rab
    

 

heading 2   2   

 

  Here is some APLto stuff inta Word]  c    
I
a

 

                         
  

 i Read 2m gig yi: S Stuff ee

lam N.... the author's name]  Here is some APL#
fo stuff into Word]

Note that this prototype has an ¢ button ♥ so you can type 112, press
<Execute> and get1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 114 12 onthe followingline
automatically. I need to check this with Dyadic, as it may be a bit close to the
edge of what you are allowed to ship with a runtimeinterpreter! It also requires
Dyalog6.3, as an essential part of the design is to have the APL typeboxvisible at
all times, even when Winword (or Write) is running full-screen. This limits
availability to ☜RSN☝, in other words, some short while after Dyalog release a
pukka copy ofversion 6.3.
Subject to the above, to get your copy of the font and APL typebox, please send a blankformatted
disk (at least 1.2Mb) to Vector Production. Don☂tforgetto include your name and address!

Reference
(1] Joey K. Tuttle, ☜APL pi ♥ Designing an APL Typefont☝, APL81 Conference

Proceedings, pp298 ♥ 302
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Index to Advertisers

Dyadic Systems Ltd 2
Manugistics 54
MicroAPL 6
APL Booklist (Renaissance Data Systems) 142

Alf queries regarding advertising in VECTOR should be made to Gill Smith, at
04393-385.

 

Submitting Material to Vector
The Vector working group meets towards the end of the month in which Vector
appears; we review material for issue n+1 and discuss themes for issues n+2
onwards, Please sendthe text of submitted articles (with diskette as appropriate)
to the Editor:

Jonathan Barman,
Hill Top House,
East Garston,
NEWBURY,Berks RG16 7HD
Tel: 048839-575 (not after 10.00pm please!)

Authors wishing to use Windows Write should contact Vector Production for a
copy of the Vector APL TrueType font. This is available encoded to the Dyalog
APL, APL2/PC or (modified) STSC standards: STSC is currently the preferred
layout, buteither ofthe alternative layouts are acceptable.
Camera-ready artwork(e.g. advertisements) and diskettes of ☁standard☂ material
(e.g. sustaining members news) should besent to Vector Production, ¢/o Adrian
Smith, Brook House, Gilling East, YORK Tel: 04393-385 (6.00pm - midnight).
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BAA: Membership Application Form
Membership of the British APL Association is open to anyone interested in APL.
The membership year runs from 1st May to 30th April.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name:
Address Line 1:
Address Line 2:
Address Line 3:
Post or zip code:
Country:
Telephone Number:

Membership category (please tick box): ......-..--. 92/93
(theserates also apply to renewals)
UKprivate membership .......... 002-000 e eee £12 Q
Overseas private membership .........-50- 0 eee eee £20 O
Airmail supplement(not needed for Europe) .......... £8 Q
Corporate membership .... 0.00.06 0c eee eee £100 Q
Corporate membership overseas ........--..-.0555 £155 Q
Sustaining membership ..........00000 000 ee eee 6p0 OU
Non-voting UK member(student/OAP/unemployed only) £6 Q
PAYMENT ♥ in Sterling only
Payment should be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UK
Sterling cheque to ☜The British APL Association☝, or you may quote ☜your
Mastercard or Visa number.
l authorise you to debit my Visa/Mastercard account

Number: Expiry date:|_
 

for the membership category indicated above,

 

      
   

Data Protection Act:
oO 1h e aye . + Theinformation supplied may beannually,at th prevailing rate, until further notice stored on computerandprocessedi ouoneyear☂s subscription only in accordance with the registrationaf the British Computer Society. (please tick the required option above)

Signature: Send the completed form to:
 

British APL Association, c/o Rowena Small, 8 Cardigan Road, LONDON,E3 SHU
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